November 17, 2021 Inn Program
Best Practices: A View from the Bench
Co-Chairs: Thomas O'Rourke, Esq., Kevin Schlosser, Esq.
Panelists:
Hon. Stacy D. Bennett
Michael Cardello III, Esq.
Veronica Renta Irwin, Esq.
Hon. Gary F. Knobel
Hon. James M. Wicks
Law Students: Fiza Malik and Noah Yudelson of
The Maurice A. Deane School of Law at Hofstra University
AGENDA
6:00 to 6:05

Greeting by Inn President, Jess Bunschaft

6:05 to 6:10

Kevin Schlosser: Introduction of the Panelists and Pupilage
Members.
Question Session
Law Students: Fiza Malik and Noah Yudelson of The Maurice A.
Deane School of Law at Hofstra University

6:10 to 6:25

Honorable Gary F. Knobel will Discuss his Procedures and
Practices in Part 26 of Nassau Supreme Court

6:25 to 6:40

Honorable James M. Wicks, Magistrate Judge of the Eastern
District of New York, will Discuss his Practice Tips and Procedures

6:40 to 6:55

Practices, Procedures and Tips in the Commercial Division of the
Nassau County Supreme Court will be Presented by Veronica
Renta Irwin, Esq., Law Secretary to the Honorable Sharon M.J.
Gianelli

6:55 to 7:10

Honorable Stacy D. Bennett will Discuss her Procedures and
Practices in the Matrimonial Part of the Nassau County Supreme
Court

7:10 to 7:25

Michael Cardillo, a Court Appointed Discovery Referee and Special
Referee, will Discuss his Practices in Handling Discovery, ediscovery and Privilege Issues

7:25 to 7:40

Questions from the Audience
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Biography

Judge Bennett has been a distinguished member of the Family Court
bench since she was elected in November, 2006. She has served as a Nassau
County Family Court Judge from 2007-2011 presiding over cases in the areas
of custody, visitation, family offenses, domestic violence, juvenile
delinquencies, abuse, neglect, and guardianship proceedings. In 2011 Judge
Bennett was appointed Acting Supreme Court Justice and since that time, has
been presiding over Matrimonial cases in the Nassau County Supreme Court,
Matrimonial Center. Prior to becoming a Judge, she was a partner in the law
firm Jaspan Schlesinger LLP, concentrating in the areas of Matrimonial and
Family law.
Judge Bennett is admitted to practice in New York, Connecticut, the U.S.
District Courts, Southern and Eastern Districts. She received her J.D. degree
from Ohio Northern University, College of Law and her Undergraduate degree
in economics from Boston University.
In 2007 Judge Bennett was appointed by the NYS Administrative Judge
to serve on the New York State Family Court Advisory and Rules Committee.
She was appointed by the County Executive to serve on the Nassau County
Domestic Violence Task force. She is a member of the NYS Family Court
Judges Association, the National Council of Juvenile & Family Court Judges,
the Family Court Children’s Center Advisory Committee, the We Care Advisory
Board, the Nassau County Bar Association, and the Woman’s Bar Association.
Since 2009 Judge Bennett has volunteered as a lecturer for the Parent
Education & Custody Effectiveness Program, (PEACE) program at the Nassau
County Supreme Court and is a frequent lecturer for the NYS Bar Association.
Judge Bennett also volunteers her time as a coach and Judge of the New York
State Mock Trial Program.

HON. JAMES M. WICKS
United States Magistrate Judge
United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York
James M. Wicks was appointed as a United States Magistrate Judge for the Eastern
District of New York on April 26, 2021. Prior to his appointment, Judge Wicks spent
over 25 years at Farrell Fritz, P.C. in New York, where he was a Partner, served on the
Management Committee and later as the firm’s first General Counsel. Judge Wicks’
practice concentrated in business and commercial litigation, as well as attorney ethics and
professionalism issues. Prior to Farrell Fitz, he was an associate with White & Case.
While in private practice, Judge Wicks also served as a Receiver and Special Master in
various matters, as well as a court-appointed mediator in appellate matters.
Judge Wicks has served as an Adjunct Professor at St. John’s University School of Law
since 2005. He has served a number of leadership roles in the region, including as Chairs
of several not-for-profits, as well as Chair of the E.D.N.Y. Civil Litigation Advisory
Committee; member of the State and Federal Judicial Advisory Council; member of the
N.Y.S. Judicial Institute of Professionalism; former Chair of the N.Y.S. Bar
Association’s Commercial & Federal Litigation
Section; and Chair of the Federal Bar Council’s Central Islip Courthouse Committee.
Judge Wicks graduated from St. John’s University School of Law in 1989 where he was
Executive Articles Editor of the Law Review, and received his Bachelor of Arts degree
from Wheeling College in 1983, where he was inducted into Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit
National Honor Society as well as Psi Chi, the Psychology National Honor Society.
Following law school, he served as Law Clerk to the Honorable Arthur D. Spatt in the
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York.

BIO 2021
The Hon. Gary F. Knobel was recently elected to the Supreme Court of Nassau
County this past November. Justice Knobel had served as a District Court Judge
of Nassau County between 2005 and 2017, adjudicating hundreds of civil and
criminal cases. In 2011 he was designated an Acting County Court Judge and
from 2013 – 2017 he presided in Supreme Court over the majority of pending
guardianship cases. He lost his bid for re-election to the District Court bench in
2017 by 120 votes, with over 50,000 votes cast for him. Judge Knobel’s record
as a jurist for 12 years has been scrutinized by the bi-partisan Judiciary Committee
of the Nassau County Bar Association, which unanimously found him to be
“well-qualified” for the Supreme Court bench. From 2017-2019 Justice Knobel
was the principal law clerk to the Hon. Antonio I. Brandveen in Supreme Court;
prior to his ascension to the bench Justice Knobel served as a law clerk for in
Nassau County Supreme Court between 1986-2004 for Justices George Murphy
and Anthony Parga.
This is Justice Knobel’s 19th year teaching New York Civil Practice at Hofstra School
of Law. He also has served as an instructor at the Judicial Institute for newly
elected and appointed judges. Judge Knobel also served as President of the NYS
District Court Judges Association and as a member of the state-wide Special
Commission on Fiduciary Matters. He is a former Chair of the Judicial Section of
the Nassau County Bar Association and currently the President of the Jewish
Lawyers Association of Nassau County. Prior to the Covid -19 pandemic, Judge
Knobel delivered food weekly to seniors for 25 years on behalf of Island Harvest
and LI Cares. Justice Knobel is married to Ilene Fern, a Principal Law Clerk to
Supreme Court Justice Lee Mayersohn in Queens County; they have two childrenLaurence who received his BA and MBA from Hofstra and is employed by a
national bank, and Lily, an honor student and junior in Oceanside High School.

Kevin Schlosser
Member of the Firm
990 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, New York 11530
(516) 592-5709
kschlosser@msek.com
Practice Areas
Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Education
Hofstra University Law School
J.D. with distinction, 1984

John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
City University of New York
B.A., 1981
magna cum laude

Memberships
American Inns of Court Executive Board,
Theodore Roosevelt Chapter,
Past President
National Institute for Trial Advocacy,
Instructor
American Bar Association, Litigation Section
New York State Bar Association, Commercial
and Federal Litigation Section
Nassau County Bar Association,
Commercial Litigation Committee
Suffolk County Bar Association, Commercial
Division Committee
New York State Bar Foundation Fellow

Admissions
New York State
U.S. Supreme Court
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit

Kevin Schlosser is a partner and the Chair of the Litigation and Dispute Resolution
Department at Meyer, Suozzi, English & Klein, P.C. located in Garden City, Long
Island, N.Y. Mr. Schlosser has been involved in all aspects of state and federal
litigation since starting his legal career in 1984. An experienced civil litigator, Mr.
Schlosser has engineered the legal strategy for a broad range of cases and
arbitrations, including complex commercial matters, corporate and partnership
disputes, business torts, fraud, breach of fiduciary duty, breach of contract,
business valuations, employment and restrictive covenants, intellectual property,
trademarks, copyrights, unfair competition, false and misleading advertising, trade
secrets, professional liability and malpractice claims, construction law and
mechanics liens, real estate, commercial landlord-tenant disputes, ERISA, health
law, Federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act class actions, products liability,
insurance coverage, claims and defense, including disability insurance claims, and
the prosecution and defense of other tort-related claims. His clients consist of
some of the largest companies in the world, as well as local businesses and
individuals, including senior law partners, accountants, doctors and others in the
professions. A proven appellate lawyer, he is also an accomplished trial attorney,
whose victories include million-dollar recoveries and a record-breaking jury
verdict.
Mr. Schlosser also serves as a private neutral arbitrator and party-appointed
arbitrator in complex commercial disputes, and as a “Private Judge” pursuant to
the CPLR. For more on Meyer Suozzi’s roster of Private Judges, click here.

In addition to his litigation experience, Mr. Schlosser also acts as general outside
corporate counsel, advising corporate clients on the full spectrum of legal affairs.
Because of his experience in the Commercial Division of the Supreme Court of the
State of New York since its inception, Mr. Schlosser is frequently tapped to serve as
local Long Island counsel to many other law firms in New York City and out of
state, including in Nassau and Suffolk Counties.
Notable experience includes:


Won a $12.6 million judgment in a jury trial in the Commercial Division, Nassau
County, in a breach of contract case involving a stock purchase agreement



Won at trial in Commercial Division, New York County, defeating $1.2 million
commission claim by Trump Securities

U.S. District Court, Eastern and Southern
Districts of New York

U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Michigan
U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Wisconsin
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Appeared as litigation counsel to the National Football League and obtained the immediate vacatur of an injunction
through an order of the Appellate Division in Long Island, thereby permitting the NFL to pursue its policy of
mandatory drug testing of professional football player



In a jury trial in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York, obtained a verdict entirely
rejecting claim for nearly $14 million in alleged lost profits in an international breach of contract case, breaking
down plaintiff’s financial experts through vigorous cross-examination



Has appeared as lead counsel in copyright, trademark, Lanham Act, contract and antitrust cases throughout the
country, including in United States District Courts in California, Hawaii, Illinois, Michigan, New York, Oklahoma and
Wisconsin.



Successfully defended a $65 million shareholder derivative action alleging breach of fiduciary duties and corporate
waste against the former president of a public bank, resulting in the entire action against the president being
dismissed with no monetary payment from the president and his counsel fees being reimbursed in their entirety by
the bank



Successfully defended a $25 million action alleging several counts of fraud, breach of contract and business torts
against the largest casino operator in the world



Obtained summary judgment dismissing case and prevailed on appeal to the New York Appellate Division, First
Department, and Court of Appeals in an action alleging damages of over $20 million, asserting intentional
interference with contract and interference with business relations against largest casino operator in the world



Prevailed on appeal to the New York Appellate Division, Second Department, to sustain claim of punitive damages
in a commercial fraud and breach of fiduciary duty action



Prevailed in arbitration in dispute between senior law partners concerning the proper method for allocating fees in
cases handled by the law firm



Obtained injunctive relief on behalf of product manufacturer/seller in United States District Court for the Eastern
District of New York barring competitors from selling competing, offending product, and prevailed after trial in
challenge to the injunction



Obtained final judgment against large manufacturer’s competitor and former employee under restrictive covenants
and non-disclosure agreements based upon claims of misappropriation of trade secrets and breach of contract in
Commercial Division, Nassau County



Obtained highest jury award on record for damages in an action for nuisance and interference with real property
rights on behalf of property owners in the Supreme Court, Suffolk County



Obtained jury verdict in Supreme Court, Nassau County, on behalf of international distributor-commercial tenant
on the ground of constructive eviction even though tenant continued to remain in the leased premises for lengthy
period of time, in which jury awarded tenant significant monetary damages against the landlord and relieved the
tenant of any further obligation for rent on remaining lease term after the tenant moved to new space
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Mr. Schlosser serves in various teaching capacities: He is a member of the faculty of the National Institute for Trial
Advocacy; has chaired the Continuing Legal Education Program on New York Civil Motion Practice at Hofstra Law
School; and is a member of the Continuing Legal Education faculty panel of the New York State Bar Association and the
Nassau County Bar Association Academy of Law, where he instructs experienced practicing attorneys. He has given CLE
seminars and presentations with some of the most prominent judges in the state and federal courts, including Supreme
Court Commercial Division Justices Timothy S. Driscoll, Vito M. DeStefano, Stephen Bucaria, Emily Pines, Elizabeth
Hazlitt Emerson, Jerry Garguilo, James Hudson, Saliann Scarpulla and Thomas Whelan, Appellate Division Justices
Leonard Austin, Karla Moskowitz, Barbara Kapnick and federal judiciary such as U.S. District Court Judges Shira
Scheindlin, Richard J. Sullivan and Nicholas G. Garaufis and Magistrate Judges A. Kathleen Tomlinson, Arlene R. Lindsay
and William Wall. Many of Mr. Schlosser’s activities can be viewed in detail by clicking on the relevant links to the
left. Click here to view details from meetings of Nassau County Bar Association’s Commercial Litigation Committee,
which Mr. Schlosser chaired from 2013-2015. In 2016, Mr. Schlosser served as the President of the Theodore
Roosevelt American Inn of Court. Mr. Schlosser is also an active member of the Commercial Division Committee of the
Suffolk County Bar Association.
Mr. Schlosser has written extensively on many aspects of the law, publishing numerous articles over thirty years in
leading legal publications. He has authored the "Litigation Review" column for the New York Law Journal and served on
the Board of Editors of the Nassau Lawyer, which is the official publication of the Nassau County Bar Association. Many
of Mr. Schlosser’s articles can be viewed by clicking on the “Publications” link to the left. He is also the author of a
well-recognized blog, www.nyfraudclaims.com, which covers new developments concerning claims of fraud and
misrepresentation under New York law.
Active in charitable organizations, Mr. Schlosser received the 2003 Leadership Award presented by the Long Island
Chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. He has also served as a faculty member of the Construction
Management Institute, sponsored by the New York State Chapter of the National Association of Minority Contractors,
helping minority-owned contractors enhance their developing businesses.
During law school, Mr. Schlosser was a Member and then Articles Editor of the Hofstra Law Review. In his capacity as
Articles Editor, Mr. Schlosser interacted with and edited articles of some of the most prominent and well-respected
legal scholars, including law professors, evidence experts and Congressional leaders. He also clerked for the Honorable
George C. Pratt, United States Circuit Court Judge, where he drafted several court decisions, including a complex
antitrust ruling. He also obtained valuable trial experience while clerking in the Criminal Division of the United States
Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of New York, where he assisted in the prosecution of several major felony
cases. Mr. Schlosser graduated law school with the highest honors. Additionally, he was a founding officer of a national
criminal justice honor society at John Jay College of Criminal Justice of the City University of New York. At the outset of
his career, Mr. Schlosser acquired intensive litigation experience, having been trained at two prominent firms based in
New York City: Patterson, Belknap, Webb & Tyler, and Chadbourne & Parke. In 1990, he became associated with one of
Long Island’s largest law firms, where he rose to the level of a managing partner and head of its litigation department,
the largest practice group in the firm. After joining Meyer, Suozzi and becoming a partner in 2002, Mr. Schlosser
was appointed Co-Chair of the firm’s Litigation Department in November 2002. In 2006, Mr. Schlosser became Chair of
the firm’s Litigation and Dispute Resolution Department and has held that position through the present. He is also a
member of the firm’s Management Committee. Mr. Schlosser is rated “AV Preeminent” by Martindale-Hubbell, the
highest level in professional excellence and ethics. Mr. Schlosser was recognized by Long Island Pulse Magazine in
2010 and 2011 as the region's "Top Legal Eagle for Litigation." Mr. Schlosser has been named to the New York Super
Lawyers list as one of the top attorneys in New York from 2012-2020.
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Published Articles

THE USE OF PRIVATE JUDGES: NEW WORLD, NEW
WAVE?
November 6, 2020
New York Law Journal

NEW PERSONNEL IN THE COMMERCIAL DIVISIONS
Litigation Review
May 27, 2008
New York Law Journal

NEW STATEWIDE UNIFORM RULES FOR COMMERCIAL
DIVISION
March 1, 2006
Nassau Lawyer

RENEWED ALLURE IN HIRING “PRIVATE JUDGES”
UNDER THE CPLR
May 28, 2020
The Suffolk Lawyer

DODGING AN E-BULLET SANCTION
Litigation Review
March 25, 2008
New York Law Journal

LIMITATIONS ON MARITAL PRIVILEGE
Litigation Review
January 24, 2006
New York Law Journal

LAWYERS’ ROLE KEY TO PRESERVING AND
PREVENTING FRAUD CLAIMS
December 2, 2016
New York Law Journal

CLARIFYING PUNITIVE DAMAGE CONFUSION
Litigation Review
January 22, 2008
New York Law Journal

DISQUALIFYING EXPERTS BASED ON CONFLICTS OF
INTEREST
Litigation Review
November 22, 2005
New York Law Journal

NEW YORK SHOULD CATCH THE FEDERAL ESI WAVE
BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE
December 23, 2015
New York Law Journal

A CORPORATE DISSOLUTION MINEFIELD
Litigation Review
November 27, 2007
New York Law Journal

READING RESTRICTIVE COVENANT TEA LEAVES FROM
STATE’S HIGH COURT
July 24, 2015
New York Law Journal

RARE CASE HIGHLIGHTS PITFALLS OF
UNCONSCIONABLE CONTRACTS
Litigation Review
September 25, 2007
New York Law Journal

JURY OR NON-JURY? THAT IS THE QUESTION
Litigation Review
July 26, 2005
New York Law Journal

RECENT ISSUES IN COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL
Litigation Review
July 24, 2007
New York Law Journal

DEFAULT JUDGMENT MOTIONS
Litigation Review
May 24, 2005
New York Law Journal

RES JUDICATA AND PIERCING THE CORPORATE VEIL
Litigation Review
May 22, 2007
New York Law Journal

APPLYING SIMPLE PREJUDGMENT INTEREST NOT SO
SIMPLE
Litigation Review
March 22, 2005
New York Law Journal

TIME TO REVISE EMPLOYMENT RESTRICTIVE
COVENANTS
April 16, 2014
New York Law Journal
COURTS BOLSTER RELEASE OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES AND
FRAUD
April 16, 2013
The Nassau Lawyer
GRAPPLING WITH FIDUCIARY DUTIES IN ENFORCING
CONTRACTS
October 27, 2011
New York Law Journal
FEDERAL PLEADINGS ARE RECEIVING HEIGHTENED
SCRUTINY UNDER NEW STANDARD
Focus on Commercial Litigations
October 28, 2009
The Suffolk Lawyer
SECOND CIRCUIT BROADENS DISABILITY INSURANCE
REMEDIES - Article by Kevin Schlosser and Robert C.
Angelillo
March 7, 2009
New York Law Journal
NEW FEDERAL CASE EXPANDS RIGHTS OF DISABILITY
INSURANCE CLAIMANTS
Slupinski v. First Unum Life Insurance 2nd Circuit
Attorney Fees and Interest Awarded
February 2, 2009
www.msek.com
LIBERALIZING DISCOVERY IN ERISA DISABILITY
INSURANCE CASES
Litigation Review
September 23, 2008
New York Law Journal
NASSAU COMMERCIAL DIVISION ADDS
E-JURISPRUDENCE
Litigation Review
July 22, 2008
New York Law Journal
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BINDING SETTLEMENTS THROUGH EMAIL?
Litigation Review
March 27, 2007
New York Law Journal
AFFIRMATIVE STEPS TO PRESERVE AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES
Litigation Review
January 23, 2007
New York Law Journal
WEAVING JURISDICTION FROM THE WEB
Litigation Review
November 28, 2006
New York Law Journal
PRIVILEGE PROTECTIONS FOR ACCOUNTANTS
Litigation Review
September 26, 2006
New York Law Journal
INADVERTENT WAIVER OF PRIVILEGE IN THE E-AGE
Litigation Review
July 25, 2006
New York Law Journal
ADMISSIBILITY OF ETHICS CODES IN LEGAL
MALPRACTICE ACTIONS
Litigation Review
May 23, 2006
New York Law Journal
HIGH-FLYING TORT DECISIONS
Litigation Review
March 28, 2006
New York Law Journal

THE FINE ART OF DRAFTING PLEADINGS
Litigation Review
September 27, 2005
New York Law Journal

RIGHTS OF DISABILITY INSURANCE CLAIMANTS BOOSTED WITH DECISION
Outside Counsel
February 15, 2005
New York Law Journal
NASSAU DECISION PAVES WAY TO GREATER USE OF
“BLACK BOX” EVIDENCE
Litigation Review
January 25, 2005
New York Law Journal
STATE LAW ON COST OF E-DISCOVERY IS STARTING TO
TAKE SHAPE
Litigation Review
November 23, 2004
New York Law Journal
TWO RECENT SPOLIATION RULINGS IMPOSE SEVERE
SANCTIONS
Litigation Review
September 28, 2004
New York Law Journal
RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS REMAIN RIPE AREA OF
LITIGATION
Litigation Review
July 27, 2004
New York Law Journal
JUDGES OFFER INSIGHTS ON ORAL ARGUMENT
Litigation Review
May 25, 2004
New York Law Journal
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Published Articles

NEW LOCAL FEDERAL RULE FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTIONS
Litigation Review
March 23, 2004
New York Law Journal

ATTORNEY CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN CORPORATE
DISPUTES
Litigation Review
January 27, 2004
New York Law Journal

HIGH COURT BOLSTERS LIEN LAW TRUST
PROTECTIONS
January 14, 1997
New York Law Journal

NEW PERSONNEL IN THE COMMERCIAL DIVISIONS
Litigation Review
May 27, 2008
New York Law Journal

HAS 'PAY-WHEN-PAID' BEEN LAID TO REST?
January 10, 1996
New York Law Journal

DODGING AN E-BULLET SANCTION
Litigation Review
March 25, 2008
New York Law Journal

THE STATUTORY MINEFIELD OF EDUCATION LAW
§3813
September 28, 1994
ELECTRONIC CASE FILING COMING TO A COURTHOUSE New York Law Journal
NEAR YOU
Litigation Review
RENEWED ALLURE IN HIRING “PRIVATE JUDGES”
November 25, 2003
UNDER THE CPLR
New York Law Journal
May 28, 2020
New York Law Journal
COMMERCIAL DIVISION JUDGES HELP SHAPE
PROCEDURE AND LAW
LAWYERS’ ROLE KEY TO PRESERVING AND
Litigation Review
PREVENTING FRAUD CLAIMS
September 23, 2003
December 2, 2016
New York Law Journal
New York Law Journal
E-VOLVING E-MAIL E-DICTS
Litigation Review
August 4, 2003
New York Law Journal

NEW YORK SHOULD CATCH THE FEDERAL ESI WAVE
BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE
December 23, 2015
New York Law Journal

DISABILITY INSURANCE UNDER ERISA: ITS NOT YOUR
ORDINARY STATE CONTRACT CLAIM
October 6, 2002
The Nassau Lawyer

READING RESTRICTIVE COVENANT TEA LEAVES FROM
STATE’S HIGH COURT
July 24, 2015
New York Law Journal

CORPORATE HEALTHCARE TRANSACTIONS: AVOIDING
CRIMES, DISMISSALS AND EMBARRASSMENT
April 1, 2002
The Nassau Lawyer

TIME TO REVISE EMPLOYMENT RESTRICTIVE
COVENANTS
April 16, 2014
New York Law Journal

MAXIMIZE DISABILITY INSURANCE, MINIMIZE
MALPRACTICE EXPOSURE WITH PREVENTIVE LEGAL
MEDICINE
June 1, 2001
N.Y. Hospital & Health News

COURTS BOLSTER RELEASE OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES AND
FRAUD
April 16, 2013
The Nassau Lawyer

E-MAIL E-MERGING E-NORMOUSLY IN LITIGATION
April 1, 2001
The Nassau Lawyer
MILLION - DOLLAR RECOVERY IN DISABILITY
INSURANCE CASE HOLDS LESSONS
June 1, 2000
N. Y. Hospital & Health News
'PAY-WHEN-PAID' REVISITED
March 15, 2000
New York Law Journal
HOW TO AVOID LITIGATING DISPUTES IN A FOREIGN,
INCONVENIENT FORUM
November 1, 1999
Construction Law
SURETY'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS REJECTED IN
COURT'S LATEST DECISION ON LIEN LAW
April 8, 1999
New York Law Journal
ANOTHER BOMB EXPLODES IN THE LIEN LAW
MINEFIELD
February 11, 1998
New York Law Journal
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GRAPPLING WITH FIDUCIARY DUTIES IN ENFORCING
CONTRACTS
October 27, 2011
New York Law Journal
FEDERAL PLEADINGS ARE RECEIVING HEIGHTENED
SCRUTINY UNDER NEW STANDARD
Focus on Commercial Litigations
October 28, 2009
The Suffolk Lawyer
SECOND CIRCUIT BROADENS DISABILITY INSURANCE
REMEDIES - Article by Kevin Schlosser and Robert C.
Angelillo
March 7, 2009
New York Law Journal
LIBERALIZING DISCOVERY IN ERISA DISABILITY
INSURANCE CASES
Litigation Review
September 23, 2008
New York Law Journal
NASSAU COMMERCIAL DIVISION ADDS
E-JURISPRUDENCE
Litigation Review
July 22, 2008
New York Law Journal

CLARIFYING PUNITIVE DAMAGE CONFUSION
Litigation Review
January 22, 2008
New York Law Journal
A CORPORATE DISSOLUTION MINEFIELD
Litigation Review
November 27, 2007
New York Law Journal
RARE CASE HIGHLIGHTS PITFALLS OF
UNCONSCIONABLE CONTRACTS
Litigation Review
September 25, 2007
New York Law Journal
RECENT ISSUES IN COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL
Litigation Review
July 24, 2007
New York Law Journal
RES JUDICATA AND PIERCING THE CORPORATE VEIL
Litigation Review
May 22, 2007
New York Law Journal
BINDING SETTLEMENTS THROUGH EMAIL?
Litigation Review
March 27, 2007
New York Law Journal
AFFIRMATIVE STEPS TO PRESERVE AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES
Litigation Review
January 23, 2007
New York Law Journal
WEAVING JURISDICTION FROM THE WEB
Litigation Review
November 28, 2006
New York Law Journal
PRIVILEGE PROTECTIONS FOR ACCOUNTANTS
Litigation Review
September 26, 2006
New York Law Journal
INADVERTENT WAIVER OF PRIVILEGE IN THE E-AGE
Litigation Review
July 25, 2006
New York Law Journal
ADMISSIBILITY OF ETHICS CODES IN LEGAL
MALPRACTICE ACTIONS
Litigation Review
May 23, 2006
New York Law Journal
HIGH-FLYING TORT DECISIONS
Litigation Review
March 28, 2006
New York Law Journal
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NEW LOCAL FEDERAL RULE FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTIONS
Litigation Review
March 23, 2004
New York Law Journal

ATTORNEY CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN CORPORATE
DISPUTES
Litigation Review
January 27, 2004
New York Law Journal

HIGH COURT BOLSTERS LIEN LAW TRUST
PROTECTIONS
January 14, 1997
New York Law Journal
HAS 'PAY-WHEN-PAID' BEEN LAID TO REST?
January 10, 1996
New York Law Journal

THE STATUTORY MINEFIELD OF EDUCATION LAW
§3813
September 28, 1994
ELECTRONIC CASE FILING COMING TO A COURTHOUSE New York Law Journal
NEAR YOU
Litigation Review
November 25, 2003
New York Law Journal
COMMERCIAL DIVISION JUDGES HELP SHAPE
PROCEDURE AND LAW
Litigation Review
September 23, 2003
New York Law Journal
E-VOLVING E-MAIL E-DICTS
Litigation Review
August 4, 2003
New York Law Journal
DISABILITY INSURANCE UNDER ERISA: ITS NOT YOUR
ORDINARY STATE CONTRACT CLAIM
October 6, 2002
The Nassau Lawyer
CORPORATE HEALTHCARE TRANSACTIONS: AVOIDING
CRIMES, DISMISSALS AND EMBARRASSMENT
April 1, 2002
The Nassau Lawyer
MAXIMIZE DISABILITY INSURANCE, MINIMIZE
MALPRACTICE EXPOSURE WITH PREVENTIVE LEGAL
MEDICINE
June 1, 2001
N.Y. Hospital & Health News
E-MAIL E-MERGING E-NORMOUSLY IN LITIGATION
April 1, 2001
The Nassau Lawyer
MILLION - DOLLAR RECOVERY IN DISABILITY
INSURANCE CASE HOLDS LESSONS
June 1, 2000
N. Y. Hospital & Health News
'PAY-WHEN-PAID' REVISITED
March 15, 2000
New York Law Journal
HOW TO AVOID LITIGATING DISPUTES IN A FOREIGN,
INCONVENIENT FORUM
November 1, 1999
Construction Law
SURETY'S SUBROGATION RIGHTS REJECTED IN
COURT'S LATEST DECISION ON LIEN LAW
April 8, 1999
New York Law Journal
ANOTHER BOMB EXPLODES IN THE LIEN LAW
MINEFIELD
February 11, 1998
New York Law Journal
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Seminars

Participates in New York State Bar Association’s Panel Discussion
An Evening with the Commercial Division Justices
September 17, 2020
Panelist at the New York State Bar Association's Commercial and Federal Litigation Section
Restrictive Covenants: The Good, the Bad and What the Future Holds
June 17, 2020
Participates in New York State Bar Association’s Panel Discussion
An Evening with the Commercial Division Justices
June 14, 2017
Moderator at the New York State Bar Association’s Panel Discussion
An Evening with the Commercial Division Justices
June 21, 2016
Speaks at the New York County Lawyers’ Association CLE Program
Noncompetition and Confidentiality Provisions in Employment Agreements: Current Status of the Law in New York and State and National Trends
November 4, 2015
Participates in New York State Bar Association’s Panel Discussion
An Evening with the Commercial Division Justices
June 8, 2015
Moderates for American Inns of Court
Litigation Overload Facing Federal and State Courts-Trying to Stem the Tide & What Makes a Great Commercial Court
May 27, 2015
Participates in the State Commercial and Federal Court Round-Up Program
June 4, 2014
Participates on Panel for the Hofstra Law's Moot Court Board
March 13, 2014
Moderates NBI Program
As Judges See It: Top Mistakes Lawyers Make in Civil Litigation
June 7, 2013
Speaks at Nassau Academy of Law Program
Advice from the Experts: Successful Strategies for Winning Commercial Cases in New York State Courts
May 9, 2013
Chairs Civil Action Program at the Theodore Roosevelt American Inn of Court
Strategies and Techniques of Direct and Cross Examination of Witnesses at Trial
February 11, 2013
Participates in the Hofstra Law Intramural Competition
January 24, 2013
Serves as Instructor at the Hofstra Trial Techniques Program
The National Institute of Trial Advocacy and the E. David Woycik, Jr. Intensive Trial Advocacy Program
January 4, 2013
Speaks at Suffolk Academy of Law CLE Program
Strategies and practical advice for maximizing the effectiveness of each stage of the litigation
October 11, 2012
Presents in First Ever Joint Seminar for Appellate Division Justices
April 25, 2012

Presents CLE to Suffolk County Bar Association with the Honorable Emily Pines
The CPLR in Everyday Practice
April 19, 2012
Speaks at the Theodore Roosevelt American Inn of Court at the Nassau County Bar Association
A Civil Action - Jury Selection
February 15, 2012

Speaks at the Alexander Hamilton Inn of Court at Touro Law School
Alexander Hamilton Inn of Court Program on Injunctions
January 24, 2012
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Kevin Schlosser

Seminars

Presents CLE on Expert Witness Discovery at Nassau County Bar Association
June 2, 2011
Speaks at the Nassau County Bar Association
E-Discovery: What the Litigator Needs to Know to Avoid Professional Liability
June 7, 2010
Presents CLE to ACC-GNY Corporate Counsels
June 8, 2011
Achieving 20-20 Hindsight: Practical Solutions to Avoid Rescission, Unenforceability and Misinterpretation of Your Contracts
June 8, 2011
Presents CLE to Inns of Court
April 19, 2010
Presents CLE to Inns of Court
Undoing the Done: Contract? What Contract?
February 3, 2009
Kevin Schlosser Participates as a CLE Instructor at the Annual Meeting at the American Bar Association
Zapped! The New and Complex World of E-Discovery
August 8, 2008
Presents Seminar for the New York State Bonding Initiative
Legal Aspects of Contract Management and Key Issues Regarding Tort Law in the State of New York
May 8, 2008
Lectures at Hofstra Law School
March 20, 2008
Participates at the Federal Civil Practice Update - CLE
May 15, 2007
Speaks at the Theodore Roosevelt American Inn of Court at the NCBA
Inadvertent Waiver of Attorney- Client and Work Product Privileges in the Electronic Age
February 8, 2007
Presents Construction Law Seminar
Construction Management Training Course
July 18, 2006
Presented CLE with the Honorable Leonard B. Austin to the Westchester Women’s Bar Association
Electronic Discovery: The New Frontier, An Interactive, Practical Guide to the Latest State and Federal Principles
October 5, 2006
Speaks at First American Title Company
Electronic Evidence in Litigation- the New Frontier
May 17, 2005
Speaks at the Theodore Roosevelt American Inn of Court at the Nassau County Bar Association
Electronic Discovery
May 12, 2005
Speaks at the Nassau Academy of Law, Nassau County Bar Association
Super Sunday Civil Litigation CLE Program Segment on Electronic Discovery
January 11, 2004
Speaks at the Nassau County Bar Association
Electronic Discovery
October 27, 2004
Speaks at the New York State CPA Society
What a savvy litigator looks for in a financial expert witness
November 24, 2003
Speaks at the Nassau Academy of Law, Nassau County Bar Association
Mastering Civil Litigation - Electronic Discovery
December 2, 2003
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MICHAEL CARDELLO III
Practice Areas
Commercial Litigation
Dispute Resolution
Bankruptcy
Michael Cardello III has been a partner with the firm where he Co-Chairs
the firm's Litigation practice group, is a member of the firm's Dispute
Resolution Practice Group, and serves on the firm's Management
Committee. Mr. Cardello concentrates his practice in business and
commercial litigation. Prior to joining the firm in 1997, he served as a
Law Clerk to the Honorable Arthur D. Spatt, United States District Court
for the Eastern District of New York.

Michael Cardello III
Partner

mcardello@moritthock.com

Mr. Cardello represents large and small businesses, financial institutions
and individuals in Federal and State Courts in complex commercial
matters. He has a wide-range of experience that includes trials and
appellate work in the areas of corporate disputes, shareholder derivative
actions, dissolutions, construction disputes, equipment and vehicle
leasing disputes and other complex commercial and business disputes.
Mr. Cardello also serves as a Court-Appointed Discovery Referee and
Special Referee by various courts to oversee all aspects of the discovery
process in complex commercial cases. From 2005 through 2008, Mr.
Cardello oversaw all aspects of discovery in Delta Financial Corp. v.
Morrison, in which he rendered many written decision related to
discovery, e-discovery and privilege issues and presided over sixty-five
depositions. From 2009 through 2015, Mr. Cardello served as Special
Referee in a very large multi-party construction defect case captioned
Archstone v. Tocci Building Corporation of New Jersey. During his
appointment, Mr. Cardello issued numerous decisions regarding complex
e-discovery issues as well as issuing decisions on other non-dispositive
motions. From 2012 to 2016, Mr. Cardello served as the Special Referee
in the related insurance coverage action to the Archstone construction
defect case, captioned QBE Insurance Corporation v. Adjo Contracting
Corporation. During his tenure, Mr. Cardello issued numerous decisions
and rulings in order to prepare the case for trial. Mr. Cardello was also
involved in the settlement process, which lead to a resolution.
From 2013 to 2016, Mr. Cardello served as the Special Referee to
oversee the dissolution of a law firm and the wind up of its affairs.
During his appointment, Mr. Cardello dealt with many legal issues and
was successful in separating the law firm into two firms. On consent of
the parties, he has presided over a trial on one unresolved issue related to
the wind up which resulted in a settlement. He is currently appointed to
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a number of cases as Discovery Referee and Special Referee by Justices
of the Supreme Court for the State of New York.
Mr. Cardello is also approved by the Officer of Court Administration in
the State of New York to serve as a Receiver and has been appointed by
the Court as Receiver to oversee the dissolution and wind up of the
affairs of businesses and for the collection of rents for commercial
properties. Mr. Cardello served as a Court Appointed Receiver for a
250,000 square foot office building that was the subject of a commercial
foreclosure. He also mediates complex commercial litigation cases
pending in the Commercial Division of the Supreme Court of the State of
New York.
Mr. Cardello is the former Chair of the Federal Courts Committee and
the Commercial Litigation Committee of the Nassau County Bar
Association. Mr. Cardello previously served on the Judiciary Committee
of the Nassau County Bar Association and is also a member of its
Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee. He is also the District Leader
for the 10th Judicial District for the Commercial and Federal Section of
the NYSBA. In addition, he is a participant at the Sedona Conference
and also frequently lectures on mediation, discovery, trial practice,
equipment and vehicle leasing issues and e-discovery.
Education
Hofstra University, J.D.
Associate Editor, Hofstra Law Review
Hofstra University, M.B.A. (Finance)
Hofstra University, B.B.A. (Marketing)
Admissions
Mr. Cardello is admitted to practice law in New York. He is also
admitted to practice in the Eastern and Southern Districts of New York
and the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
Affiliations
Mr. Cardello serves on the EDNY Litigation Advisory Committee, as
well as on the Nassau County Bar Association's WE CARE Fund
Advisory Board. In addition, he also serves as Chair of the Board of
Directors for the Metro New York/Connecticut Chapter of the National
Vehicle Leasing Association. Mr. Cardello also serves on the Board of
Directors of the Catholic Lawyers Guild of Nassau County. Mr. Cardello
is the former President (2017-2018) of the Theodore Roosevelt American
Inn of Court. He serves as a fellow of the Academy of Court-Appointed
Masters and on the Board of Directors for the Long Island Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Dependence.
Recognitions
2021-New York Super Lawyers®
2020-New York Super Lawyers®
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2019-New York Super Lawyers®
2018-New York Super Lawyers®
2017-New York Super Lawyers®
2016-New York Super Lawyers®
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Thomas A. O'Rourke
Bodner & O'Rourke, L.L.P.
425 Broadhollow Rd.
Melville, N. Y. 11747
631-249-7500
TORourke@bodnerorourke.com
Thomas A. O’Rourke is a founding partner of the firm Bodner & O’Rourke.
Mr. O’Rourke’s practice involves all areas of patent, trademark and copyright law. For
over thirty years he has been registered to practice before the United States Patent &
Trademark Office. Mr. O’Rourke has counseled clients regarding the procurement and
enforcement of patents, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets in a variety of
technologies including mechanical, and computer technology. In addition, his practice
involves domestic and international technology transfer, acquisition and licensing. He is
a member of the bar of the States of New York and California. He has also been
admitted to numerous Federal District Courts and Courts of Appeal across the country
including, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.
Mr. O’Rourke has been a member of the Board of Directors of the New
York Intellectual Property Law Association. Mr. O’Rourke is Co-Chairman of the Suffolk
County Bar Association’s Committee on Intellectual Property Law and has been a
member of the Advisory Board of the Licensing Journal. He has lectured on Intellectual
Property Law at numerous Continuing Legal Education programs, including programs
presented by the American Bar Association, the Connecticut Intellectual Property Law
Association and the Suffolk County Bar Association. He was also the Editor of the New
York Intellectual Property Law Association Bulletin and the author of numerous articles
on patents, trademarks and copyrights for the New York Intellectual Property Law

Association. Mr. O’Rourke has also authored monthly articles on intellectual property
law licensing, which have appeared in the Licensing Journal. Mr. O’Rourke has also
been named as a Super Lawyer.
Mr. O’Rourke has a B.S. degree in Chemistry from Fordham University
and obtained his J.D. degree from St. John's University School of Law, where he was a
member of the Law Review.

MATRIMONIAL PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE CHECKLIST
Hon.

J.S.C.

INDEX No. _________________________

_________________________________________ v ________________________________________
PLAINTIFF

DEFENDANT

Preliminary Conference Date: ________ _______ ______
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Parties Present (RT1-SCR6):
Plaintiff

YES______

Defendant

YES______

NO_______
NO_______
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Retainer Filed (RT1-SCR3):
Plaintiff

YES______

Defendant

YES______

NO_______
NO_______
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Net Worth Statement Filed (RT1-SCR6):
Plaintiff

YES______

Defendant

YES______

NO_______
NO_______
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Discovery Completed (RT1-SCR6):
Plaintiff

YES______

Defendant

YES______

NO_______
NO_______
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date Summons Served: ________ _____ _ _______
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Attorneys:

(Name, Address, Phone/Fax Number and E-Mail)
Plaintiff

Defendant

(Attach completed form to PC order and send to Judgement Office in MatCenter)

Background Information Sheet-Addendum to P.C. Form
Index: ___________________
Plaintiff-

___________________________________

Defendant- ___________________________________
Attorney For Plaintiff

Date Of Marriage___________________
Name(s) and Date(s) of Birth of Children

________________ ________________
________________ ________________

Attorney for Defendant

Date Summons Filed ____________

________________ ________________

________________

Children reside with:_________________________________
Plaintiff’s Address and Age:

Defendant’s Address and Age:

_____________________________
Marital Residence? Yes
No

_______________________________
Marital Residence? Yes
No

Nature of Employment:

Nature of Employment:

___________________________

___________________________

Plaintiff’s Employer and Address

Defendant’s Employer and Address

________________

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NASSAU
-------------------------------------------------------------------------X
Plaintiff,

Index No.:

- against Defendant.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------X

Part No.:

__

PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE STIPULATION/ORDER
CONTESTED MATRIMONIAL
PRESIDING: Hon.
Justice of the Supreme Court
The
parties
and
counsel
have
appeared
before
this
Court
on
_________________ at a preliminary conference on this matter held pursuant to 22 NYCRR
§202.16.
A.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
1.

Summons:

Date filed: ______________ Date served: ________________

2.

Date of Marriage: _____________________

3.

Name(s) and date(s) of birth of child(ren):
Name:____________________
Name:____________________
Name:____________________
Name:____________________

[UCS eff. 1/31/18]

DOB:_______________
DOB:_______________
DOB:_______________
DOB:_______________
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4.

Attorneys for Plaintiff:

5.

The Court has received a copy of:

Attorneys for Defendant:

Plaintiff
Defendant
(Date Filed OR To Be Filed)

(a)
A sworn statement of net worth as of
date of commencement of the action.
(b)

6.

7.

A signed copy of each party’s
attorney’s retainer agreement.

_________

_________

_________

__________

An Order of Protection has been issued against:
Plaintiff: ____ YES ____ NO

Defendant: ____ YES ____ NO

Issue Date: ___________

Issue Date:___________

Issuing Court: _______________

Issuing Court: ____________________

Currently in Effect?
___YES ___NO

Currently in Effect?
___YES ___NO

Plaintiff/Defendant requests a translator in the

[UCS eff. 1/31/18]

language.
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8.

B.

(a)

Please identify and state the nature of any Premarital, Marital, Separation
or other Agreements and/or Orders which affect the rights of either of the
parties in this action.

(b)

Plaintiff/Defendant shall challenge the Agreement dated ______________
by ____________. If no challenge is asserted by that date, it is waived
unless good cause is shown.

GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE:
1.

The Complaint (was) (or will be) served on:______________

2.

A Responsive Pleading (was) (or will be) served on:_______________

3.

Reply to Counterclaim, if any, (was) (or will be) served on:________________

4.

The issue of grounds is  resolved  unresolved.
If the issue of grounds is resolved, the parties agree that Plaintiff/Defendant will
proceed on an uncontested basis to obtain a divorce on the grounds of DRL §
170(7) and the parties waive the right to serve a Notice to Discontinue pursuant to
CPLR 3217(a) unless on consent of the parties.

5.
C.

Other:

CUSTODY:
1.

The issue of parenting time is  resolved  unresolved.

2.

The issues relating to decision-making are  resolved  unresolved.
(a)

[UCS eff. 1/31/18]

If the issues of custody, including parenting time and decision-making, are
resolved: The parties are to submit an agreement/stipulation no later than
_______________.
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(b)

3.

If the parties do not notify the Court that all issues related to custody are
at
resolved, a conference shall be held on
which time the Court shall determine the need for an Attorney for the
Child/Guardian ad Litem and/or a forensic evaluation and set a schedule
for resolving all issues relating to custody.

 ATTORNEY FOR CHILD(REN) or GUARDIAN AD LITEM: Subject to
judicial approval, the parties request that the Court appoint an Attorney for the
parties’ minor child(ren) (“AFC”). The cost of the AFC’s services shall be paid as
follows: _________________________________________________________ .
 FORENSIC: Subject to judicial approval, the parties request that the Court
appoint a neutral forensic expert to conduct a custody/parental access evaluation
of the parties and their child(ren). Subject to Judicial approval, the cost of the
forensic evaluation shall be paid as follows:______________________________.
Any appointment of an Attorney for the Child/Guardian ad Litem or forensic
evaluator shall be by separate order which shall designate the individual
appointed, the manner of payment, source of funds for payment, and each party’s
responsibility for such payment.

D.

FINANCIAL:
(1)

Maintenance is  resolved  unresolved

(2)

Child Support  resolved  unresolved

(3)

Equitable Distribution is  resolved  unresolved

(4)

Counsel Fees are  resolved  unresolved

List all other causes of action and ancillary relief issues that are unresolved.

Any issues not specifically listed in this Order as unresolved may not be raised in this
action unless good cause is shown.

[UCS eff. 1/31/18]
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E.

OTHER:
List all other causes of action and ancillary relief issues that are unresolved.

F.

G.

PENDENTE LITE RELIEF:
See annexed Order

__________________

See annexed Stipulation

__________________

DISCOVERY:
1.

Preservation of Evidence:
(a)

Financial Records: Each party shall maintain all financial records in his
or her possession or under his or her control through the date of the entry
of a judgment of divorce.

(b)

Electronic Evidence: For the relevant periods relating to the issues in
this litigation, each party shall maintain and preserve all electronic files,
other data generated by and/or stored on the party’s computer system(s)
and storage media (i.e. hard drives, floppy disks, backup tapes), or other
electronic data. Such items include, but are not limited to, e-mail and other
electronic communications, word processing documents, spreadsheets,
data bases, calendars, telephone logs, contact manager information,
internet usage files, offline storage or information stored on removable
media, information contained on laptops or other portable devices, and
network access information.

[UCS eff. 1/31/18]
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2.

Document Production:
(a)

No later than ____ days after the date of this Order, the parties shall
exchange the following records for the following periods:
Time Period
Federal, state and local tax returns, including all schedules,
K-1s, 1099s, W-2s and similar data.
Credit card statements for all credit cards used by a party.
Checking account statements, cancelled checks and check
registers for joint and individual accounts.
Brokerage account statements for joint and individual
accounts.
Savings account statements for joint and individual
accounts.
Other: (specify)

Absent any specified time period, the records listed above are to be produced for
the three years prior to the commencement of this action through the present. If
a party does not have complete records for the time period, the party shall provide
a written authorization to obtain such records directly from the source within five
days of presentation.
(b)

Service of Notice For Discovery and Inspection:
Plaintiff: ____________

(c)

Responses to Notice for Discovery and Inspection:
Plaintiff:____________

(d)

Defendant:____________

Depositions (date to be held):
Plaintiff:____________

[UCS eff. 1/31/18]

Defendant:____________

Response to Interrogatories:
Plaintiff:____________

(f)

Defendant:____________

Service of Interrogatories:
Plaintiff:____________

(e)

Defendant: ____________

Defendant:____________

Page 6

(g)

Non Party Depositions (date to be held):
Plaintiff:____________

Defendant:____________

Failure to comply with the provisions of this section may result in sanctions,
including the award of legal fees, and other penalties.
H.

VALUATION/FINANCIAL EXPERTS
1.

Neutral Experts – The parties request that the Court appoint a neutral expert to
value the following:
The cost of the valuations shall be paid (subject to reallocation): _______%
Plaintiff and _________% Defendant
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Deferred compensation/Retirement assets
Business interest
Professional practice
Real property
Stock options, stock plans or
other benefit plan
Intellectual property
Other (identify):

The parties agree that the appointment of the neutral expert as specified above,
shall be pursuant to a separate order which shall designate the neutral expert, what
is to be valued, the manner of payment, the source of funds for payment, and each
party’s responsibility for such payment if not agreed above.
If the Court does not appoint the neutral expert(s) requested above simultaneously
with the signing of this Order, then the parties may suggest names for the Court to
consider appointing. Said names shall be submitted by letter no later than
_________________.
The parties shall notify the Court no later than __________________as to
whether any other neutral experts are required.

[UCS eff. 1/31/18]
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2.

Experts to be Retained by a Party:
Each
party
shall
select
his/her
own
expert
to
value
________________________________________________. The expert shall be
identified to the other party by letter with their qualifications and retained no later
than
. If a party requires fees to retain an expert and the
parties cannot agree upon the source of the funds, an application for fees shall be
made. Any expert retained by a party must represent to the party hiring such
expert that he or she is available to proceed promptly with the valuation.
Expert reports are to be exchanged by
.
Absent any date specified, they are to be exchanged 60 days prior to trial or 30
days after receipt of the report of the neutral expert, whichever is later. Reply
reports are to be exchanged 30 days after service of an expert report.

3.

Additional Experts:
If, as of the date of this order, a net worth statement has not been served or a party
cannot identify all assets for valuation or cannot identify all issues for an expert,
then, upon the parties’ becoming aware of such assets or issues, that party
promptly shall notify the other party as to any assets for valuation or any issue for
which an expert is needed. If the parties cannot agree upon a neutral expert or
the retention of individual experts, either party may notify the Court for
appropriate action. Timely application shall be made to the Court if assistance is
necessary to implement valuation or the retention of an expert.

I.

HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE NOTICE:
Each party fully understands that upon the entry of a divorce judgment, he/she may no
longer be allowed to receive health coverage under his/her former spouse’s health
insurance plan. Each party understands that he/she may be entitled to purchase health
insurance on his/her own through a COBRA option, if available, otherwise he/she may be
required to secure his/her own health insurance coverage.

J.

AUTOMATIC STATUTORY RESTRAINTS (D.R.L. §236[B][2])
Each party acknowledges that he/she has received a copy of the Automatic
Statutory Restraints/Automatic Orders (D.R.L. §236[B][2]).
Each party
acknowledges that he/she understands that he/she is bound by those
Restraints/Orders during the pendency of this action, unless terminated, modified,
or amended by order of the Court upon motion of either party or upon written
agreement between the parties duly executed and acknowledged.

[UCS eff. 1/31/18]
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K.

PARENT EDUCATION:
The Court:

L.

 has provided information as to parent education.
 has taken no action with respect to parent education.
 hereby orders the parties to attend parent education.

ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION/MEDIATION:
The parties  are OR  are not aware of the existence of mediation, collaborative
processes and other alternative dispute resolution methods.

M.

NOTICE OF GUIDELINE MAINTENANCE
Each party acknowledges receipt of the following notice from the Court:
If your divorce was commenced on or after January 25, 2016, this Notice is required to
be given to you by the Supreme Court of the county where your divorce was filed to
comply with the Maintenance Guidelines Law ([S. 5678/A. 7645], Chapter 269, Laws of
2015) because you may not have counsel in this action to advise you. It does not mean
that your spouse is seeking or offering an award of “Maintenance” in this action.
Maintenance” means the amount to be paid to the other spouse for his or her
support, either during the pendency of the divorce action as temporary maintenance
or after the divorce is final as post-divorce maintenance.
You are hereby given notice that under the Maintenance Guidelines Law (Chapter 269, Laws
of 2015), there is an obligation to award the guideline amount of maintenance on income up
to $184,000 to be paid by the party with the higher income (the maintenance payor) to the
party with the lower income (the maintenance payee) according to a formula, unless the
parties agree otherwise or waive this right. Depending on the incomes of the parties, the
obligation might fall on either the Plaintiff or Defendant in the action.
There are two formulas to determine the amount of the obligation. If you and your spouse
have no children, the higher formula will apply. If there are children of the marriage, the
lower formula will apply, but only if the maintenance payor is paying child support to the
other spouse who has the children as the custodial parent. Otherwise the higher formula
will apply.

[UCS eff. 1/31/18]
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Lower Formula
(a)

Multiply Maintenance Payor’s Income by 20% .

(b)

Multiply Maintenance Payee’s Income by 25% .

(c)

Subtract Line b from Line a: = Result 1

(d)

Subtract Maintenance Payee’s Income from 40 % of Combined Income* =
Result 2.

Enter the lower of Result 2 or Result 1, but if less than or equal to zero,
enter zero.
THIS IS THE CALCULATED GUIDELINE AMOUNT OF MAINTENANCE
WITH THE LOWER FORMULA
(e)

Higher Formula
(a)

Multiply Maintenance Payor’s Income by 30%

(b)

Multiply Maintenance Payee’s Income by 20%

(c)

Subtract Line b from Line a= Result 1

(d)

Subtract Maintenance Payee’s Income from 40 % of Combined Income*=
Result 2

(e)

Enter the lower of Result 2 or Result 1, but if less than or equal to zero,
enter zero.

THIS IS THE CALCULATED GUIDELINE AMOUNT OF MAINTENANCE
WITH THE HIGHER FORMULA
*Combined Income equals Maintenance Payor’s Income up to $184,000 plus Maintenance
Payee’s Income
The Court is not bound by the Guideline Amount of Maintenance and may deviate
therefrom in the Court’s discretion as set forth in the statute.
The Court will determine, in its discretion, how long maintenance will be paid in
accordance with the statute.
[UCS eff. 1/31/18]
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N.

1.

The Court directs that the parties and their respective counsel are to appear at a
pm
compliance conference to be held on ____________ at ___________ am
All discovery as set forth herein above is expected to be
completed prior to the compliance conference. At the conference, counsel shall
also be prepared to discuss settlement.

2.

A Note of Issue shall be filed on or before ______________. Failure to file a
Note of Issue as directed herein may result in dismissal pursuant to CPLR 3216.
THE TRIAL IN THIS MATTER SHALL BE HELD ON:
_________________ in part/room _____________ at ___________ am

pm

All of the above is hereby stipulated to by the parties:
____________________________
Plaintiff (Signature)

_____________________________
Defendant (Signature)

____________________________
Plaintiff (Print Name)

_____________________________
Defendant (Print Name)

____________________________
Plaintiff’s Attorney (Signature)

_____________________________
Defendant’s Attorney (Signature)

____________________________
Plaintiff’s Attorney (Print Name)

_____________________________
Defendant’s Attorney (Print Name)

Dated: ___________

SO ORDERED:
_____________________________

Hon.

Justice of the Supreme Court

 There is no addendum to this Preliminary Conference Order.
 There is an addendum of _____ pages which is attached to this Preliminary Conference
Order.
[UCS eff. 1/31/18]
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
------------------------------------------------------------- X
MEHRNAZ NANCY HOMAPOUR, et al.,
:
:
Plaintiffs,
:
:
-against:
:
MARK HAROUNIAN, et al.,
:
:
Defendants.
:
------------------------------------------------------------JACOB HAROUNIAN, et al.,
Plaintiffs,
-againstMARK HAROUNIAN, et al.,
Defendants.
-------------------------------------------------------------

X
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
X

Index No. 653795/2015
DECISION ON DEFENDANTS’
SECOND MOTION TO COMPEL
DOCUMENTS FROM NONPARTY SHAHRIAR HOMAPOUR

Index No. 450615/2019

This matter is before the undersigned, Michael Cardello III, Esq., as a result of an Order
of Reference dated April 22, 2020, signed by the Honorable Joel M. Cohen, appointing him
Special Referee pursuant to New York Civil Practice Law and Rules (“CPLR”) §§ 3104 and
4301, for the purpose of assisting the Court and the parties in conducting and completing
discovery in an efficient manner.
Currently before the Special Referee is a motion to compel (the “Second Motion to
Compel”) filed by defendant Mark Harounian, the Harounian LLCs,1 the Family LLCs,2 360
East 50th Street Associates LLC, and 356 East 50th Street Associates LLC (collectively,
The term “Harounian LLCs” shall refer herein to Jacob NY Holdings LLC, Jacob NY Holdings Ltd., 172 Mulberry
Realty LLC, 1007 Lex Ave LLC, and 163 Chrystie Realty LLC.
1

The term “Family LLCs” shall refer herein to 3M Properties, LLC, Balance Property, LLC, JAM Realty NYC LLC
f/k/a JAM Realty Co., United Chelsea, LLC, United East, LLC, United Fifth, LLC, United Flatiron LLC, United
Greenwich, LLC, United Hay, LLC, United Nationwide Realty LLC f/k/a United Nationwide Realty, United Prime
Broadway, LLC, United Prime LLC, United Seed LLC, United Square LLC, United Village, LLC, and United West,
LLC.
2
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“Defendants”) seeking an order pursuant to CPLR § 3124 directing subpoenaed non-party
Shahriar Homapour (“Shahriar”) to “provide complete responses” to a Subpoena Duces Tecum
dated May 1, 2019 (the “Subpoena”) and to provide “all communications involving” Shahriar,
counsel for plaintiff Mehrnaz Homapour (“Mehrnaz”), and Jacob Harounian (“Jacob”) in
accordance with the Special Referee’s August 26, 2020 Decision (defined below).
As set forth in greater detail below, the Special Referee grants the Second Motion to
Compel and finds that Shahriar waived those privileges not set forth in opposition to Defendants’
First Motion to Compel (defined below) and directs Shahriar to produce all of his documents
responsive to the Subpoena (except as set forth in footnote 4 infra) without any privilege
assertions.
I.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
A.

The Subpoena
i.

Defendants Served Shahriar with the Subpoena Dated May 1, 2019

As set forth in the Subpoena, Shahriar was required, inter alia, to produce documents
responsive to thirty-three specific requests for discovery and inspection on or before June 10,
2019.
ii.

Shahriar Provided Responses and Objections Dated June 12, 2019
to the Subpoena

On or about June 12, 2019, Shahriar provided responses and objections to the Subpoena
(the “Responses and Objections”). In the Responses and Objections, Shahriar first asserted
boilerplate general objections which included an objection to the Subpoena to the extent it sought
documents and information “protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the workproduct doctrine, documents protected as trial preparation materials, or by any other applicable
privilege or production.” Responses and Objections at p. 3. Shahriar also asserted specific
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objections in response to each of the thirty-three demands in the Subpoena. For example, in
response to thirty-two of the demands, Shahriar objected that “to the extent this Request call[ed]
for the production of privileged and confidential documents, including, but not limited to,
documents protected by the spousal privilege, attorney-client privilege, common interest
privilege, attorney work product doctrine and as trial preparation materials.”3
iii.

Counsel Meet and Confer on July 26, 2019

According to counsel for both Defendants and Shahriar, the parties engaged in a
telephonic meet and confer conference on July 26, 2019, to discuss Shahriar’s Responses and
Objections to the Subpoena.
B.

The Parties Enlist the Court’s Assistance to Resolve Disputes in Connection
with the Subpoena
i.

Defendants’ September 13, 2019 Letter to the Court

By letter dated September 13, 2019, Defendants requested a pre-motion conference
which sought leave to file a motion to compel as a result of Shahriar’s refusal to produce
documents demanded in the Subpoena (“Defendants’ September 13, 2019 Letter”).

In

Defendants’ September 13, 2019 Letter, Defendants wrote that while “Shahriar assert[ed] the
spousal privilege under CPLR 4502(b),” they “are not seeking any communications solely
between Shahriar and Mehrnaz” but are “demanding copies of all relevant and responsive
communications involving Shahriar where third parties, including but not limited to Mehrnaz’s
counsel, were present or copied.” Defendants’ September 13, 2019 Letter at p. 2. Defendants

While the parties both refer to a “common interest privilege,” the Special Referee notes that this is a misnomer.
The common interest doctrine “is not an evidentiary privilege or an independent basis for the attorney-client
privilege;” rather, “it limits the circumstances under which attorneys and clients can disseminate their
communications to third parties without waiving the privilege.” Ambac Assur. Corp. v. Countrywide Home Loans,
Inc., 27 N.Y.3d 616, 630 (2016)).
3
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further wrote that the “various privileges asserted by Shahriar” do not justify the non-disclosure
of other discoverable information. Id. at p. 3.
ii.

Shahriar’s September 23, 2019 Letter to the Court

By letter dated September 23, 2019, Shahriar opposed the relief sought in Defendants’
September 13, 2019 Letter (“Shahriar’s September 23, 2019 Letter”). Shahriar advised the Court
that during the parties’ July 26, 2019 meet and confer conference, he agreed to produce
documents “not immune from discovery” and informed Defendants that the Subpoena was
overbroad and “called for the production of documents protected by the attorney-client privilege,
common interest privilege, attorney work product doctrine and as trial preparation materials.”
Shahriar’s September 23, 2019 Letter at pp. 1-2. Shahriar wrote that while he “attempted to
confer on other issues, including, the various privileges that attach to many of the documents
sought by the Subpoena[],” Defendants’ counsel “refused.” Shahriar’s September 23, 2019
Letter at pp. 1-2.
iii.

Stipulation and Order Appointing the Special Referee to, Inter Alia,
Adjudicate Unresolved Disputes Concerning the Subpoena

By Stipulation and Order dated April 22, 2020, the Honorable Joel M. Cohen appointed
the Special Referee, inter alia, to hear, resolve, and make rulings on all discovery disputes,
including, but not limited to, those concerning the Subpoena.
C.

The First Motion to Compel (and Initial Dispute Letter)
i.

Defendants’ May 5, 2020 Initial Dispute Letter to the Special Referee

In accordance with the Special Referee’s dispute resolution protocol, prior to filing the
First Motion to Compel, Defendants filed an initial dispute letter dated May 5, 2020
(“Defendants’ May 5, 2020 Letter”), contesting Shahriar’s “erroneous assertions of privilege” in
response to the Subpoena. Defendants’ May 5, 2020 Letter at p. 1. In Defendants’ May 5, 2020
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Letter, Defendants: (1) stated that Shahriar’s assertion of spousal privilege was misplaced as
counsel was not seeking communications solely between Shahriar and Mehrnaz; (2) rejected
Shahriar’s new assertion that “communications with Mehrnaz’s counsel are protected by an
‘agency’ theory;” and (3) argued that “Shahriar should be directed to produce all
communications involving Mehrnaz where any third party is copied, including but not limited to
Mehrnaz’s counsel.” Id. at pp. 2-3.
ii.

Shahriar’s May 12, 2020 Letter to the Special Referee

By letter dated May 12, 2020 (“Shahriar’s May 12, 2020 Letter”), Shahriar responded to
Defendants’ May 5, 2020 Letter and argued that his presence in or on communications with
Mehrnaz’s counsel did not vitiate the attorney-client privilege because he is “intimately involved
in Plaintiff[] [Mehrnaz’s] business and finances, including concerning the Family LLCS” and
“has acted as Plaintiff[] [Mehrnaz’s] agent in connection with, and leading up to, this litigation.”
Shahriar’s May 12, 2020 Letter at pp. 2-3. In Shahriar’s May 12, 2020 Letter, Shahriar argued
that “there is no functional difference between [his] . . . role vis-à-vis Plaintiff [Mehrnaz], and a
corporate officer’s role with a corporate plaintiff” and, as Mehrnaz’s agent, “privilege applies.”
Id. at p. 3.
iii.

Telephonic Conference with the Special Referee on May 19, 2020

On May 19, 2020, the Special Referee held a telephonic conference with counsel for
Defendants and counsel for Shahriar concerning the Subpoena. During this call, Shahriar’s
counsel confirmed that Shahriar had not provided a privilege log identifying withheld documents
primarily because he had not completed his production.

Shahriar’s counsel explained that

Shahriar intended to produce documents and a privilege log in conformity with the stipulated ESI
protocol. He further asserted that Shahriar was subject to the stipulated ESI protocol as a nonparty because he acted as Mehrnaz’s agent at all times with respect to this action.
2573662v1
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When the Special Referee expressed concern about engaging in motion practice
concerning the Subpoena before Shahriar completed his production and produced a privilege log,
Defendants’ counsel maintained that the dispute was ripe for adjudication and no in camera
review of allegedly privileged documents would be necessary because Shahriar intended to
withhold all documents pursuant to a blanket privilege where he was included on
communications with counsel. Shahriar’s counsel distinctly responded that he “shockingly”
found himself in agreement with Defendants’ counsel. Based on counsels’ joint representations,
the Special Referee agreed that he would address the dispute prior to Shahriar completing his
production of documents and a privilege log. The Special Referee thereafter directed formal
briefing on this issue.
iv.

Defendants’ First Motion to Compel

On June 9, 2020, Defendants filed a motion (the “First Motion to Compel”) seeking an
order, inter alia, to compel Shahriar and subpoenaed, non-party Jeffrey Homapour (“Jeffrey”) to
“provide complete responses” to the Subpoena. First Motion to Compel, Notice of Motion at p.
1. Defendants asserted that Shahriar is “trying desperately to avoid such discovery through
various, meritless assertions of ‘privilege’” and his “respective assertions of privilege are
baseless.” First Motion to Compel, Memorandum of Law at pp. 2-3. Defendants contended that
prior to filing the First Motion to Compel, Shahriar had “principally argued” that certain
communications were shielded from disclosure under spousal privilege but that Shahriar
“recently changed his claim” to center on an “‘agency’ privilege.” Id. at p. 8. Defendants
argued that neither privilege is legally or factually applicable and, therefore, requested that the
Special Referee direct Shahriar to “fully search for and produce” documents responsive to the
Subpoena “without any privilege assertions.” Id. at p. 12.
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v.

Shahriar’s Opposition to the First Motion to Compel

On June 26, 2020, Shahriar filed opposition to the First Motion to Compel, arguing that
the Special Referee should deny Defendants’ demand for “plainly privileged communications
and documents” because “Shahriar, Plaintiff[] [Mehrnaz’s] husband and agent, has been
authorized to act on behalf of Plaintiff [Mehrnaz] in connection with this action” and his
“communications with Plaintiff[] [Mehrnaz’s] counsel, including Jeffrey, are privileged.” First
Motion to Compel, Opposition at pp. 1, 6, 11. Shahriar did not assert spousal privilege, the
common interest exception to the attorney-client privilege, or the protections afforded to work
product and materials prepared in anticipation of litigation as a defense to the First Motion to
Compel.
vi.

Defendants’ Reply in Support of the First Motion to Compel

On July 10, 2020, Defendants filed a reply in further support of the First Motion to
Compel, asserting that Shahriar “initially opposed” the Subpoena based on spousal privilege and
only abandoned that argument when Defendants identified case law rendering that privilege
inapplicable. First Motion to Compel, Reply at p. 1. According to Defendants, this case law
“gave Shahriar another idea: he would assert an ‘agency privilege’ instead” even though he
“never previously asserted such a privilege.”

Id.

Defendants argued that “[t]here is no

foundation for Shahriar’s newly concocted ‘agency privilege’ argument” – referring to it as a
“post hoc contrivance to end-run his inability to support a spousal privilege assertion.” Id. at pp.
2, 7.
vii.

The August 26, 2020 Decision on the First Motion to Compel

By decision dated August 26, 2020, the Special Referee held that Shahriar did not meet
his burden to withhold documents in response to the Subpoena pursuant to the agency exception
to the attorney-client privilege (the “August 26, 2020 Decision”). August 26, 2020 Decision at
2573662v1
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The Special Referee further held that while Jeffrey demonstrated the existence of an

attorney-client relationship, the applicability of the attorney-client privilege is document-specific
and, therefore, Jeffrey was permitted to produce a privilege log memorializing his assertions of
attorney-client privilege and that those assertions would be subject to challenge by Defendants.
D.

Communications Following the August 26, 2020 Decision and Prior to the
Second Motion to Compel
i.

Telephonic Conference on October 9, 2020

On October 9, 2020, the Special Referee held a telephonic conference with counsel for
Defendants and Shahriar concerning, inter alia, Shahriar’s demand that Defendants pay his fees
before producing documents in accordance with the August 26, 2020 Decision. The Special
Referee advised the parties that a dispute over fees cannot impact the production of documents
but that he would provide a written decision concerning fees in short order. While counsel for
Shahriar ultimately represented that he could produce responsive outstanding documents by
November 13, 2020, counsel for Defendants and Shahriar agreed to discuss among themselves a
proposed deadline for the production of Jeffrey’s privilege log and report back to the Special
Referee.
ii.

The October 21, 2020 Decision

By Decision dated October 21, 2020, the Special Referee directed: (1) Shahriar to
produce documents in response to the Subpoena by November 13, 2020; (2) counsel for Shahriar
and Defendants to agree on a specific date by which Jeffrey would produce his privilege log and
to advise the Special Referee of this date within seven days; and (3) Defendants to reimburse
subpoenaed non-parties, Jeffrey and Shahriar, for their reasonable production expenses and
attorney’s fees (the “October 21, 2020 Decision”).
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iii.

October 27, 2020 Email

By email dated October 27, 2020, counsel for Shahriar advised the Special Referee that
Shahriar and Defendants “have agreed that Shahriar and Jeffrey will produce privilege logs by
December 3, 2020.”
iv.

Telephonic Conference on November 30, 2020

On November 30, 2020, the Special Referee held a telephonic conference with counsel
for Defendants and Shahriar on matters unrelated to the August 26, 2020 Decision or October 21,
2020 Decision. When the Special Referee inquired as to the status of Shahriar’s document
production, counsel for Defendants advised that Shahriar was attempting to assert a common
interest privilege to avoid disclosure of documents. Counsel for Defendants stated that the
parties litigated assertions of privileges in the First Motion to Compel and any new grounds to
withhold documents were inappropriate. Counsel for Shahriar argued that: (1) since July 2019,
Shahriar has asserted spousal privilege, attorney-client privilege, common interest privilege,
work product privilege, and the protection afforded to trial preparation materials; (2) Shahriar did
not pursue spousal privilege in the First Motion to Compel because Defendants confirmed they
were not looking for communications solely between husband and wife; and (3) it is of no
consequence to Shahriar that Defendants made the decision to litigate certain privileges before
they received his privilege log. Given that Shahriar’s counsel confirmed he would be producing
Shahriar’s privilege log by December 3, 2020, the Special Referee scheduled a conference call
for December 7, 2020, so that the parties could continue their discussion after reviewing the
privilege log.
v.

Shahriar Produced a Privilege Log on December 3, 2020

By email dated December 3, 2020, counsel for Shahriar produced a privilege log (the
“Privilege Log”) reflecting all those documents withheld or redacted by Shahriar on the basis of
2573662v1
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the following privileges: attorney-client privilege, work product privilege, trial preparation
privilege, common interest privilege, and spousal privilege.
vi.

Telephonic Conference on December 7, 2020

On December 7, 2020, the Special Referee held a telephonic conference with counsel for
Defendants and Shahriar regarding the Privilege Log. Counsel for Defendants maintained that
Shahriar waived the privileges set forth in the Privilege Log. Counsel for Shahriar vehemently
disagreed with that position. The Special Referee then directed the parties to provide an initial
dispute letter addressing whether or not Shahriar waived those privileges set forth in the
Privilege Log.
E.

The Second Motion to Compel (and Initial Dispute Letter)
i.

Defendants’ December 11, 2020 Initial Dispute Letter

Prior to filing the Second Motion to Compel, in accordance with the Special Referee’s
dispute resolution protocol and specific directive, Defendants submitted an initial dispute letter
dated December 11, 2020 (“Defendants’ December 11, 2020 Letter”), arguing that Shahriar
waived any privileges not asserted in opposition to the First Motion to Compel and that the
August 26, 2020 Decision “adjudicated his privilege assertions.” Defendants’ December 11,
2020 Letter at p. 1. Defendants noted that from June 2019 to April 2020, “Shahriar’s argument
was always, and singularly about the spousal privilege” and that Shahriar “dropped his spousal
privilege assertion” to rely on a new “agency” theory of privilege, which was not included in his
Responses and Objections in May 2020. Id. at pp. 3-4 (emphasis in original).
Defendants noted that the Special Referee rejected Shahriar’s privilege arguments in the
August 26, 2020 Decision and yet Shahriar still refuses to produce documents based on “new and
different privilege claims he had never argued” in his Opposition to the First Motion to Compel.
Id. at p. 5. Defendants contended that Shahriar either: (i) intended to waive these privileges,
2573662v1
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deciding they “were not worth actually pressing,” or (ii) is acting in bad faith by intentionally
engaging in “piecemeal litigation and motion practice.” Id. at p. 6.
ii.

Shahriar’s December 18, 2020 Response Letter

By letter dated December 18, 2020 (“Shahriar’s December 18, 2020 Letter”), Shahriar
responded to Defendants’ December 11, 2020 Letter. Shahriar argued that he “repeatedly and
consistently” asserted the privileges identified in: (1) the Privilege Log in his Responses and
Objections to the Subpoena; (2) Shahriar’s September 23, 2019 Letter; and (3) meet and confer
conferences held on July 26, 2019 and April 7, 2020. Shahriar’s December 18, 2020 Letter at p.
1. Shahriar stated that he did not “drop his spousal privilege assertion,” as alleged, but merely
did not pursue that privilege because Defendants confirmed they were not seeking
communications solely between him and Mehrnaz. Id. at p. 3, footnote 2. Shahriar represented
that he agreed during the May 19, 2020 conference with the Special Referee that the First Motion
to Compel “was ripe for adjudication before the production of a privilege log because of the
obvious existence of a dispute over that identified issue” (i.e. the agency exception to the
attorney-client privilege) but that this “in no way meant that Shahriar had waived any other
privilege.” Id. at p. 3. Shahriar argued that the fact that Defendants “sought a ruling only as to
the spousal privilege and related agency exception does not, and cannot, constitute a waiver by
Shahriar of his other asserted privileges” and he was not “required to affirmatively address the
application of his common interest privilege” when Defendants did not raise it in the first
instance. Id. at pp. 3-4.
iii.

Telephonic Conference on January 14, 2021

On January 14, 2021, the Special Referee held a telephonic conference with counsel for
Defendants and counsel for Shahriar concerning the letter submissions regarding the assertions
of privilege in the Privilege Log. On the call, counsel for Defendants argued that Shahriar
2573662v1
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waived all privileges in the Privilege Log. Counsel for Defendants noted that the Special
Referee initially insisted on the production of a privilege log before the First Motion to Compel
was briefed and only agreed to delay the production of a privilege log when Shahriar’s counsel
confirmed that the only privileges at issue were specific extensions of Mehrnaz’s privilege.
Counsel for Shahriar opposed any assertion of waiver and argued that Defendants chose
to make the First Motion to Compel before a privilege log was produced. Counsel for Shahriar
emphasized that the privileges in the Privilege Log were not new and were preserved in
Shahriar’s Responses and Objections, during the July 2019 meet and confer conference, and in
Shahriar’s September 23, 2019 Letter to the Court. The Special Referee advised the parties that
a fulsome record must be developed to preserve their rights and, therefore, directed formal
briefing regarding any alleged waiver as well as the merits of each assertion of privilege in the
Privilege Log.
iv.

Defendants’ Second Motion to Compel

On February 19, 2021, Defendants filed the Second Motion to Compel which is now
before the Special Referee. This motion contains two principle contentions: (1) Shahriar waived
the privileges asserted in the Privilege Log, namely, common interest privilege, attorney work
product, and trial preparation privilege; and (2) in any event, such privileges are baseless.
Defendants cited an array of case law from the Supreme Court, New York County and
the Southern and Eastern District Courts of New York, for the proposition that “[p]arties waive
objections, including assertions of privilege, when they fail to pursue them in responses to
motions to compel and in preceding good faith meet-and-confers.” Second Motion to Compel,
Memorandum of Law at p. 15. Defendants contended that the following evidence confirms that
Shahriar waived those privileges set forth in the Privilege Log:
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(1) Shahriar never asserted independent privileges (as opposed to derivative privileges) in
any of the meet and confer conferences or written exchanges between June 2019 and
June 2020;
(2) Shahriar never identified independent privileges in pre-motion correspondence to the
Court or Special Referee;
(3) Shahriar represented to the Special Referee that the dispute giving rise to the First
Motion to Compel was ripe for resolution without a privilege log;
(4) Shahriar’s opposition to the First Motion to Compel did not raise the privileges
asserted in the Privilege Log and, yet, in the opposition, Shahriar included a “new
agency privilege contention, which he had not even expressed in his written
Subpoena responses;” and
(5) while Jeffrey asserted “both independent and derivative privileges” in response to his
subpoena in opposition to the First Motion to Compel, Shahriar did not.
Second Motion to Compel, Memorandum of Law at pp. 13-15 (emphasis in original).
Defendants argued that the Special Referee acknowledged that Shahriar had no viable privileges
when issuing the October 21, 2020 Decision which directed Shahriar and Jeffrey to complete
their document productions by November 13, 2020, but only directed Jeffrey to serve a privilege
log. Id. at p. 9.
Defendants asserted that Shahriar “had his full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue of
privilege” in response to the First Motion to Compel and deliberately limited himself to spousal
privilege and the agency exception to attorney-client privilege. Id. at p. 17. According to
Defendants, Shahriar’s newfound reliance on previously abandoned privileges reflects a
“seriatim” approach to litigation and the endorsement of such tactics “would promote delay, cost
and gamesmanship.” Id. at pp. 16-17 (emphasis in original).
In any event, Defendants argued that Shahriar cannot avoid disclosure of his
communications with Mehrnaz’s and Jacob’s counsel based on the common interest exception to
the attorney-client privilege. Based on Defendants’ understanding, Shahriar is claiming that his
communications are privileged because he has a common interest with Jacob and Mehrnaz as the
2573662v1
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trustee for the Jacob Harounian 2012 Family Trust #1 (“Trust #1”), formed for the benefit of
Mark and Mark’s Children, and the Jacob Harounian 2012 Family Trust #3 (“Trust #3”), formed
for the benefit of Mehrnosh and her children, and Mehrnaz’s and Jacob’s attorney-client
communications were shared with him in his trustee capacity. Id. at pp. 10, 17.
Defendants contended that the common interest privilege is “between co-defendants, coplaintiffs or persons who reasonably anticipate that they will become colitigants, because such
disclosures are deemed necessary to mount a common claim or defense . . . and their legal
interests are sufficiently aligned that the counsel of each [i]s in effect the counsel of all.” Id. at p.
18 (quoting Ambac Assur. Corp., 27 N.Y.3d at 618) (alteration in original).

Defendants

highlighted three reasons Shahriar cannot invoke the common interest exception to the attorneyclient privilege. First, Trust #1 and Trust #3 (collectively, the “Trusts”) are not co-plaintiffs with
Mehrnaz and did not reasonably anticipate becoming co-plaintiffs with Mehrnaz. Id. at p. 18.
Second, Mehrnaz and the Trusts have no common claims. Id. at pp. 18-19. According to
Defendants, Mehrnaz’s claims are actually adverse to the beneficiaries of Trust #1 (Mark and
Mark’s children) because Mehrnaz is suing Mark and seeking to impose constructive trusts over
properties substantially owned by Mark’s children.

Id. at p. 19.

Similarly, according to

Defendants, Mehrnaz’s claims are adverse to the beneficiaries of Trust #3 (Mehrnosh and
Mehrnosh’s children) because Mehrnosh confirmed her support for Mark and opposition to
Mehrnaz in this litigation. Id. at pp. 19-20. Third, “there is no basis to deem Mehrnaz’s and
Jacob’s counsel” as the de facto counsel for the Trusts herein given that neither Mehrnaz nor
Jacob are aligned with them, as confirmed by the fact that Jacob allegedly converted money from
a Family LLC in which the Trusts are members. Id. at p. 20.
Defendants further rejected Shahriar’s contention that “Mehrnaz’s and Jacob’s counsel
shared their work product and trial preparation materials with him in his role as purported trustee
2573662v1
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of Trust #1 and Trust #3, with an expectation that their privilege with Mehrnaz and Jacob would
be maintained.” Id. at p. 20. Defendants maintained that the privilege extended to work product
and trial preparation materials is waived when the documents are “disclosed in a manner that
materially increases the likelihood that an adversary will obtain the information.” Id. at p. 21
(quoting Scott v. Beth Israel Med. Ctr. Inc., 17 Misc. 3d 934, 943 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. 2007)).
Defendants contended that any alleged privilege was waived when Mehrnaz’s and Jacob’s
counsel shared materials with Shahriar in his capacity as trustee of the Trusts, given that the
beneficiaries of those trusts are “hostile to Mehrnaz’s and Jacob’s claims” and, accordingly,
“Mehrnaz’s and Jacob’s counsel could not reasonably have expected to maintain privilege.” Id.
at pp. 21, 24.
v.

Shahriar’s Opposition to the Second Motion to Compel

On March 12, 2021, Shahriar filed opposition to the Second Motion to Compel
(“Opposition”), maintaining that he: (1) never waived his assertion of the common interest
privilege; (2) properly withheld documents under the common interest privilege; and (3) properly
withheld documents as work product and trial preparation materials.
Shahriar contended that he expressly asserted the common interest privilege in his
Responses and Objections to the Subpoena and during the meet and confer conferences held on
July 26, 2019 and April 7, 2020. Opposition, Memorandum of Law at pp. 10-11. Shahriar
referred to his September 23, 2019 Letter to the Court which memorialized his position that he
asserted this privilege during the July 26, 2019 meet and confer conference. Id. According to
Shahriar, that “Defendants sought a ruling only as to the spousal privilege and the agency
exception does not, and cannot, constitute a waiver by Shahriar of his other asserted privileges”
and the cases cited by Defendants to argue otherwise are “entirely factually and procedurally
distinguishable.” Id. at pp. 10, 12.
2573662v1
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Shahriar further asserted that the withheld documents are protected by the common
interest privilege and maintained that “[t]he key inquiry, in addition to whether the underlying
communication is privileged, is whether the parties share a common legal interest, and the
privilege may even apply ‘despite an adversarial relationship between the two parties asserting
it.’” Id. at p. 15 (quoting ACE Sec. Corp. v. DB Structured Prods., Inc., 55 Misc. 544, 560 (Sup.
Ct. N.Y. Cnty. 2016)). Shahriar contended that this privilege applies to those communications
and documents set forth in the Privilege Log because: (1) Defendants do not contend that the
documents would not be privileged but for their disclosure to Shahriar; and (2) Mehrnaz and the
Trusts are all members of the Family LLCs and “have a common legal interest in this litigation,
which seeks to have Mark repay to the Family LLCs the millions of dollars that he looted and
wasted.” Id. at p. 16. Shahriar noted that his obligation as trustee is “to preserve and not waste
the Trust’s assets – which is exactly what Shahriar is doing in supporting Plaintiff[] [Mehrnaz’s]
efforts” herein. Id. at p. 18 (emphasis omitted).
In terms of evidentiary support for this privilege assertion, Shahriar stated in his
supporting affidavit sworn to on March 12, 2021 (“Shahriar Aff.”), that:
since my appointment as trustee, my interests have aligned with Plaintiff[] [Mehrnaz’s]
and we share the common legal interest in this litigation arising out of Plaintiff[]
[Mehrnaz’s] and the Trusts’ membership interests in the Family LLCs. Specifically, to
obtain a judgment directing the Harounian defendants to repay the Family LLCs’ assets
for the benefit of all members, which include the Trusts.
Opposition, Shahriar Aff. at ¶ 16. Mehrnaz similarly asserted in her own supporting affidavit
sworn to on March 12, 2021 (“Mehrnaz Aff.”) that from the time Shahriar was appointed trustee
of the Trusts:
my interests as Plaintiff on behalf of the Family LLCs have aligned with Shahriar’s as
trustee and we share the common legal interest in this litigation arising out of the Trusts’
membership interests in the Family LLCs. Specifically, to obtain a judgment directing
the Harounian Defendants to repay to the Family LLCs the millions of dollars that Mark
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has looted in order to preserve and prevent any waste of the Family LLCs’ assets for the
benefit of all members.
Mehrnaz Aff. at ¶ 7. Both Shahriar and Mehrnaz asserted in their respective affidavits that they
believed their communications between each other and their shared counsel would remain
confidential. Shahriar Aff. at ¶ 17; Mehrnaz Aff. at ¶ 8.
Shahriar stated that Defendants’ argument that he cannot assert the common interest
privilege “because the Trusts never officially joined Plaintiff[] [Mehrnaz’s] derivative action is a
red herring because non-parties can assert the common-interest privilege provided the documents
‘concern pending or reasonably anticipated litigation.’” Id. at p. 17 (quoting Ambac Assur.
Corp., 27 N.Y.3d at 627).
Shahriar argued that documents that he prepared, as a non-lawyer, are privileged trial
preparation materials, and documents that he reviewed are privileged under the work product
doctrine. Id. at p. 21. Shahriar contended that, as trustee, he has no legal obligation to share
legal advice or documents concerning the estate with the beneficiaries of the Trusts; so, his
“review or creation” of the documents which are noted in the Privilege Log “cannot waive
privilege.” Id. at p. 23. Shahriar relied on CPLR § 4503(a)(2), and case law post-dating its
2002 enactment, which, according to him, provides that “‘the existence of a fiduciary
relationship between the personal representative and a beneficiary of the estate does not by itself
continue or give rise to any waiver of the privilege for confidential communications made in the
course of professional employment between the attorney’ and the fiduciary.” Id. at 22.
vi.

Defendants’ Reply in Support of the Second Motion to Compel

On March 19, 2021, Defendants filed a reply in further support of the Second Motion to
Compel (“Reply”). Defendants contended that Shahriar’s claim (namely, that Shahriar did not
set forth the privileges listed in the Privilege Log when opposing the First Motion to Compel
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because he “thought the Harounian Defendants had accepted that all of his withheld documents
are privileged under other theories”) lacks credibility because that would mean Defendants
“decided to litigate the issue of spousal/agency privilege as an academic matter (apparently to
find out whether that assertion in particular applied).” Reply, Memorandum of Law at p. 1.
Defendants maintained that while Shahriar included “vague, boilerplate privilege
assertions” in his Responses and Objections, the meet and confer conferences took place
thereafter so that Defendants “could understand Shahriar’s actual arguments” and, not once, until
losing his agency privilege argument, did Shahriar ever “describe himself as possessing his own
common interest, work product or trial preparation privileges in his direct capacity as a trustee.”
Id. at pp. 5-6. Defendants contend that Shahriar’s trustee status argument was “concocted after
the-fact” and his attempt to relitigate his ability to withhold documents based on grounds “not
previously explained” and “held in reserve” “makes for poor policy.” Id. at p. 7.
In any event, Defendants maintained that it is not a mere “red herring” that Shahriar is
not a litigant or anticipated co-litigant who requires cooperation to “mount a common claim or
defense.” Id. at p. 8 (quoting Ambac Assur. Corp., 27 N.Y.3d at 628). Defendants rejected any
alleged common claim or defense between Mehrnaz, Jacob, and the Trusts, pointing out that
“[t]hese litigations have been proceeding for over five years without the Trusts” and Shahriar has
admitted that “the Trusts have been neutral non-parties to the United Hay’s action against Jacob
for having converted $5 million, even though the Trusts are members of United Hay, LLC.” Id.
at p. 9 (citing Opposition, Memorandum of Law at p. 17, fn. 12). Defendants asserted that while
parties may be able to maintain a common interest privilege on a “limited basis” where they are
aligned in the underlying lawsuit but adverse on an unrelated matter, they cannot maintain the
privilege where they are adverse to one another in the underlying lawsuit, as Shahriar (as
trustee), Mehrnaz, and Jacob are here. Id. at pp. 9-10.
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Defendants contended that Shahriar cannot withhold documents based on the work
product doctrine or trial preparation privilege and Shahriar “deliberately” misquotes and
mischaracterizes CPLR § 4503(a)(2) to assert otherwise. According to Defendants, a fiduciary
must disclose legal communications to the beneficiaries on whose behalf the fiduciary is acting
and, therefore, Mehrnaz’s and Jacob’s counsel could not have had any reasonable expectation
that documents or communications shared with Shahriar, as trustee, would remain confidential.
Id. at p. 11. Defendants alleged that Shahriar mischaracterized CPLR § 4503(a)(2) to “make it
sound like Rule 4503(a)(2) shields communications between an attorney and a personal
representative who is the mere ‘fiduciary’ for others” when, in actuality, the rule “expressly
requires the personal representative to be ‘the client.’” Id. According to Defendants, Shahriar’s
position that he “acts on behalf of the Trusts” when conferring with Mehrnaz’s and Jacob’s
counsel and not on behalf of himself, as the client, renders CPLR § 4503(a)(2) inapplicable. Id.
at p. 12.
II.

LEGAL ANALYSIS AND DECISION
A party preserves objections to a demand for the disclosure of documents by setting forth

the legal basis for withholding documents in written responses along with an accompanying
privilege log. See CPLR 3122(a)(1) (providing that within 20 days of being served with a
discovery device, the recipient “shall serve a response which shall state with reasonable
particularity the reasons for each objection”); Theroux v. Resnicow, 70 Misc. 3d 1201(A) (Sup.
Ct. N.Y. Cnty. 2020) (“defendants must produce a proper privilege log for all emails that they
claim to be privileged, so that any disagreement about whether particular emails qualify for the
attorney-client or spousal privilege can be resolved on a proper record”). See also Universal
Standard Inc. v. Target Corp., 331 F.R.D. 80, 85 (S.D.N.Y. 2019) (applying Local Rule 26.2 and
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noting that “[w]ithholding privileged materials without including the material in a privilege log
‘may be viewed as a waiver of the privilege or protection’”).
In this case, however, after Shahriar served his written Responses and Objections to the
Subpoena and after Shahriar and Defendants met and conferred with and without the Special
Referee regarding these written Responses and Objections, the parties specifically agreed to
proceed to motion practice concerning Shahriar’s alleged non-compliance with the Subpoena
notwithstanding the fact that Shahriar had yet to produce a privilege log. The parties agreed that
the dispute was ripe for adjudication without the production of a privilege log, because Shahriar
was withholding all documents involving him based on an assertion of privilege and Defendants
were contesting that blanket assertion. In light of this procedural history, Shahriar’s production
of the Privilege Log after the Special Referee’s decision on the First Motion to Compel is not
determinative of whether Shahriar has preserved the privileges therein.
The issue before the Special Referee then, is whether Shahriar preserved privileges set
forth in the Responses and Objections in June 2019, claimed to have been discussed in two meet
and confer conferences held in July 2019 and in April 2020, and referenced in a letter to the
Court in September 2019, such that he can assert them now, subsequent to the adjudication of the
First Motion to Compel. The Special Referee finds, based on the record, Shahriar waived those
privileges set forth in the Privilege Log by failing to assert them in the Opposition to Defendants’
First Motion to Compel.
In the Special Referee’s view, an initial, timely assertion of privilege in response to a
discovery demand does not and cannot preserve that privilege indefinitely, particularly when
motions to compel are made during the litigation. Meet and confer conferences, motions to
compel, and motions for protective orders are all procedural mechanisms that may be utilized to
narrow issues or bring material disputes to the forefront for resolution. Accordingly, a party
2573662v1
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risks waiving an objection to a discovery device by failing to assert (or re-assert) it in connection
with a motion specifically concerning that device. See Royal Indem. Co. v. Salomon Smith
Barney, Inc., 4 Misc. 3d 1006(A) (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. 2004) (finding that even though
defendants asserted attorney-client privilege and work product “in their boilerplate responses to
plaintiffs’ demands to discover settlement-related documents,” they “abandoned those objections
in, inter alia, their opposition to Royal’s motion for sanctions where they refused to produce the
requested discovery solely on the ground of settlement-discussion confidentiality”); Francis v.
United States, No. 09-Civ-4004, 2011 WL 2224509, at *4, fn. 3 (S.D.N.Y. May 31, 2011) (“In
its opposition to the plaintiffs’ motion to compel, the defendant has not addressed the common
interest privilege, which it asserts, in its privilege log, as a basis for withholding the quality
assurance documents from disclosure. Thus, the Court deems this asserted privilege to be
waived.”); Sovereign Partners Ltd. P'ship v. Rest. Teams Int'l, Inc., No. 99-Civ-0564, 1999 WL
993678, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 2, 1999) (Subpoenaed non-party “initially objected to the
subpoenas at issue on grounds of both privilege and relevance. In its response to the motion to
compel, however, it has abandoned any claim of privilege”); In re In-Store Advert. Sec. Litig.,
163 F.R.D. 452, 458–59 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (“Though the Director Defendants asserted attorneyclient privilege as to each of the 43 documents listed in its privilege log, they did not claim the
privilege in their opposition to plaintiffs’ motion to compel. The Court therefore finds that this
claim has been waived.”).
In this instance, such waiver of privilege makes sense. A party cannot oppose a motion
to compel without “putting all of its cards on the table,” namely, asserting each and every
privilege which would preclude production of responsive documents, without the consequence of
waiver. This would lead to piecemeal litigation leaving issues unresolved and prolonging the
litigation.
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Here, on May 19, 2020, after having at least two meet and confer conferences and after
providing letter submissions to the Court, counsel for Defendants and counsel for Shahriar
conferenced with the Special Referee regarding Shahriar’s response to the Subpoena. Counsel
unanimously agreed that: (1) Shahriar had taken the position that all communications involving
him were per se privileged and would not be produced; (2) in light of this absolute position, no
privilege log was necessary to adjudicate the propriety or impropriety of Shahriar’s nondisclosure; and (3) a motion to compel was both timely and appropriate to resolve this nondisclosure.

While Shahriar asserted boilerplate objections to the Subpoena based on the

“common interest privilege, attorney work product doctrine and as trial preparation materials” in
his 2019 Responses and Objections (allegedly reiterated during July 2019 and April 2020 meet
and confer conferences among counsel and also reiterated in a September 2019 letter to the
Court), Shahriar did not set forth any of these objections when either agreeing to the timing of
the First Motion to Compel or when opposing the First Motion to Compel.
The First Motion to Compel addressed Shahriar’s alleged non-compliance with the
Subpoena and, at no point in connection with that motion did Shahriar ever assert, in any
manner, that he was entitled to withhold responsive documents based on the common interest
exception to the attorney-client privilege, work product doctrine, protection afforded to trial
preparation materials, or any other privilege based on his role as trustee of the Trusts. Objections
asserted in response to a subpoena cannot indefinitely preserve those objections throughout the
course of the entire litigation. At some point, a party decides whether to pursue an objection or
not. The record confirms that Shahriar chose the latter and did not pursue the boilerplate
privileges set forth in the Responses and Objections as they were not argued in the Opposition to
the First Motion to Compel.
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Insofar as Shahriar maintains that he did not waive privileges set forth in the Privilege
Log because Defendants “filed a motion that addressed only a separate, discrete privilege,”
namely, the agency exception to the attorney-client privilege, the Special Referee disagrees.
Opposition, Memorandum of Law at p. 12. The First Motion to Compel was filed after counsel
agreed the dispute was ripe because Shahriar intended to assert a blanket privilege to withhold all
documents involving him. The First Motion to Compel further sought broad relief, namely all
documents responsive to the Subpoena without the assertion of privilege, and was not limited to
opposing Shahriar’s assertion of the agency exception to the attorney-client privilege even
though Defendants focused on this privilege. See First Motion to Compel, Notice of Motion
(seeking “to compel Shahriar . . . to provide complete responses to the [S]ubpoena[]”);
Memorandum of Law at p. 2 (asserting that Shahriar is “trying to desperately avoid such
discovery through various, meritless assertions of ‘privilege[]’ and his “privilege assertions
should be denied”), at p. 3 (alleging that Shahriar has “thus far stiff-armed . . . [his] responses . . .
including making broad ‘privilege’ assertions.”), at p. 4. (“Shahriar and Jeffrey both voluntarily
involved themselves in this dispute . . . their communications and dealings are now thoroughly
discoverable. Shahriar’s and Jeffrey’s respective privilege assertions should be denied and they
should be directed to search for and produce all of their responsive documents”), at p. 12
(seeking an order directing Shahriar “to fully search for and produce all of . . . [his] documents
responsive to the . . . . Subpoena[] . . . without any privilege assertions”).
The Special Referee further finds Shahriar’s argument, that Defendants “appeared” to
have conceded the application of the common interest exception to the attorney-client privilege
by only focusing on the agency exception to the attorney-client privilege in the First Motion to
Compel, unpersuasive. Second Motion to Compel, Opposition, Memorandum of Law at p. 8. If
Defendants had conceded that Shahriar was entitled to withhold all documents involving him
2573662v1
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based on the common interest exception to the attorney-client privilege, they would have no
reason to litigate Shahriar’s right to withhold those same documents based on the agency
exception to the attorney-client privilege as the entire First Motion to Compel would have been
rendered academic.

In the Special Referee’s opinion, it is noteworthy that in Shahriar’s

Opposition to the First Motion to Compel, which detailed Shahriar’s role before and during this
litigation, Shahriar never suggests that he acted in any fiduciary or trustee capacity vis-a-vis the
matters at issue.
In order to ensure the integrity of the judicial process and fairness to litigants, the Special
Referee cannot condone piecemeal or seriatim litigation whereby a party raises different
arguments at different times concerning the same subject matter in an attempt to get the same
relief. To find otherwise would be patently unfair, unjust, and inefficient. See, e.g., Auto. Club
of New York, Inc. v. The Port Auth. of New York & New Jersey, No. 11-Civ-6746, 2015 WL
3404111, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. May 27, 2015) (recognizing plaintiff “may not raise its objections” to
the sufficiency of a privilege log or declaration “in a piecemeal fashion”); McNamee v. Clemens,
No. 09-Civ-1647, 2014 WL 12775660, at *13 (E.D.N.Y. Jan. 30, 2014) (declining to consider
privileges identified in a privilege log but not raised in opposition to a motion to compel and
finding that “Defendant’s failure to address these and other objections until now smacks of
piecemeal litigation strategy and suggests possible grounds for sanctions”).
The Special Referee therefore finds that Shahriar waived those privileges not set forth in
the Opposition to the First Motion to Compel and Shahriar cannot withhold responsive
documents pursuant to the attorney-client privilege, the common interest exception to the
attorney-client privilege, or protections afforded to attorney work product and materials prepared
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in anticipation of litigation.4 In light of the foregoing, the Special Referee need not reach a
finding on the merits with respect to the applicability of any assertions of privilege in the
Privilege Log.
III.

CONCLUSION
In sum, the Special Referee finds that Shahriar waived the privileges set forth in the

Privilege Log (except for his assertion of spousal privilege)5 by failing to assert them in
opposition to the First Motion to Compel. For the foregoing reason, the Special Referee grants
Defendants’ Second Motion to Compel and directs Shahriar to produce all of his documents
responsive to the Subpoena (except as set forth in footnote 4 infra) without any privilege
assertions.
SO ORDERED:

Dated: April 28, 2021

Michael Cardello III
MICHAEL CARDELLO III
Court-Appointed Special Referee

The Privilege Log indicates that Shahriar is withholding five email communications solely between Shahriar and
Mehrnaz based on the spousal exception to the attorney-client privilege (i.e. CHomapour_00004085,
CHomapour_00004008, CHomapour_00004009, CHomapour_00004112, and CHomapour_00004157). Defendants
confirmed, however, that in response to the Subpoena they “are not seeking any communications solely between
Shahriar and Mehrnaz.” Defendants’ September 13, 2019 Letter. Accordingly, the Special Referee finds that
Shahriar need not produce these non-responsive documents.
4

5

See footnote 4 supra.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
------------------------------------------------------------- X
MEHRNAZ NANCY HOMAPOUR, et al.,
:
:
:
Plaintiffs,
:
:
-against:
:
MARK HAROUNIAN, et al.,
:
:
Defendants.
------------------------------------------------------------UNITED HAY, LLC,
Plaintiff,
-againstJACOB HAROUNIAN,
Defendant.
------------------------------------------------------------JACOB HAROUNIAN, et al.,
Plaintiffs,
-againstMARK HAROUNIAN, et al.,
Defendants.
-------------------------------------------------------------

X
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
X
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
X

Index No. 653795/2015
DECISION REGARDING
LAWRENCE FURTZAIG’S
EMAIL ACCOUNTS; CERTAIN
LEASES; AND CERTAIN RPIE
REPORTS AND DHCR FILINGS

Index No. 657310/2017

Index No. 450615/2019

This matter is before the undersigned, Michael Cardello III, Esq., as a result of an Order
of Reference dated April 22, 2020, signed by the Honorable Joel Cohen, appointing him Special
Referee pursuant to New York Civil Practice Law and Rules (“CPLR”) §§ 3104 and 4301, for
the purpose of assisting the Court and the parties in conducting and completing discovery in an
efficient manner.
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Currently before the Special Referee is plaintiff Mehrnaz Homapour’s (“Plaintiff”)
motion for, inter alia,1 an order directing defendants Mark Harounian, the Harounian LLCs,2 and
the Family LLCs3 (collectively, the “Harounian Defendants”) to (1) search and produce
responsive documents in Lawrence Furtzaig’s email accounts4; (2) produce the leases for the
Family LLC’s and the Harounian LLC’s properties (collectively, the “Leases”); and (3) produce
the Family LLC’s and the Harounian LLC’s Real Property Income and Expense reports (“RPIE
Reports”) and filings with the Division of Housing and Community Renewal (“DHCR Filings”)
(the “Motion”).
As set forth in greater detail below, the Special Referee hereby grants, in part, and denies,
in part, the relief requested by Plaintiff. Specifically, the Special Referee directs the Harounian

1

Plaintiff’s initial dispute letter dated May 4, 2020 (the “Dispute Letter”) raises five distinct issues with the Special
Referee. This Decision shall only address Issues 2-4 as set forth and further explained herein. Issues 1 and 5 were
addressed, in their own right, in two separate decisions issued by the Special Referee dated July 14, 2020.
2

The term “Harounian LLCs” shall refer herein to Jacob NY Holdings LLC, Jacob NY Holdings Ltd., 172 Mulberry
Realty LLC, 1007 Lex Ave LLC, and 163 Chrystie Realty LLC.
3

The term “Family LLCs” shall refer herein to 3M Properties, LLC, Balance Property, LLC, JAM Realty NYC LLC
f/k/a JAM Realty Co., United Chelsea, LLC, United East, LLC, United Fifth, LLC, United Flatiron LLC, United
Greenwich, LLC, United Hay, LLC, United Nationwide Realty LLC f/k/a United Nationwide Realty, United Prime
Broadway, LLC, United Prime LLC, United Seed LLC, United Square LLC, United Village, LLC, and United West,
LLC.
4

In the Dispute Letter and the Motion (defined later in this decision), Plaintiff often refers broadly to the disclosure
of Mr. Furtzaig’s email accounts, without distinguishing between Mr. Furtzaig’s personal and work email accounts
or clearly defining the email accounts at issue. See Dispute Letter (“Furtzaig’s e-mail accounts”); Moving Memo
(defined later in this decision) at pp. 1, 2, 12, 13 (“Furtzaig’s email accounts”); p. 6 (“his email accounts”); and p. 7
(“Furtzaig’s email”). However, in several instances, Plaintiff specifically identifies Mr. Furtzaig’s Landmark
Resources, LLC email address, Larry@landmark-nyc.com, and/or Mr. Furtzaig’s Location3, LLC email address,
Larry@location3ny.com. See Dispute Letter at footnote 4 (referring solely to a Landmark Resources, LLC email
address); Moving Memo at p. 8 (“Furtzaig uses a Landmark Resources, LLC . . . email address and a Location3,
LLC . . . email address to conduct Family LLC and Harounian LLC business”). At the end of Plaintiff’s Moving
Memo, Plaintiff states that “the Harounian Defendants must search for and produce responsive documents from
[Mr.] Furtzaig’s email accounts, including, but not limited to his Landmark and Location3 accounts . . . .” Moving
Memo at p. 14. Based on this statement, and the arguments set forth in the briefing provided, the Special Referee
has determined that the relief requested by Plaintiff regarding Mr. Furtzaig’s email accounts extends to all his nonpersonal email accounts. For purposes of this decision, a non-personal email account shall include any email
account used by Mr. Furtzaig to transmit a work-related communication and was established, configured, and/or
hosted by or on behalf of the Harounian Defendants, or any one of them (including any account that was established
using a third-party service provider), for Mr. Furtzaig’s use. These non-personal email accounts include, but are not
limited to, Larry@landmark-nyc.com and Larry@location3ny.com.

2
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Defendants to search and produce responsive documents contained within Mr. Furtzaig’s nonpersonal email accounts (as defined in Footnote 4 supra), including, but not limited to,
Larry@landmark-nyc.com and Larry@location3ny.com, from November 17, 2009 to present5; to
produce the leases for the Family LLCs’ properties from November 17, 2009 to present, but not
for the Harounian LLCs’ properties; and to produce the Family LLCs’ and the Harounian LLC’s
RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings from November 17, 2009 to present, within thirty (30) days of
the date of this decision.
I.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
A.

Plaintiff’s Dispute Letter

Through the Dispute Letter, Plaintiff sought three categories of documents: (1)
responsive documents contained in Mr. Furtzaig’s email accounts; (2) Leases; and (3) RPIE
Reports and DHCR Filings.

Dispute Letter at p. 1.

Plaintiff argued that the Harounian

Defendants are obligated to search and produce responsive documents in Mr. Furtzaig’s email
accounts because Mr. Furtzaig is Mark Harounian’s “right-hand man”; Mr. Furtzaig is on the
payroll, receives health benefits, and receives a “Christmas Bonus” from the Family LLCs; and
Mr. Furtzaig uses a Landmark Resources, LLC (“Landmark”) email address which “Mark
[Harounian] indisputably owns and controls”. Id. at p. 2 and footnote 4. In addition, Plaintiff
contended that the Leases should be produced as they are “plainly relevant and necessary” to
confirm the Family LLCs’ rent collections (including cash payments) and verify the accuracy of
accounting records. Id. at p. 3. Moreover, Plaintiff asserted that RPIE Reports and DHCR
Filings are discoverable because they “identify work that was purportedly performed on any
5

Given that the Complaint in Homapour v. Harounian, et al. (Index Number 653795/2015), was filed on November
17, 2015, and the Honorable Joel M. Cohen stated at a hearing held on September 9, 2019 that “I’m going to permit
production for the full six year pre-complaint period . . . So, it will go back the full, back to 2009,” the relevant time
period for the disclosure permitted in this decision shall be November 17, 2009 to present. Transcript of September
9, 2019 Hearing at 88:7-12.

3
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given apartment units, including to take it out of rent stabilization, and identify the party who
paid for such improvements.” Id.
B.

The Harounian Defendants’ Response Letter

In response to the Dispute Letter, by correspondence dated May 11, 2020 (the “Response
Letter”), the Harounian Defendants asserted that Mr. Furtzaig is an independent contractor and
not an employee of the Family LLCs, and therefore, they do not have control over his email
accounts. Response Letter at p. 2. Furthermore, the Harounian Defendants characterized the
request for copies of the Leases “as duplicative, wholly speculative, and an unduly burdensome
witch hunt”, pointing out that Plaintiff can review previously produced records to track rental
payments made to the Family LLCs. Id. In addition, the Harounian Defendants argued that the
request for RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings should be denied because Plaintiff did not request
them in any prior document demand, renovation-related information is not reflected in RPIE
Reports, and Plaintiff failed to provide “any justification for putting Defendants to the undue
burden of having to search for and produce all filings by more than 20 companies over 10 years”.
Id. at p. 3.
C.

The May 19th Conference Call

On May 19, 2020, the Special Referee held a conference call with the parties concerning
the arguments set forth in the Dispute Letter and Response Letter (the “May 19th Conference
Call”).
During the May 19th Conference Call, counsel for Plaintiff asserted that Plaintiff should
not have to enforce the subpoena duces tecum served upon Mr. Furtzaig,6 a non-party, because it

6

On or around October 3, 2019, Plaintiff served a subpoena duces tecum on Mr. Furtzaig (the “Furtzaig Subpoena”)
and on Location3 (the “Location3 Subpoena”). By letter dated October 11, 2019, the Harounian Defendants’
counsel sought a pre-motion conference to address the breadth of the Furtzaig Subpoena (among other subpoenas).
By letter dated October 25, 2019, Plaintiff’s counsel responded that the contested subpoenas are proper because they
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is entitled to receive Mr. Furtzaig’s emails directly from the Harounian Defendants, a point on
which counsel for the Harounian Defendants disagreed. Counsel for Plaintiff argued that Mark
Harounian has control over Mr. Furtzaig’s email accounts as the managing member of the
Family LLCs, Landmark, and Location3, LLC (“Location3”), and is therefore, obligated to
search and produce responsive emails therein.
Counsel for Plaintiff argued that the Leases will confirm the actual rents charged and
security deposits collected which are necessary because the books and records are unreliable.
Counsel for Plaintiff further argued that the Harounian LLCs’ leases, in particular, are relevant to
Plaintiff’s cause of action for a constructive trust and to get a complete picture of how much
money Mark Harounian and the Harounian LLCs diverted from the Family LLCs. Counsel for
the Harounian Defendants responded that locating, scanning, and copying the Leases would be
an “enormous burden”, that Plaintiff’s concern about undisclosed cash payments is misplaced
given that the Harounian Defendants recorded cash payments on their books and records, and
that the Harounian LLC’s leases have nothing to do with the claims asserted in these actions.
Counsel for Plaintiff asserted that they sought RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings through
their broad request for all books, records, and documents concerning the Family LLCs and the
“were issued to Mark [Harounian]’s employees, agents or associates that helped Mark [Harounian] carry out his
misappropriation of assets, received stolen funds and/or have documents concerning the same.” By letter dated
October 28, 2019, counsel for Mr. Furtzaig and Location3 wrote to Judge Cohen agreeing with the Harounian
Defendants’ counsel that the Furtzaig Subpoena and Location3 Subpoena are overbroad. By letter dated May 11,
2020, counsel for Mr. Furtzaig and Location3 sent a similar letter to the Special Referee. Between May and July
2020, counsel for Mr. Furtzaig and Location3 informed the Special Referee that the parties engaged in “meet and
confers” and the Harounian Defendants agreed to produce certain Location3 records. Plaintiff’s counsel confirmed,
by email dated July 31, 2020, that “there are currently no issues regarding the subpoenas to Mr. Furtzaig and
Location3.”
Nevertheless, Plaintiff stated in its Reply Memorandum of Law, discussed further below, that “Plaintiff
served a subpoenas [sic] on [Mr.] Furtzaig and Location3 in 2019, out of an abundance of caution, before any
documents had been exchanged between the parties. After discovery revealed [Mr.] Furtzaig’s relationship with the
Harounian Defendants, that Mark [Harounian] owns and controls Location3, and that the Harounian Defendants
have the ability to obtain discovery from [Mr.] Furtzaig and Location3, Plaintiff agreed to hold the subpoenas in
abeyance until the end of a meet and confer process with the Harounian Defendants concerning the production of
these documents.” Reply Memo of Law at p.7, footnote 3.
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Harounian LLCs, including payments, transfers, and expenses. Counsel for Plaintiff argued that
RPIE Reports identify expenses for repairs, maintenance, lease buyouts, and management fees
while DHCR Filings identify all of the renovation expenses incurred (and paid for with the
Family LLCs’ money) to take apartments out of rent stabilization. Counsel for the Harounian
Defendant responded that RPIE Reports do not include the sought-after renovation information
and the Harounian Defendants already produced voluminous records regarding renovation work,
including bank statements, cancelled checks, and detailed invoices.
Following the May 19th Conference Call, the Special Referee directed the parties to
submit formal briefing concerning the above-identified disputes.
D.

Plaintiff’s Motion

In conformity with the Special Referee’s directive, on June 9, 2020, Plaintiff filed the
Motion, comprised of an Affirmation by Glen Lenihan, Esq. dated June 9, 2020 (“Lenihan
Moving Affirmation”) and a Memorandum of Law dated June 9, 2020 (“Moving Memo”).
In the Motion, Plaintiff advocated for the disclosure sought in the Dispute Letter.
Plaintiff asserted that, based on CPLR §3101(a)(1), which requires a party to disclose material
and necessary documents held by “a party or . . . employee of a party”, and CPLR §3111, which
requires a party to disclose documents in its “control”, the Harounian Defendants must search for
and produce responsive documents in Mr. Furtzaig’s Landmark and Location3 email accounts.
Moving Memo at p. 8. See footnote 4 supra. According to Plaintiff, “it is indisputable that
[Lawrence] Furtzaig’s email accounts contain documents that will provide evidence of Mark[]
[Harounian’s] misappropriations and breaches, aid Plaintiff in deciphering Mark [Harounian’s]
fraudulent booking entries that were designed to mask his looting, and also likely to lead to the
discovery of other admissible documents.” Id. at p. 13.
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Plaintiff argued that it is “beyond dispute that [Lawrence] Furtzaig is an employee of the
Harounian Defendants” because he “is on the Family LLCs [sic] payroll and they provide him a
‘Christmas Bonus,’ health insurance and office supplies”. Id. at p. 13. To substantiate the
foregoing, Plaintiff annexed to its Motion a United Healthcare Invoice Summary and Invoice
Details; a copy of a check issued by United West, LLC (a Family LLC) to “Larry Furtzaig” for a
“Christmas Bonus”; handwritten notes titled “Payroll” referencing “Larry”, “Location3”, and
“$4,500.00”; handwritten notes titled “Larry Offer” referencing a salary, insurance, an office,
and certain expenses; Invoice #1-8-151 issued by Location3 to “LMR” for, among other things,
“Larry Computer” (and referring, at the bottom, to “Landmark Resources LLC dba Location3”);
and copies of checks issued by United Chelsea LLC, United Hay LLC, and United East LLC (all
of which are Family LLCs) to Location3 for Invoice #1-8-151. Id. at Exhibit B. See Point II(A)
infra discussing the relationship between the Harounian Defendants and Location3/Landmark.
Plaintiff contended that even if Mr. Furtzaig is not deemed an employee of the Harounian
Defendants, “he is certainly their agent” within their control. Moving Memo at p. 14. Plaintiff
stated that Mr. Furtzaig is “intricately involved in the day-to-day management of the various
LLCs, holds himself out as their employee, and is an authorized signatory for the Family LLCs”.
Id. To demonstrate as much, Plaintiff produced an email from Mr. Furtzaig, using his Landmark
email address (and including a signature block referring to “United Chelsea LLC Landmark
Resources LLC”) to a non-party, stating that Mark Harounian referred the non-party’s concern to
him; and an email thread wherein Mark Harounian provided Mr. Furtzaig with a directive in
connection with a check issued by United Flatiron LLC (a Family LLC). Id. at Exhibit B –
FAMILY00161947 & FAMILY00019421.
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Furthermore, as set forth in the Motion, Plaintiff argued that the Leases are “material and
necessary to Plaintiff’s claims for breach of fiduciary duty, waste, unjust enrichment and
constructive trust” and must be produced to “allow Plaintiff to follow the trail of money from
collected rents into and out of the Family LLCs and confirm the electronic journal entries.” Id.
at p. 15. Plaintiff argued that it is entitled to the Leases to confirm “fraudulent booking entries”
as well as “examine and impeach Mark [Harounian] . . . concerning the glaring discrepancies
between his books and records and the underlying source documents (e.g. the [L]eases).” Id.
Moreover, Plaintiff contended that RPIE Reports must be disclosed because they
“segregate and identify expenses incurred for each property”, including management fees and
repairs, and therefore are directly relevant to contest Mark Harounian’s defense that
“misappropriated” money was, in fact, reasonable compensation for his management of the
Family LLCs. Id. at p. 16. Plaintiff asserted that DHCR Filings must be disclosed as well
because they identify apartment renovations, and therefore, can be used to show that Mark
Harounian renovated the Harounian LLC’s properties using the Family LLCs’ money. Id.
E.

The Harounian Defendants’ Opposition

On June 26, 2020, the Harounian Defendants filed opposition to the Motion (the
“Opposition”), comprised of an Affirmation by William Charron, Esq. dated June 26, 2020
(“Charron Affirmation”), an Affidavit by Mark Harounian sworn to on June 26, 2020 (the
“Harounian Affidavit”), and a Memorandum of Law dated June 26, 2020 (“Opposition Memo”).
In their Opposition, the Harounian Defendants asserted that the requested relief must be
denied with respect to Mr. Furtzaig’s email accounts because they do not have “password access
to, or control over” them and Mr. Furtzaig has never given Mark Harounian “permission to
access his emails.” Opposition Memo at pp. 3-4; Harounian Affidavit at ¶ 2. The Harounian
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Defendants also argued that while Mr. Furtzaig helps manage the Family LLCs’ and the
Harounian LLCs’ properties, he is an independent contractor (as confirmed by a Form 1099
issued by United West LLC for the 2015 tax year), “not an employee of Defendants or the type
of ‘agent’ discussed in the cited cases (e.g. attorneys, persons required by contract to turn over
records, and so forth)”, and “has his own office, offsite from the Family LLCs’ central office.”
Opposition Memo at pp. 3, 6; Harounian Affidavit at ¶ 3 and Exhibit 1.
In addition, the Harounian Defendants argued that Plaintiff is not entitled to the Leases
because, inter alia: (1) “no document demand comprehends the Harounian LLCs’ leases”
(Opposition Memo at p. 7); (2) they are neither material nor necessary because the action
“concerns money coming into the Family LLCs . . . not money coming into the Harounian
LLCs” (Id., emphasis in original); (3) production would be unduly burdensome given that there
are approximately 4,400 Leases from November 2009 to present, pre-2018 Leases are not
digitized, and the Leases are “primarily maintained offsite rather than in the Family LLCs’
central office” (Id. at pp. 4, 7; Harounian Affidavit at ¶ 4); (4) the Leases are “duplicative and
cumulative” of documents previously (or currently being) produced, namely, Yardi files, rent
rolls, rent sheets, QuickBooks files, and bank statements (Opposition Memo at pp. 7-8;
Harounian Affidavit at ¶ 5); and (5) Plaintiff has no basis to believe that rents should have been,
but were not, collected (Opposition Memo at pp. 8-9).
The Harounian Defendants opposed disclosure of RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings as
cumulative and burdensome, as well as because Plaintiff “did not demand production of such
filings in her document requests.” Opposition Memo at pp. 9-10. According to the Harounian
Defendants, the Division of Housing and Community Renewal (the “DHCR”) oversees New
York State’s low/moderate income housing and requires property owners to complete over thirty
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(30) forms, six (6) of which “are apparently obtainable . . . through an online DHCR portal, with
the remaining filings obtainable by request to the DHCR for certified copies.” Opposition Memo
at p. 5; Harounian Affidavit at ¶ 9. The Harounian Defendants asserted that they “did not
consistently digitize these kind of filings” and while they “may” have copies of some of these
forms offsite, “it would be unduly burdensome . . . to search those files”. Id. The Harounian
Defendants further asserted that “[c]ourts do not compel parties to obtain documents from third
parties or agencies to comply with adversarial document demands.” Opposition Memo at p. 10.
According to the Harounian Defendants, they should not have to retrieve and disclose RPIE
Reports which include “property-level income and expense information” filed with the New
York City Department of Finance because “the same information . . . has already been
produced . . . through the companies’ books and records”. Opposition Memo at p. 6; Harounian
Affidavit at ¶ 10.
F.

Plaintiff’s Reply

On July 10, 2020, Plaintiff filed a reply in further support of the Motion (the “Reply”),
comprised of an Affirmation by Glen Lenihan, Esq. dated July 10, 2020 (“Lenihan Reply
Affirmation”) and a Memorandum of Law dated July 10, 2020 (“Reply Memo”).
In the Reply, Plaintiff asserted that substantial documentary evidence confirms Mr.
Furtzaig is an employee or, at minimum, an agent of the Harounian Defendants, and the one
2015 Form 1099 cited in the Opposition does not establish otherwise, especially because (1)
“there are many circumstances where an employer is required to provide its employee with a
Form 1099” and (2) the Form 1099, issued by United West LLC (a Family LLC), does not
discount the significance of the fact that United Hay LLC (another Family LLC) pays Mr.
Furtzaig’s salary and United Nationwide Realty LLC (yet another Family LLC) pays Mr.
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Furtzaig’s health insurance. Reply Memo at pp. 1, 4 (citing Lenihan Moving Affirmation at
Exhibit B – FAMILY015317 and FAMILY0272208) (emphasis in original).
Plaintiff noted that the Harounian Defendants’ claim that Mr. Furtzaig does not have an
office in the Family’s LLCs’ central location is not only irrelevant but misleading. Plaintiff
pointed out that even though Mr. Furtzaig identifies his work address as 235 East 50th Street,
New York, New York (Lenihan Moving Affirmation at Exhibit B) – the location of Landmark’s
“leasing office”, Landmark’s website indicates that the location of its “management office” is at
224 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, New York (Lenihan Reply Affirmation at Exhibit M) –
the same location as the Family LLCs’ central office.7 Reply Memo at pp. 4-5. Moreover,
Plaintiff rejected the Harounian Defendants’ argument that Mr. Furtzaig is “not the ‘type’ of
agent from whom the Harounian Defendants are obligated to produce documents” and noted that
“the CPLR does not distinguish between ‘types of agents’ when requiring a disclosure of
material and necessary documents from a party or a party’s agent.” Id. at p. 6.
Plaintiff also argued that the Harounian Defendants’ claim that they cannot access Mr.
Furtzaig’s email is “not only entirely unsupported, but literally incredible” because “Mark
[Harounian], through his company, Nature’s Loom[,] and his ownership and control over
Location3 and Landmark, owns the servers and domain space that host Furtzaig’s emails, which
hosting services are paid for by the Family LLCs”. Id. at pp. 2, 6. To demonstrate, Plaintiff
produced three documents.

First, Plaintiff produced a printout from Location3’s website,

http:///location3ny.com, which identifies a company by the name of Nature’s Loom and states, in
7

Plaintiff cites a number of documents to demonstrate that the Family LLCs’ main office location is located at 224
Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, New York. See Lenihan Reply Affirmation at Exhibit N which includes: (i) a
New York Community Bank statement addressed to United Village LLC (a Family LLC), Attention Mark
Harounian at 224 Fifth Avenue; (ii) an email from “Mark’s office <office@landmark-nyc.com>” bearing a signature
block that states “Office of Mark Harounian 224 Fifth Avenue . . .”; and (iii) a New York Department of State,
Division of Corporations record indicating United Hay, LLC (a Family LLC) is registered to accept service of
process at 224 Fifth Avenue.
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relevant part, “Webserver at gdmig-naturesloom.com”. Lenihan Reply Affirmation at Exhibit O.
Second, Plaintiff produced a printout from Nature’s Loom’s website referring to “Mark
Harounian president and CEO”. Id. Third, Plaintiff produced an invoice for $9,009.62 from
Location3 to “LMR” for a number of expenses including “email domain”, and including four
rows of handwritten notes on the top right: “UH – $3,003.22✓”, “UC - $3,003.20”, “UE –
$3,003.20✓”,

and

“$9,009.62”.

Lenihan

Moving

Affirmation

at

Exhibit

B

–

FAMILY00154361-62. See also Id. at Exhibit B – FAMILY00154363 (copies of checks from
United Hay, United Chelsea and United East, all Family LLCs, to Location3, each in the amount
of $3,003.20). Plaintiff asserted that “Mark [Harounian] fails to explain why, as the owner of the
companies that own, host and use the domain names of Furtzaig’s email accounts (i.e.
Larry@landmark-nyc.com and Larry@location3ny.com), he does not have administrative access
to search these accounts”. Reply Memo at p. 7. Plaintiff pointed out that the Harounian
Defendants’ inability to access these accounts is further belied by the fact that they accessed the
work email account held by Landmark’s employee, Nerissa Espiritu, in connection with their
discovery obligations in this action. Id. Plaintiff further noted that “Mark [Harounian] reveals
by omission that the Harounian Defendants have not even asked [Mr.] Furtzaig for access and
that [Mr.] Furtzaig has not declined to provide access.” Id.
Plaintiff maintained that the “[t]he leases, RPIE reports, and DHCR filings all provide
relevant information that will enable Plaintiff to decipher what is true and false in [the
[previously produced] books and records.” Id. at p. 9. With respect to the Leases, in particular,
Plaintiff reiterated that it is not required to rely upon “falsifiable electronic records, i.e. the Yardi
files and rent roles, instead of the underlying documents on which the manually inputted
electronic entries should be based” and it would not be unduly burdensome for the Harounian
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Defendants to produce the Leases because “Mark [Harounian] admits that all of the non-digitized
leases are stored together in an off-site facility.” Id. at p. 10.
With respect to RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings, Plaintiff again stated that these
documents are “directly related to Plaintiff’s claims against Mark [Harounian] and the Harounian
LLCs for unjust enrichment and for a constructive trust over their assets”. Id. at p. 12. Plaintiff
contended that the Harounian Defendants “do not claim to not be in possession of the RPIE
reports” and admit they can access DHCR Filings via an online portal. Id. Plaintiff asserted that
if “the Harounian Defendants claim that they somehow cannot access and produce these
documents, the Special [Referee] should direct them to provide a detailed affidavit setting forth
their good faith search efforts” and “order the Harounian Defendants to execute the appropriate
authorizations to allow Plaintiff to directly obtain these documents.” Id. at pp. 12-13.
As to whether the Leases come within the purview of any specific document demand,
Plaintiff argued that its “constructive trust claim had not yet been reinstated when Plaintiff
served its First Notice for Discovery and Inspection and believed the Harounian Defendants
understood the [Leases] were requested given the extensive meet and confers, and initial dispute
letters . . .” but that it “[i]f deemed necessary, Plaintiff [would] serve a supplemental demand
specifically requesting the Harounian LLCs’ leases.” Reply Memo at footnote 4. As to whether
RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings come within the purview of any specific document demand,
Plaintiff represented that it could “also serve a supplemental demand for the RPIE and DHCR
filings, although the parties have similarly met and conferred, and submitted initial dispute
letters . . . and Plaintiff believes the documents are responsive to Plaintiff’s existing demands,
including Requests Nos. 10, 60-62, and 87.” Id.
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ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION
The Special Referee finds that the Harounian Defendants must search and produce

responsive documents contained in Mr. Furtzaig’s non-personal email accounts, including but
not limited to Larry@landmark-nyc.com and Larry@location3ny.com (see footnote 4 supra);
produce the leases for the Family LLCs’ properties but not the leases for the Harounian LLCs’
properties; and produce the Family LLCs’ and the Harounian LLCs’ RPIE Reports and DHCR
Filings, all of which are subject to the applicable time period of November 17, 2009 to present
(see Footnote 5 supra).
CPLR §3101(a) provides that “[t]here shall be full disclosure of all matter material and
necessary in the prosecution or defense of an action, regardless of the burden of proof, by: (1) a
party, or the officer, director, member, agent or employee of a party”. N.Y.C.P.L.R. 3101(a)
(Cons. 2019). CPLR §3120 further provides that “any party may serve on any other party a
notice . . . (i) to produce and permit the party seeking discovery, or someone acting on his or her
behalf, to inspect, copy, test or photograph any designated documents or any things which are in
the possession, custody or control of the party. . . .” N.Y.C.P.L.R. 3120 (Cons. 2019).
In the context of document disclosure, “possession, custody or control” includes
“constructive possession” and therefore requires production where the party has “the practical
ability to request from, or influence, another party with the desired discovery documents.”
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands v. Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, 21
N.Y.3d 55, 62-63 (2013). See Richard v. Kerwin, 50 N.Y.S.3d 28 (Sup. Ct. Monroe Cnty. 2016)
(discussing the breadth of CPLR §3120 and relying on its federal corollary, Rule 34 of the
Federal Rules of Procedure (“Rule 34”)); Bank of N.Y. v. Meridien BIAO Bank Tanzania Ltd.,
171 F.R.D. 135 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) (discussing the meaning of the phrase “possession, custody or
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control” under Rule 34 and recognizing that “‘control’ does not require that the party have legal
ownership or actual physical possession of the documents at issue, rather documents are
considered to be under a party’s control when that party has the right, authority, or practical
ability to obtain the documents from a non-party to the action”).
A.

Mr. Furtzaig’s Non-Personal Email Accounts

In the Special Referee’s view, emails sent and received via Mr. Furtzaig’s non-personal
email accounts are material and necessary to the prosecution of the action given that Mr. Furtzaig
assists in the management of the Family LLCs’ and the Harounian LLCs’ properties, which are
at issue in this litigation. The Harounian Defendants do not raise the issue of relevance of Mr.
Furtzaig’s non-personal emails but assert that they are, nevertheless, not subject to disclosure
because Mr. Furtzaig is an independent contractor. Opposition Memo at pp. 3, 6. Specifically,
the Harounian Defendants claim that Mr. Furtzaig is “not an employee . . . or the type of ‘agent’
discussed in the cited cases (e.g. attorneys, persons required by contract to turn over records, and
so forth)” and they “have no control over [Mr.] Furtzaig’s e-mails”. Id. In an attempt to support
their argument, the Harounian Defendants produce one Form 1099 issued by United West LLC
(a Family LLC) to Mr. Furtzaig for the 2015 tax year. Opposition Memo at Exhibit 1. In
support of that same argument, the Harounian Defendants claim that Mr. Furtzaig does not
maintain an office in the Family LLCs’ main location. Harounian Affidavit at ¶ 3.
The Special Referee finds the Harounian Defendants’ arguments unconvincing. In the
Special Referee’s view, Plaintiff has met its burden to show that Mr. Furtzaig is, at a minimum,
an agent of the Harounian Defendants, as set forth in CPLR §3101, and the Harounian
Defendants have possession, custody, or control over Mr. Furtzaig’s non-personal email
accounts, as set forth in CPLR §3120.
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Documentary evidence submitted to the Special Referee, coupled with the parties’
acknowledgment that Mr. Furtzaig assists in the management of the Family LLCs’ and the
Harounian LLCs’ properties, suggests that Mr. Furtzaig is, at a minimum, an agent of one or
more of the Harounian Defendants. This documentary evidence includes: (1) a UnitedHealthcare
Oxford Invoice Summary issued to United Nationwide Realty (a Family LLC) and identifying
Mr. Furtzaig as a beneficiary under the enumerated policy (Lenihan Moving Affirmation at
Exhibit B – FAMILY00272206-8); (2) a check from United West, LLC (a Family LLC) to Mr.
Furtzaig for a “Christmas Bonus” (Id. at FAMILY0002206); (3) a Valley National Bank
document identifying Mr. Furtzaig as an “Authorized Signer” of United Seed LLC (a Family
LLC; Id. at VNB_018386); (4) a handwritten note titled “Larry Offer” and providing a number
of terms including “salary minimum $4500 mo plus insurance” and “Larry gets office” (Id. at
FAMILY00260455); (5) a handwritten note titled “PAYROLL – MAY” and referring to
“LARRY – LOCATION3 – $4,500.00 (UH) [arguably referring to United Hay, a Family LLC]”
(Id. at FAMILY00015317); and (6) an email whereby Mr. Furtzaig responds to a tenant inquiry
after it was “referred” to him by Mark Harounian (Id. at FAMILY00161947).8

8

The Special Referee notes that by email dated August 4, 2020, Plaintiff’s counsel forwarded the Harounian
Defendants’ Responses and Objections to Plaintiff’s Third Set of Interrogatories dated August 3, 2020. Plaintiff’s
counsel pointed out that in Exhibit A thereto, the Harounian Defendants noted that Mr. Furtzaig and Mark
Harounian are the “current signatories” of bank accounts held by the following entities (each of which, except for
Landmark and Location3, are Family LLCs): (1) United Seed LLC; (2) United Flatiron LLC; (3) United Square
LLC; (4) United Nationwide Realty LLC; (5) United Hay LLC ; (6) United Chelsea LLC; (7) United West LLC; (8)
United East LLC; (9) 3M Properties LLC; (10) United Village LLC; (11) Balance Properties LLC; (12) United Fifth
LLC; (13) United Prime LLC (3 accounts); (14) United Greenwich LLC’; (15) United Prime Broadway LLC; (16)
360 East 50th Street Associates LLC; (17) Landmark Resources LLC; and (18) Location3. Plaintiff’s counsel
asserted that the fact that Mr. Furtzaig is an authorized signatory on “at least, seventeen Family LLC bank accounts”
confirms he is “an employee of the Harounian Defendants.” Email from Elizabeth Uphaus, Counsel for Plaintiff, to
Michael Cardello III, Special Referee (August 4, 2020 at 9:57 am EST) (emphasis in original). By email that same
day, the Harounian Defendants’ counsel responded that “As previously submitted, Lawrence Furtzaig is not an
employee of the Defendants and Defendants have no access to his emails. Mr. Furtzaig’s bank signing authority
does not change these facts.” Email from Lauren Cooperman, Counsel for the Harounian Defendants, to Michael
Cardello III, Special Referee (August 4, 2020 at 4:15 pm EST).
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While evidence suggests that Mr. Furtzaig is an employee or agent of Location39 (which,
based on the Special Referee’s review of the documentation provided, was formerly known as
Landmark)10, it also suggests that Mark Harounian is a member of Location3 f/k/a Landmark and
that the Harounian Defendants, or any one of them, manage and/or control Location3 f/k/a
Landmark.
Documentary evidence suggests that Mark Harounian is a member of Location3 f/k/a
Landmark, namely: (1) a memorandum from Henry Dellaratta, Certified Public Account,
confirming Mark Harounian is a member of Location3 (Lenihan Affirmation at Exhibit D); and
(2) a letter from Lauren J. Wachtler, Barclay Damon, Counsel for Mr. Furtzaig, May 11, 2020
(provided to the Special Referee in connection with a separate dispute in this action) stating that
“Mr. Furtzaig is Mr. Harounian’s property and rental agent who assists the Family LLC
properties through a company called Location3 LLC, in which Mr. Harounian is a member”.
In addition, documentary evidence suggests that the Harounian Defendants manage
and/or have control over Location3 f/k/a Landmark.
For example, United Hay LLC (a Family LLC) appears to pay Mr. Furtzaig’s Location3
salary. See Lenihan Affirmation at Exhibit B – FAMILY00015317.
Second, several of the Family LLCs, namely, United Hay LLC, United Chelsea LLC and
United East LLC, appear to pay Location3 f/k/a Landmark’s internet, email domain, and other
miscellaneous expenses. See Lenihan Moving Affirmation at Exhibit B – FAMILY00154361-62
9

Lenihan Affirmation at Exhibit A (an email from “Larry / 3 [Larry@location3ny.com]”); Id. at Exhibit B –
FAMILY00161947 (an email from “Larry / Landmark [mailto:E.g. Larry@landmark-nyc.com]”),
FAMILY00019421 (an email from “Larry/Landmark [Larry@landmark-nyc.com]”), and FAMILY00015317
(handwritten payroll notes referring to “LARRY – LOCATION3 - $4,500.00”); Id. at Exhibit E (confirming the address
for process served via the Secretary of State should be sent to “LOCATION3:ATTN LARRY . . .”).
10

See Lenihan Moving Affirmation at Exhibit B – FAMILY00154361-2 (an invoice issued by Location3 referring
to “Landmark Resources LLC dba Location3”) and Exhibit E (the New York State Department of State Division of
Corporation’s entity information for Location3, revealing that the “actual” name as of June 28, 2004 was
“LANDMARK RESOURCES LLC” and the “actual” name as of July 13, 2012 was “LOCATION3, LLC”).
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(Invoice #1-8-151 for $9,009.62 from Location3 to Landmark for “Itenert [sic] advertizing
[sic]”, “Faxaway”, “email domains”, “Bulk Email service”, “Internet info management”, and
other expenses, and bearing notations indicating that payment was made for this invoice by
United Hay, United Chelsea, and United East) and FAMILY00154363 (copies of checks from
United Hay, United Chelsea, and United East to Location3 for the total amount reflected in
Invoice #1-8-151).
Third, Mark Harounian and Location3 f/k/a Landmark have the same phone number.
Compare Lenihan Affirmation at Exhibit B – FAMILY00019421 (identifying Mark Harounian’s
phone number as 212-686-2002) with Lenihan Affirmation at Exhibit F (noting on Location3’s
filing with the New York Occupational Licensing Management System that “HAROUNIAN,
MARK” is a related party and identifying Location3’s phone number as 212-686-2002) and
Lenihan Reply Affirmation at Exhibit M (noting on Landmark’s webpage that the phone number
for management’s office is 212-686-2002).
Fourth, the Family LLCs and Location3 f/k/a Landmark share two addresses – 224 Fifth
Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, New York and 235 East 50th Street, New York, New York. See
Lenihan Affirmation at Exhibit B – FAMILY00161947 (identifying the address for “United
Chelsea LLC / Landmark Resources LLC” as 235 East 50th Street, New York, NY 10022).
Compare Reply Affirmation at Exhibit N – FAMILY00035264 (a New York Community Bank
account summary mailed to “UNITED VILLAGE LLC ATTN MARK HAROUNIAN 224 5TH AVE FL 5
NEW YORK NY 10001-7705”), FAMILY00036032 (“Office of Mark Harounian 224 Fifth
Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10001”), and New York State Department of State record
(identifying United Hay, LLC’s address for service of process as 224 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor,
New York, New York 10001) with Lenihan Reply Affirmation at Exhibit M (noting on
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Landmark’s webpage that the location for management’s office is 224 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor,
New York, New York and the location for the leasing office is at 235 East 50th Street, New York,
New York) and Lenihan Affirmation at Exhibit F (noting on Location3’s filing with the New
York Occupational Licensing Management System that the main address is “235 E 50TH ST NEW
YORK, NY”).
Fifth, Mark Harounian responds to emails in connection with Location3 business by
including a signature block stating: “Office of Mark Harounian 224 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New
York, NY 10001”. Lenihan Reply Affirmation at Exhibit N – FAMILY00036032.
Sixth, Mark Harounian’s entity, Nature’s Loom, appears to be associated with Location3
and/or maintain the Location3 website. Id. at Exhibit O.
Seventh, documentary evidence suggests that Location3 f/k/a Landmark is doing business
as United Chelsea LLC (a Family LLC). See Lenihan Moving Affirmation at Exhibit B –
FAMILY00161947 (an email sent by Mr. Furtzaig from his Landmark email address and
referring, in the signature block, to “United Chelsea LLC / Landmark Resources LLC”).
Compare Id. (identifying the phone number for “United Chelsea LLC / Landmark Resources
LLC” as 212-644-4455 x 106#) with Lenihan Moving Affirmation at Exhibit B –
FAMILY00154361 (identifying the phone number for Location3 as 212-644-4455).
In the Special Referee’s view, all of the foregoing demonstrates that, at a minimum, Mr.
Furtzaig is an agent who is working on behalf of one or more of the Harounian Defendants,
receiving compensation and benefits from the Harounian Defendants, and using Location3 and
Landmark email addresses. Moreover, it appears that Mark Harounian is a member of Location3
f/k/a Landmark; Location3 f/k/a Landmark maintains its managing office at the Family LLC’s
central location and is reimbursed for expenses (including for email domain and internet) by the
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Harounian Defendants; and Mark Harounian is an officer of another non-party company,
Nature’s Loom, that appears to be associated with Location3 and/or maintain the Location3
website. In the Special Referee’s view, based on the totality of the documentary evidence,
Plaintiff has met its burden that the Harounian Defendants have possession, custody, or control
over Mr. Furtzaig’s non-personal email accounts, including but not limited to those for
Landmark and Location3. As such, Mr. Furtzaig’s non-personal accounts shall be searched and
documents responsive to previously served demands shall be produced to Plaintiff.
B.

Leases

In large part, the arguments set forth by both Plaintiff and the Harounian Defendants with
regard to the Leases conflate the discoverability of the Harounian LLCs’ leases with the
discoverability of the Family LLCs’ leases. This litigation addresses, in part, allegations that,
Mark Harounian “mismanage[ed] the Family LLCs” and the Harounian Defendants
“manipulate[d] the Family LLCs’ books and records to misappropriate the companies’ funds at
Plaintiff’s expense.” Moving Memo at pp. 4, 6. With this in mind, in the Special Referee’s
opinion, Plaintiff has met its burden to show that the Family LLCs’ leases are discoverable but
has not met its burden with regard to the Harounian LLCs’ leases.
In the Special Referee’s view, Plaintiff has met its burden that the Family LLCs’ leases
are material and necessary to the prosecution of the underlying actions. Plaintiff demonstrated
that it is entitled to the source documents used to prepare the Family LLCs’ books and records in
order to confirm the validity of entries therein. Plaintiff demonstrated that these documents are
needed to determine what monies and how much were supposed to be going into the Family
LLCs’ accounts (as compared with what monies and how much were reported as going into the
Family LLCs’ accounts). The Special Referee finds that Plaintiff is not required to rely upon the
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corporate books and records which were maintained by the Harounian Defendants, the very
parties who Plaintiff alleges engaged in misconduct.
The Special Referee rejects the Harounian Defendants’ argument that producing the
Family LLCs’ leases would be unduly burdensome because there are over 4,000 of them and
they are stored at an off-site facility. The fact that the Family LLCs’ leases are numerous and
not digitized is not a proper basis to withhold discoverable documents.

The Harounian

Defendants chose the manner in which to maintain their files and cannot use their document
retention protocol to avoid disclosure.
The Special Referee further rejects the Harounian Defendants’ contention that Plaintiff’s
request for the Family LLCs’ leases are improper because they are not encompassed within any
existing document demand. Request Number 11 in Plaintiff’s First Notice for Inspection and
Discovery of Documents dated May 4, 2020 (“First Notice for Documents”) specifically seeks
“Documents reflecting all of the leases in the Properties owned by the Family LLCS.” Charron
Affirmation at Exhibit A. In the Special Referee’s view, this demand requires, inter alia,
disclosure of the Family LLCs’ leases.
However, in the Special Referee’s opinion, Plaintiff has not met its burden to establish
that the Harounian LLCs’ leases are material and necessary to the prosecution of the underlying
actions. Plaintiff’s claim for unjust enrichment and constructive trust provides Plaintiff with
grounds to obtain documents and information bearing upon whether the Harounian LLCs
benefitted from, or at the expense of, the Family LLCs. The Harounian LLCs’ leases have no
bearing on these allegations. Rental income received (or reported), even incorrectly, pursuant to
the Harounian LLCs’ leases does not make it more or less likely that the Harounian Defendants
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benefited at Plaintiff’s or the Family LLCs’ expense, or that Plaintiff or the Family LLCs have a
claim to these specific Harounian LLCs’ funds.
While the Special Referee agrees with the Harounian Defendants that Plaintiff’s request
for the Harounian LLCs’ leases is not encompassed within any specific document demand
included in the First Notice for Documents, given the Special Referee’s determination that
Plaintiff has not met its burden to demonstrate that the Harounian LLCs’ leases are subject to
disclosure, this objection and the remaining objections to production of the Harounian LLCs’
leases need not be addressed.
C.

RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings

The Harounian Defendants principally oppose production of the Family LLCs’ and the
Harounian LLCs’ RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings based on an alleged lack of a formal
document demand, relevance, duplication of previously produced records, and/or lack of
possession, custody, or control. As set forth below, the Special Referee finds that Plaintiff has
sufficiently met its burden to warrant production of the Family LLCs’ and the Harounian LLCs’
RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings.
As a preliminary matter, the Special Referee notes that while Plaintiff did not explicitly
request production of the Family LLCs’ and the Harounian LLCs’ RPIE Reports and DHCR
Filings, these documents are sufficiently responsive to the following requests set forth in
Plaintiff’s First Notice for Documents:
Request No. 10. All Documents concerning the finances of the
Harounian LLCs, including but not limited to capital contributions,
loans, deposits, payments, transfers, distributions and withdrawals.
Responsive Documents shall include bank statements, cancelled
checks, wire transfer confirmations, Quickbooks and other
electronic accounting files.
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Request No. 60. All Documents and Communications concerning
the assertion in paragraph 33 of Mark [Harounian]’s March 23,
2016 affidavit in the Action that ‘[Mark Harounian is] entitled to
receive, and [Mark Harounian] has received, reasonable
compensation from the Family LLCs for Mark[] [Harounian]’s
extraordinary investment of time and energy as sole Manager to
the Family LLCs and their properties.’
Request No. 61. All Documents and Communications concerning
the total amount of Mark[] [Harounian’s] ‘annual collective
compensation’ as referred to in paragraph 36 of Mark[]
[Harounian’s] March 23, 2016 affidavit in the Action.
Request No. 62. All Documents and Communications concerning
the assertion in paragraph 33 of Mark[] [Harounian’s] March 23,
2016 affidavit in the Action that ‘Mark[] [Harounian’s] annual
collective compensation from the Family LLCs (i.e., as a total of
cash and personal goods and services paid for by the Family LLCs)
has remained in line with the numerous services [Mark Harounian]
provide[s] to the Family LLCs.’
The Special Referee finds that the Family LLCs’ and the Harouian LLCs’ RPIE Reports
are relevant and discoverable. Based on the Special Referee’s review of the form RPIE Report
provided (see Lenihan Affirmation at Exhibit I), property owners must provide extensive
information about the underlying property including, inter alia, the total square footage
unoccupied, unleased, or generating no income; whether the tenant pays maintenance, repair, or
utility expenses; whether any of the property is owner-occupied or occupied by a related party;
and operating expenses (including repairs and maintenance, management and administration,
amortizing tenant improvement costs, and miscellaneous expenses). Where, as here, Plaintiff
alleges, in part, that Mark Harounian mismanaged the Family LLCs and the Harounian
Defendants wrongfully benefitted at Plaintiff’s expense, documents that identify management
fees taken by the Harounian Defendants and expenses incurred at the Family LLCs’ properties
are relevant. Documents that further reflect expenses incurred at the Harounian LLCs’ properties
may also lead to the discovery of relevant evidence concerning whether the Family LLCs paid
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for those expenses. Accordingly, in light of the above, the Special Referee finds that RPIE
Reports are material and necessary to the prosecution of the underlying actions.
The Harounian Defendants cannot avoid disclosure of RPIE Reports based on their claim
that previously produced books and records, invoices, cancelled checks, and other documents
provide the same information. As noted above, Plaintiff is not required to rely on the corporate
books and records created and maintained by the Harounian Defendants. Plaintiff is entitled to
obtain all documents in the Harounian Defendants’ possession, custody, or control that may
provide material and necessary information even if, as the Harounian Defendants assert, some of
the information can be obtained from entirely different documents. Moreover, the Harounian
Defendants do not assert that they do not have, or cannot access, RPIE Reports.
In addition, the Special Referee finds that the Family LLCs’ and Harounian LLCs’
DHCR Filings are relevant and discoverable. Based on the Special Referee’s review of the
DHCR Filing form provided (see Lenihan Affirmation, Exhibit K), it appears that DHCR Filings
require property owners to disclose, inter alia, the managing agent; the number of units regulated
under the Rent Stabilization Law; tenant information; units that are “owner occupied/employee”;
legal regulated rent amounts; actual paid rent amounts; whether a lease is in effect; major capital
improvements; rent increases; and reasons for rent increases. All of the foregoing may be
material and necessary for Plaintiff to identify renovation expenses incurred at the Harounian
LLCs’ properties which may assist Plaintiff in determining whether, as it alleges, the Family
LLCs paid for those expenses. Moving Memo at p. 16. It may also lead to relevant evidence for
Plaintiff to further verify the reported incoming rent amounts for the Family LLCs.
The Harounian Defendants cannot avoid disclosing DHCR Filings because the
information therein has allegedly been provided through other documents, as explained above.
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The Harounian Defendants further cannot avoid disclosing DHCR Filings because they do not
have copies of all of the filings given that some are available via the DHCR’s online portal and
others can be requested from the DHCR. Documents are within a party’s possession, custody, or
control where the party has the legal right or practical ability to obtain documents in the
possession of another person or entity. See, e.g. Richard v. Kerwin, 2016 WL 6781083 (Sup. Ct.
Monroe Cnty. 2016) (“In connection with the requested federal and state tax returns, a party is
deemed to have control of documents filed with a federal agency as to which the party has or can
obtain copies”); In re Bernfeld, 990 N.Y.S.2d 436 (Surr. Ct. Nassau Cnty. 2014) (“[d]ocuments
under a party’s control may include documents as to which the party has ‘the legal right,
authority or ability to obtain upon demand documents in the possession of another’”). Given that
the Harounian Defendants can obtain copies of DHCR Filings by reviewing their hard files,
using the DHCR’s online portal, or submitting a formal request to the DHCR, they are obligated
to produce them.
In sum, as set forth herein, the Special Referee grants, in part, and denies, in part,
Plaintiff’s Motion. Specifically, the Special Referee:
1.

grants Plaintiff’s request for the Harounian Defendants to search and produce
responsive documents from November 17, 2009 to present contained within
Lawrence Furtzaig’s non-personal email accounts (as defined in Footnote 4
supra), including, but not limited to, Larry@landmark-nyc.com and
Larry@location3ny.com;

2.

grants Plaintiff’s request for the Harounian Defendants to produce the leases for
the Family LLCs’ properties from November 17, 2009 to present;

3.

denies Plaintiff’s request for the Harounian Defendants to produce the leases for
the Harounian LLCs’ properties; and

4.

grants Plaintiff’s request for the Harounian Defendants to produce the Family
LLCs’ and Harounian LLCs’ RPIE Reports and DHCR Filings from November
17, 2009 to present.
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All of the foregoing documents shall be produced by the Harounian Defendants within
thirty (30) days of the date of this decision.
Dated: August 10, 2020

SO DIRECTED:

Michael Cardello III
MICHAEL CARDELLO III
Court-Appointed Special Referee

2311871v2
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COUNTY OF NEW YORK
------------------------------------------------------------- X
:
UNITED HAY, LLC,
:
Plaintiff,
:
:
:
-against:
JACOB HAROUNIAN,
:
:
:
Defendant.
------------------------------------------------------------- X

INDEX NO. 657310/2017
RECEIVED NYSCEF: 12/17/2020

Index No. 657310/2017
DECISION REGARDING THE
CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER
FOR THE UNITED HAY
MATTER

This matter is before the undersigned, Michael Cardello III, Esq., as a result of an Order
of Reference dated April 22, 2020, signed by the Honorable Joel Cohen, appointing him Special
Referee pursuant to New York Civil Practice Law and Rules (“CPLR”) §§ 3104 and 4301, for
the purpose of assisting the Court and the parties in conducting and completing discovery in an
efficient manner.
On the conference call held on November 30, 2020, counsel for Jacob Harounian, Mr.
Steckler, and counsel for Mark Harounian (and a number of Harounian entities), Ms.
Cooperman, asserted their diverging views as to whether one or separate Case Management
Orders should be issued for the United Hay Action and the Consolidated Actions. On this
conference call, Mr. Steckler asserted that there is no reason the actions should be on different
discovery tracks, stating that even though the issues in the United Hay Action may be narrower
than the issues in the Consolidated Actions, they all require discovery on the same facts. Mr.
Steckler asserted that the Court kept the United Hay Action and the Consolidated Actions
separate for trial purposes only, and this was to avoid jury confusion. By contrast, Ms.
Cooperman argued that there is no reason the actions should be on the same discovery track
because the United Hay Action is much narrower in scope than the Consolidated Actions. Ms.
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Cooperman further stated that the Court previously ruled on the consolidation issue and Jacob
Harounian should not be permitted to re-litigate the issue.
Based on my review of, inter alia, (i) the transcript of the Court proceedings held on
September 9, 2019 (see United Hay Action at NYSCEF Doc. Nos. 188-193); (ii) the Decision
and Order dated October 10, 2019, denying Jacob Harounian’s motion for the United Hay Action
and the Consolidated Actions to be consolidated (see United Hay Action at NYSCEF Doc. No.
225); (iii) the Special Referee’s Decision and Order dated June 9, 2020, directing the deposition
of Jacob Harounian to go forward in the United Hay Action (see United Hay Action at NYSCEF
Doc. No. 234); and (iv) Justice Cohen’s confirmation of the foregoing decision (see United Hay
Action at NYSCEF Doc. No.243), it is the Special Referee’s view that the United Hay Action
and the Consolidated Actions do not need to be, nor should they be, governed by the same Case
Management Order or subject to the same discovery deadlines. It is also the Special Referee’s
view that insofar as both actions require the production of overlapping discovery, such discovery
only needs to be produced once. While the Court recognized Jacob Harounian’s right to
discovery in the United Hay Action may overlap with discovery in the Consolidated Actions, it is
the Special Referee’s opinion that the Court did not intend to tether the Consolidated Actions and
United Hay Action together if to do so would cause unnecessary delay to the United Hay Action.

Dated: December 7, 2020

SO ORDERED:

Michael Cardello III
MICHAEL CARDELLO III
Court-Appointed Special Referee

2436150v1
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
------------------------------------------------------------- X
MEHRNAZ NANCY HOMAPOUR, et al.,
:
:
:
Plaintiffs,
:
:
-against:
:
MARK HAROUNIAN, et al.,
:
:
Defendants.
------------------------------------------------------------UNITED HAY, LLC,
Plaintiff,
-againstJACOB HAROUNIAN,
Defendant.
------------------------------------------------------------JACOB HAROUNIAN, et al.,
Plaintiffs,
-againstMARK HAROUNIAN, et al.,
Defendants.
-------------------------------------------------------------

X
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
X
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
X

Index No. 653795/2015
DECISION ON
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION
TO COMPEL DISCOVERY
FROM NON-PARTIES
SHAHRIAR HOMAPOUR
AND JEFFREY HOMAPOUR

Index No. 657310/2017

Index No. 450615/2019

This matter is before the undersigned, Michael Cardello III, Esq., as a result of an Order
of Reference dated April 22, 2020, signed by the Honorable Joel Cohen, appointing him Special
Referee pursuant to New York Civil Practice Law and Rules (“CPLR”) §§ 3104 and 4301, for
the purpose of assisting the Court and the parties in conducting and completing discovery in an
efficient manner.
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Currently before the Special Referee is a motion filed by defendant Mark Harounian, the
Harounian LLCs,1 the Family LLCs,2 360 East 50th Street Associates LLC, and 356 East 50th
Street Associates LLC (collectively, the “Defendants”) for an order pursuant to CPLR 3124 to
compel document productions from subpoenaed non-parties Shahriar Homapour (“Shahriar”) –
plaintiff Mehrnaz Homapour’s (“Plaintiff”) husband – and Jeffrey Homapour (“Jeffrey”) –
Plaintiff’s son (the “Motion”).
As set forth in greater detail below, the Special Referee hereby grants, in part, and denies,
in part, the Motion. Specifically, the Special Referee denies the Motion to compel documents
from Jeffrey and finds that Jeffrey may withhold documents on the basis of a proper assertion of
attorney-client privilege when responding to the subpoenas duces tecum and ad testificandum
dated May 1, 2019 (the “Jeffrey Subpoena”).

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Special

Referee acknowledges that the applicability of the attorney-client privilege, as a basis to
withhold discovery, is document-specific. Therefore, to the extent documents are withheld on
this basis, Jeffrey must produce a privilege log and Defendants may challenge the assertion of
privilege to specific documents.
The Special Referee further grants the Motion to compel documents from Shahriar and
finds that Shahriar cannot withhold documents on the basis of an agency exception to the general
rule regarding attorney-client privilege when responding to the subpoenas duces tecum and ad
testificandum dated May 1, 2019 (the “Shahriar Subpoena”).

1

The term “Harounian LLCs” shall refer herein to Jacob NY Holdings LLC, Jacob NY Holdings Ltd., 172 Mulberry
Realty LLC, 1007 Lex Ave LLC, and 163 Chrystie Realty LLC.
2

The term “Family LLCs” shall refer herein to 3M Properties, LLC, Balance Property, LLC, JAM Realty NYC LLC
f/k/a JAM Realty Co., United Chelsea, LLC, United East, LLC, United Fifth, LLC, United Flatiron LLC, United
Greenwich, LLC, United Hay, LLC, United Nationwide Realty LLC f/k/a United Nationwide Realty, United Prime
Broadway, LLC, United Prime LLC, United Seed LLC, United Square LLC, United Village, LLC, and United West,
LLC.
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PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
A.

Defendants’ Dispute Letter

On May 5, 2020, Defendants filed an initial dispute letter with the Special Referee (the
“Dispute Letter”) with respect to Jeffrey’s and Shahriar’s assertions of privilege in order to avoid
document disclosure under the Jeffrey Subpoena and the Shahriar Subpoena, respectively.
Defendants opposed Jeffrey’s assertion of attorney-client privilege and an “agency” theory of
privilege as well as Shahriar’s assertion of spousal privilege and an “agency” theory of
privilege.3

Dispute Letter at pp. 1-3.

Defendants argued that the foregoing assertions of

privilege are “non-viable” and that Jeffrey and Shahriar “should be directed to respond to the
Subpoenas in full.” Id. at pp. 2-3. More specifically, Defendants asserted that Jeffrey cannot
invoke attorney-client privilege because he “is not, and has not been, [Plaintiff’s] counsel in this
case.” Id. Defendants contested Shahriar’s invocation of spousal privilege because Defendants
are not seeking communications “solely between Shahriar and [Plaintiff]” – only
communications “where third parties, including but not limited to [Plaintiff’s] counsel, were
present or copied.” Id. at p. 2. Defendants argued that Jeffrey and Shahriar cannot avoid
disclosure under an agency exception to the attorney-client privilege because, with respect to
Jeffrey, “no professional retainer” with Plaintiff exists, and, with respect to both Jeffrey and
Shahriar, no showing of incompetency, emotional disability or lack of understanding of the
English language by [Plaintiff] has been made.” Id. at p. 3.

3

Notwithstanding the arguments asserted by Jeffrey and Shahriar, and opposed by Defendants, there is no specific
delineation of an agency privilege in the CPLR. Rather, case law provides that there is an agency exception to the
general rule regarding the attorney-client privilege. For the sake of clarity, insofar as Jeffrey, Shahriar or
Defendants refer to an “agency” privilege, the Special Referee shall refer to an agency exception to the attorneyclient privilege.

3
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Jeffrey’s and Shahriar’s Response Letter

On May 12, 2020, Jeffrey and Shahriar, who are both represented by Plaintiff’s counsel,
filed a joint submission in response to the Dispute Letter (the “Response Letter”). Jeffrey and
Shahriar asserted that “[t]hese unremarkable situations, wherein an attorney-son is providing his
mother with legal counsel and her sophisticated husband facilitates communication with her
attorneys, should be entirely uncontroversial.” Response Letter at p. 1. Jeffrey argued that
communications with him are subject to attorney-client privilege because he has provided
Plaintiff with legal advice “on a daily basis in this heavily-contested litigation . . . commenting
upon judicial submissions, discovery devices and productions, and legal strategy”. Id. at p. 2.
Jeffrey asserted that “Defendants’ counsel is aware of [his] role, as [he] extensively participated
in the year-long mediation of this action”. Id. Jeffrey maintained that the fact that he did not file
a notice of appearance in the underlying actions or enter into a formal retainer agreement with
Plaintiff to render legal services does not vitiate the existence of an attorney-client relationship.
Even if the Special Referee determined that Jeffrey is not Plaintiff’s counsel, according to
Jeffrey, he “has unquestionably acted as Plaintiff’s agent in facilitating the communication of
legal advice and acting as a litigation consultant.” Id. at footnote 4.
In addition, Shahriar argued that he is “a sophisticated businessperson” who is
“intimately involved in Plaintiff’s business and finances” and Shahriar therefore “acted as
Plaintiff’s agent in connection with, and leading up to, this litigation” by “advis[ing] Plaintiff,
help[ing] communicate with her counsel and formulate legal strategy, and creat[ing] trial
preparation material.” Id. at pp. 2-3. Shahriar noted that an agency relationship exists where the
client has “a reasonable expectation of confidentiality” and, here, Plaintiff “fully expected that
communications made in [his] presence would be confidential.” Id. at p. 3.

4
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The May 19th Conference Call

On May 19, 2020, the Special Referee held a conference call with counsel for Defendants
and counsel for Jeffrey and Shahriar concerning the arguments set forth in the Dispute Letter and
Response Letter (the “May 19th Conference Call”). During the May 19th Conference Call,
counsel for Defendants represented that the issues identified in these letters are ripe for review
even though Jeffrey and Shahriar had not produced all documents, or privilege logs, in response
to the Jeffrey Subpoena and Shahriar Subpoena. Counsel for Defendants asserted that the
Special Referee can adjudicate these issues now because Jeffrey and Shahriar confirmed that
they would be withholding voluminous documents based on an “absolutist position” that legal
discussions with Jeffrey are privileged via an attorney-client privilege and communications with
Shahriar are privileged via the agency exception to the attorney-client privilege. Counsel for
Jeffrey and Shahriar agreed with the foregoing.
Following the May 19th Conference Call, the Special Referee informed counsel that
formal briefing would be necessary to resolve the disputes at issue.
D.

Defendants’ Motion

On June 9, 2020, Defendants filed the Motion, comprised of a Notice of Motion, an
Affirmation by William Charron, Esq. dated June 9, 2020 (“Charron Moving Affirmation”), an
Affidavit by Mark Harounian sworn to on June 9, 2020 (“Harounian Moving Affidavit”), and a
Memorandum of Law dated June 9, 2020 (“Moving Memo”).
In the Motion, Defendants opposed Jeffrey’s assertion of attorney-client privilege and the
agency exception to said privilege. Moving Memo at pp. 10-12. Defendants argued that Jeffrey
cannot meet the basic requirements to demonstrate an attorney-client relationship because (1) he
“has never been [Plaintiff’s] attorney of record in this case”; (2) “there is no engagement
agreement between Jeffrey and [Plaintiff]”; and (3) Jeffrey is prohibited under New York
5
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Disciplinary Rule 1.7 from forming an attorney-client relationship with Plaintiff. Id. at p. 10. In
support of the proposition that Jeffrey is prohibited under New York Disciplinary Rule 1.7 from
representing Plaintiff, Defendants argued that Jeffrey previously represented Mark Harounian,
some of the Family LLCs, and some of the Harounian LLCs in landlord-tenant and regulatory
disputes until “at least March 2016” and “never asked . . . or received, a waiver to represent
[Plaintiff] against them.” Id. See Harounian Moving Affidavit at ¶¶ at 6, 8 (discussing Jeffrey’s
prior representation and failure to obtain consent to serve as Plaintiff’s counsel). Defendants
stated that insofar as Jeffrey “has indicated that, like Shahriar, he may alternatively assert an
‘agency’ privilege . . . [he] has not supported such a hypothetically alternative assertion”.
Moving Memo at footnote 2.
Defendants also opposed Shahriar’s assertion of spousal privilege and an agency
exception to the attorney-client privilege. Id. at pp. 7-10. Defendants asserted that under New
York law, spousal privilege protects communications between a husband and a wife but not
communications where a third party is present, such as where a husband accompanies his wife to
speak with her counsel. Id. at pp. 3, 7. With regard to the claim that an agency exception to the
attorney-client privilege exists, Defendants argued that the exception exists to (1) “protect
principals who lack the competence or capacity to communicate with their counsel
independently,” citing Nacos v. Nacos, 124 A.D.3d 462 (1st Dep’t 2015), and (2) protect
communications with “expressly designated representatives.” Moving Memo at pp. 3, 9. Based
on this standard, Defendants asserted that Shahriar cannot assert the agency exception to the
attorney-client privilege because he “has offered no evidence either of [Plaintiff’s] incompetence
to deal with her counsel independently, or a formal engagement of [him] as [Plaintiff’s] agent
and advisor.” Id. at p. 3. Defendants further pointed out that none of the 1,023 documents
produced to date by Shahriar and Jeffrey support claims that Shahriar has been “integrally and
6
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‘intimately’ involved in the Family LLCs’ ‘business and finances’ on [Plaintiff’s] behalf for
years as her ‘agent.’” Id.
E.

Jeffrey’s and Shahriar’s Opposition

On June 26, 2020, Jeffrey and Shahriar filed opposition to the Motion (the “Opposition”),
comprised of an Affirmation of Jeffrey dated June 25, 2020 (“Jeffrey Affirmation”), an Affidavit
of Shahriar sworn to on June 26, 2020 (“Shahriar Affidavit”), an Affidavit of Plaintiff sworn to
on June 26, 2020 (“Plaintiff Affidavit), and a Memorandum of Law dated June 26, 2020
(“Opposition Memo”).
In the Opposition, Jeffrey asserted that even though he is Plaintiff’s son, he has acted as
Plaintiff’s attorney and, therefore, communications between Plaintiff and him are privileged. Id.
at p. 7. According to Jeffrey, in or around November 2014, he began acting as Plaintiff’s
“personal counsel, providing her with legal advice in connection with pursuing relief for Mark[]
[Harounian’s] breaches and misconduct” and has “continued to act as Plaintiff’s counsel and as
part of her legal team, including analyzing, revising, and commenting upon judicial submissions,
discovery devices and productions, and legal strategy.” Jeffrey Affidavit at ¶¶ 2-3. In the
Jeffrey Affidavit, he stated that he identified himself as Plaintiff’s counsel during court-ordered
mediation, “participated in ‘lawyers only’ mediation sessions as Plaintiff’s counsel”, and
“appeared at several court conferences on Plaintiff’s behalf along with Plaintiff’s other counsel”,
including at a preliminary conference, where he sat at counsel’s table with the Court’s
permission over Defendants’ objection. Id. at ¶¶ 6-7; Opposition Memo at p. 5. Jeffrey noted
that Plaintiff “at all times, has had a reasonable expectation of privacy in her communications
with [him].” Opposition Memo at p. 11.
Jeffrey further argued that, contrary to Defendants’ claim, case law demonstrates that
formal appearances in an action or formal engagement agreements are “irrelevant to the
7
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analysis” of whether an attorney-client privilege exists. Id. at p. 9. Moreover, Jeffrey rejected
Defendants’ claim that he “cannot be Plaintiff’s attorney because he is her son” and that he “has
somehow been giving legal advice to Plaintiff as her son, rather than her attorney”. Id. at pp. 2,
8. Furthermore, Jeffrey contended that Defendants’ reliance on Nacos in this regard is misplaced
because unlike there, where the non-party relatives merely helped plaintiff choose counsel and
comprehend financial documents, here, “Jeffrey has undertaken actual legal work on behalf of
Plaintiff.” Id. at p. 9. In addition, Jeffrey asserted that Defendants’ position that “a purported
conflict of interest prevents [him] from acting as Plaintiff’s counsel” is a “red herring” because:
(1) Defendants never moved to disqualify him and (2) even if he was disqualified, that would not
vitiate attorney-client privilege. Id. at pp. 7-8.
In the Opposition, Shahriar did not assert spousal privilege as a basis to withhold
disclosure but argued that Plaintiff’s communications involving [him] and counsel are privileged
because he is Plaintiff’s agent as all the “hallmarks of an agency relationship” exist here.
Opposition Memo at pp. 11-14.
As alleged in the Opposition, Shahriar assumed the role of an agent insofar as he has
communicated with Plaintiff’s counsel; reviewed, revised, and approved litigation documents
and strategies; and “had in-depth involvement in advising [Plaintiff]” during mediation. Shahriar
Affidavit at ¶¶ 8, 10-13; Plaintiff Affidavit at ¶¶ 2, 10, 12, 14-17; Opposition Memo at pp. 4, 12.
As set forth in the Opposition, Plaintiff further “relied on Shahriar’s presence in [her]
communications with [her] counsel to keep [her] grounded, focused, and clearheaded while
discussing Mark[] [Harounian’s] misconduct and this action that has brought such pain to [her]
family.” Plaintiff Affidavit at ¶ 18. See Shahriar Affidavit at ¶ 14 (indicating that Shahriar
attempted to “put [Plaintiff] at ease . . . in discussing and reliving [their] discovery, and the
effects, of Mark[] [Harounian’s] rampant theft of millions of dollars from a family business that
8
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Mark had a duty to preserve and protect”). Whereas Plaintiff stated that she granted Shahriar
authority to act on her behalf “in connection with pursuing relief for Mark[] [Harounian’s]
breaches and misconduct” in November 2014, Plaintiff also indicated that Shahriar has been her
agent since the 1990s. Plaintiff Affidavit at ¶¶ 6, 8. Specifically, Plaintiff stated as follows:
I was not intimately involved in the business or structure of the
Family LLCs and, since the early 1990s, I have relied on Shahriar
to act as my representative in connection with the Family LLCs.
In this role, Shahriar was instrumental in the negotiation and
purchase by the Family LLCs of multiple buildings, responded on
my behalf to Mark[] [Harounian’s] requests for advice concerning
the potential acquisition of properties, and has attended a number
of Family LLC real estate purchase and mortgage refinancing
closings, attended landlord/tenant court appearances with Mark on
behalf of the Family LLCs, and discussed my Family LLC tax
documents with both Mark’s office staff and Mark’s accountant,
Defendant Henry Dellaratta.
Plaintiff Affidavit at ¶ 6. See Shahriar Affidavit at ¶ 3 (confirming same from Shahriar’s
perspective). As alleged in the Opposition, Plaintiff expected that communications with her
counsel in Shahriar’s presence would be confidential. Plaintiff Affidavit at ¶ 4. See Opposition
Memo at p. 12.
Shahriar relied on the following cases, inter alia, to demonstrate that the foregoing
supports the position that an agency relationship exists between Plaintiff and him: Spicer v.
GardaWorld Consulting (UK) Ltd., 120 N.Y.S.3d 34 (1st Dep’t 2020), Gama Aviation Inc. v.
Sandton Capital Partners, L.P., 99 A.D.3d 423 (1st Dep’t 2012), Deutsche Bank AG v. Sebastian
Holdings Inc., 2019 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 93 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. Jan. 2, 2019), and In re
Horowitz, 2007 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 4709 (Sup. Ct. Nassau Cnty. June 21, 2007). Relying on
these cases, Shahriar noted that, contrary to Defendants’ claims, courts have recognized that an
agency relationship neither requires a party to be incompetent nor requires a formal agency
engagement. Opposition Memo at pp. 14-15. Shahriar argued that unlike in Nacos, cited by

9
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Defendants, here, the agent (Shahriar) specified exactly how he served as Plaintiff’s agent and
confirmed his authority to act on Plaintiff’s behalf in the underlying action. Id. at p. 15.
F.

Defendants’ Reply

On July 10, 2020, Defendants filed a reply in further support of the Motion (the “Reply”),
comprised of an Affirmation by William Charron, Esq. dated July 10, 2020 (“Charron Reply
Affirmation”), an Affidavit of Mark Harounian sworn to on July 9, 2020 (“Harounian Reply
Affidavit”) and a Memorandum of Law dated July 10, 2020 (“Reply Memo”).
With respect to Jeffrey, Defendants asserted that they “never contended that Jeffrey could
not theoretically serve as his mother’s attorney in appropriate cases simply because he is her
son” but rather` “Jeffrey has not actually served as his mother’s attorney in this case.” Id. at p.
7. Defendants reiterated that Jeffrey’s prior representation of Defendants “ethically prohibited
Jeffrey from serving as [Plaintiff’s] counsel . . . in this case” and his attempt to “end-run the
ethical prohibition . . . asks the Special Referee to endorse unabashed gamesmanship.” Id. at pp.
7-8.
Defendants argued that “the concept of ‘disqualification’ is inapt because there was no
actual or purported attorney/client relationship to disqualify.” Reply Memo at p. 8. According
to Defendants, whenever they asked for evidence of the alleged attorney/client relationship
“[Plaintiff] (and Jeffrey) responded with either silence or objections, and with Jeffrey continuing
to appear in Court or in the gallery, not at counsel’s table.” Id. at pp. 8-9. Defendants stated that
while Jeffrey sat at counsel’s table during a preliminary conference, Plaintiff’s and Jeffrey’s
counsel represented that “Jeffrey was attending as [Plaintiff’s] ‘representative’ reaffirming once
against that he is not present as her ‘counsel’”. Charron Reply Affirmation at ¶ 6. According to
Defendants, insofar as Jeffrey stated that his disqualification would not vitiate the attorney-client
privilege that attached to his communications with Plaintiff, “neither of Jeffrey’s two cited
10
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authorities supports his disturbing position that an attorney may offer ‘privileged’ advice against
the interests of another of his clients, and may cloak that advice from disclosure.’” Reply Memo
at p. 8.
Defendants

further

rejected

“Jeffrey’s

new

alternative

argument”

that

his

communications are subject to an agency exception to the attorney-client privilege, noting that
Jeffrey provides “no factual support” for this claim and “made no showing that he served some
necessary agency role to facilitate and enable [Plaintiff’s] communications with her counsel.”
Id. at p. 11.
With respect to Shahriar, Defendants argued that he “abandoned his prior assertion of
spousal privilege” and “has offered his meritless ‘agency privilege’ theory as a post hoc
contrivance to end-run his inability to support a spousal privilege assertion.” Reply Memo at p.
7. Defendants stated that in order to demonstrate an agency exception to the attorney-client
privilege, the agent must facilitate communications between party and counsel, and Plaintiff’s
belief that communications amongst herself, her counsel, and Shahriar were confidential is
“irrelevant” to this inquiry. Id. at p. 4. Defendants asserted that Shahriar cannot invoke an
agency exception to the attorney-client privilege because his conclusory statements, unsupported
by “a single document”, are insufficient to demonstrate that he had a “deep involvement in
Family LLC matters for nearly 30 years” as alleged, and therefore, he “would have no material
information necessary to ‘facilitate’ legal advice from [Plaintiff’s] counsel”. Id. at pp. 4, 6-7.
Defendants emphasized that “nowhere does [Plaintiff] or Shahriar testify to [Plaintiff’s]
incompetence, incapacity, linguistic limitation, or other need to have Shahriar facilitate
communications between [Plaintiff] and her counsel.” Id. at p. 7.
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ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION
A.

The Applicability of the Attorney-Client Privilege Over Communications
Involving Jeffrey and Plaintiff

The attorney-client privilege, codified by CPLR 4503(a), “shields from disclosure any
confidential communications between an attorney and his or her client made for the purpose of
obtaining or facilitating legal advice in the course of a professional relationship.” Ambac Assur.
Corp. v. Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., 27 N.Y.3d 616, 624 (2016)). The party asserting the
privilege bears the burden to show that the communication is “[1] between an attorney and a
client ‘for the purpose of facilitating the rendition of legal advice or services, in the course of a
professional relationship,’ [2] that the communication is predominantly of a legal character, [3]
that the communication was confidential and [4] that the privilege was not waived.” Id. (quoting
Rossi v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Greater N.Y., 73 N.Y.2d 588, 593-94 (1989).
In the case at bar, Defendants seemingly dispute the first and second elements identified
above by principally arguing that Jeffrey was “ethically prohibited” from representing Plaintiff in
this case and “Jeffrey involved himself in this case as her son who happens to be a lawyer, not as
[Plaintiff’s] lawyer”, as confirmed by Jeffrey’s failure to file a notice of appearance or enter into
an engagement agreement. Reply Memo at pp. 7-8, 10 (emphasis in original). Jeffrey asserted
that, as early as 2014, he acted as Plaintiff’s “personal counsel” and provided Plaintiff “with
legal advice in connection with pursuing relief for Mark[] [Harounian’s] breaches and
misconduct, including concerning potential claims.” Jeffrey Affidavit at ¶ 2. Jeffrey claimed
that, since commencement of the action, he was “part of [Plaintiff’s] legal team, including
analyzing, revising, and commenting upon judicial submissions, discovery devices and
productions, and legal strategy.” Id. at ¶ 3. Jeffrey alleged that he “was heavily involved in the
review and revision of Plaintiff’s opposition [to Defendants’ motion to dismiss]” as well as
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related strategic decisions”, identified himself and participated in every mediation session as
Plaintiff’s counsel, and appeared at several court conferences on Plaintiff’s behalf along with
Plaintiff’s counsel of record. Id. at ¶¶ 3-7.
In the Special Referee’s view, the fact that Jeffrey did not file a notice of appearance in
the underlying actions or produce a formal engagement agreement is not dispositive of whether
an attorney-client relationship exists and whether communications are privileged. See Talansky
v. Schulman, 2 A.D.3d 355, 358 (1st Dep’t 2003) (recognizing that “[f]ormality is not essential to
create a legal services contract” and “it is necessary to look to the words and actions of the
parties to ascertain if an attorney-client relationship was formed”) (quoting C.K. Indus. Corp. v.
C.M. Indus. Corp., 213 A.D.2d 846 (3d Dep’t 1995)); Bd. of Managers of McCaren Park Mews
Condo. v. McCaren Park Mews LLC, 41 Misc. 3d 1224(A) (Sup. Ct. Kings Cnty. 2013) (“[t]he
absence of a formal retainer agreement or whether counsel fees were ultimately paid in
connection with [counsel’s] representation of [client] . . . is not dispositive of the issue of
whether an attorney-client relationship existed in that action”).
The work seemingly performed by Jeffrey, in the Special Referee’s view, appears to be
for the purpose of facilitating the rendition of legal advice or services. The tasks described are
not limited to Jeffrey performing non-legal, ministerial work or providing emotional support to
Plaintiff, as a family member. They require Jeffrey to utilize his legal skills and acumen. In this
regard, Jeffrey has met his burden to demonstrate that he, at least at times, acted as Plaintiff’s
counsel and communicated with Plaintiff for the purposes of providing legal services.
Notwithstanding that Jeffrey has a familial relationship with Plaintiff and may have
provided non-legal advice as well as legal advice – wearing at times different hats – that does not
destroy the attorney-client relationship. Jeffrey’s dual role merely connotes that some of his
communications with Plaintiff may have been legal in nature (and therefore privileged), while
13
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other of his communications with Plaintiff may not have been (and therefore not privileged).
The invocation of the attorney-client privilege in this case, as in all cases, is a fact-specific (e.g.
document-specific) inquiry. Spectrum Sys. Int’l Corp. v. Chem. Bank, 78 N.Y.2d 371, 378
(1991).
Even though Plaintiff has other counsel who have formally appeared in the underlying
actions, that does not impact whether Jeffrey is acting as Plaintiff’s counsel. Parties have the
right to choose their own counsel(s) and, in this regard, Plaintiff’s retention of multiple attorneys
has no bearing on whether Jeffrey acted in his capacity as counsel, at times, as opposed to a
concerned family member.

See generally In re Thelen LLP, 24 N.Y.3d 16, 28 (2014)

(referencing “the client’s unfettered right to hire and fire counsel”); Gulino v. Gulino, 35 A.D.3d
812, 812 (2d Dep’t 2006) (“[a] party’s entitlement to be represented in ongoing litigation by
counsel of his or her own choosing is a valued right which should not be abridged absent a clear
showing that disqualification is warranted”).
Even if, as alleged, Plaintiff violated New York Disciplinary Rules by representing both
Plaintiff and Defendants in separate matters from November 2014 to March 2016,4 this would

4

The Special Referee notes that Defendants’ allegation that Jeffrey cannot be Plaintiff’s counsel because his
representation of Plaintiff would be an ethical violation under New York Disciplinary Rule 1.7 (“Rule 1.7”) is
misplaced. Rule 1.7, titled “Conflict of Interest: Current Clients”, prohibits representation where the representation
will require the attorney to simultaneously represent “differing interests” or “there is a significant risk that the
lawyer’s professional judgment will be adversely affected by the lawyer’s own financial, business, property or other
personal interests.” While not cited by Defendants, New York Disciplinary Rule 1.9 (“Rule 1.9”) governs “Duties
to Former Clients” and prohibits an attorney from representing another person “in the same or a substantially related
matter in which that person’s interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former client unless the former
client gives informed consent”.
Here, Defendants alleged that Jeffrey represented Mark Harounian, some of the Family LLCs, and some of the
Harounian LLCs “in a variety of landlord-tenant and New York City regulatory disputes” between “November 2014
and at least March 2016”’ which “prohibited Jeffrey from serving as [Plaintiff’s] counsel against [them] in this
case.” Moving Memo at p. 10; Harounian Affidavit at ¶ 6; Reply Memo at p. 8. Jeffrey admitted that he
represented Plaintiff as early as November 2014 in connection with Mark Harounian’s alleged misconduct. Jeffrey
Affirmation at ¶ 2. It is unclear whether, as Defendants alleged, Jeffrey’s simultaneous representation of Defendants
in select matters, on the one hand, and Plaintiff, on the other hand, from November 2014 to March 2016 violated
Rule 1.7. It is equally unclear that Jeffrey is prohibited under Rule 1.9 from representing Plaintiff in this action,
subsequent to March 2016, because he formerly represented Defendants.
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have no bearing on whether or not an attorney-client relationship existed (or exists) between
Plaintiff and Jeffrey and whether certain communications between them are privileged. See Al–
Turki v. Fenn, Nos. 90 CIV. 4470, 89 CIV. 6217, 1995 WL 231278, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 18,
1995) (“Information does not lose its privileged status simply because the attorney-client
relationship has terminated”).
The Special Referee, therefore, finds that communications between Plaintiff and Jeffrey
may be protected by the attorney-client privilege. However, the Special Referee notes that,
notwithstanding this determination, whether a particular communication is or is not “protected
[by the attorney-client privilege] is necessarily a fact-specific determination most often requiring
in camera review” and Defendants are free to challenge specific documents identified on any
privilege log. Spectrum Sys. Int’l Corp., 78 N.Y.2d at 378. Because Jeffrey has met his burden
to demonstrate the existence of an attorney-client privilege, the Special Referee need not address
Jeffrey’s argument that communications with Plaintiff are privileged by virtue of an agency
exception to a proper assertion of the attorney-client privilege.
B.

The Applicability of the Agency Exception to the Attorney-Client Privilege Over
Communications Between Plaintiff, Plaintiff’s Counsel, and Shahriar

It is well-settled that, as a general rule, communications between an attorney and a client
in the known presence of a third party are not privileged because the client does not have a
“reasonable expectation that such statements will be used solely for their benefit and remain
confidential.” People v. Osorio, 75 N.Y.2d 80, 84 (1989). In New York, the presence of a
client’s spouse, like the presence of any other third party, generally negates the confidentiality of
communications between an attorney and a client unless however the spouse is an agent of the
client. In re Horowitz, 16 Misc. 3d 1106(A) (Surr. Ct. Nassau Cnty. 2007).
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Under the agency exception to the attorney-client privilege, the proponent of the privilege
must satisfy a two-pronged test and demonstrate that: (1) the non-party agent’s presence was
“deemed necessary to enable the attorney-client communication” and (2) the client had a
“reasonable expectation” that communications in the presence of the non-party agent were
confidential. Spicer v. GardaWorld Consulting (UK) Ltd., 120 N.Y.S.3d 34, 35 (1st Dep’t 2020)
(quoting Ambac Assur. Corp. v. Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., 27 N.Y.3d 616, 624 (2016)).
See IDX Capital, LLC v. Phoenix Partners Group, Index No. 102806/2007, 2009 WL 2440286
(Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. Aug. 4, 2009) (confirming this two-pronged test); Don v. Singer, 19 Misc.
3d 1139(A) (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. 2008) (same). The proponent of the agency exception “cannot
rely on conclusory assertions but must come forth with ‘competent evidence that the claims of
privilege are well founded.’” Don, 19 Misc. 3d 1139(A).
To satisfy the first prong, the proponent of the agency exception to the attorney-client
privilege must show that the non-party’s involvement was “more than just useful and convenient
but . . . indispensable or serve[d] some specialized purpose in facilitating attorney client
communications.” Nat’l Educ. Training Group, Inc. v. Skillsoft Corp., No. M8-85, 1999 WL
378337, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. 1999). See Nacos v. Nacos, 124 A.D.3d 462, 463 (1st Dep’t 2015)
(finding the attorney-client privilege was waived, and the agency exception inapplicable, where
plaintiff’s father and brother “failed to indicate how they facilitated communications with
[plaintiff’s] prior counsel” and “plaintiff is undisputedly educated and capable of communicating
directly with her attorneys”); People v. Harris, 34 Misc. 3d 281, 288 (Sup. Ct. Kings Cnty. 2011)
(exceptions to the rule that the attorney-client privilege is waived when communications are in
the presence of a third party “have been made only when the third party is essential to the
communication, such as an interpreter . . .”) (emphasis added). See, e.g. IDX Capital, LLC v.
Phoenix Partners Group, Index No. 102806/2007, 2009 WL 2440286 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. Aug.
16
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4, 2009) (plaintiff did not satisfy this prong where non-party was not involved “primarily for the
purpose of explaining terms and aspects of the deal to further [counsel’s] ability to give legal
advice” but “was primarily used to facilitate the business end of the [transaction at issue], and
not to help . . . counsel form a legal opinion”); Egiazaryan v. Zalmayev, 290 F.R.D. 421, 431
(S.D.N.Y. 2013) (holding attorney-client privilege waived where plaintiff failed to show that
[non-party public relation firm’s] involvement “was necessary to facilitate communications
between himself and his counsel, as in the case of a translator or an accountant clarifying
communications” and noting plaintiff’s argument that non-party was “contributing legal
recommendations,

providing

next

step

action

plans

and

weighing

strategic

considerations . . . does nothing to fulfill the governing standard”) (emphasis in original).
This first prong indicates that the agency exception to the attorney-client privilege is
narrow – it is not intended to provide a catchall for parties to extend a sacrosanct privilege,
unnecessarily, to their relatives, confidants, or friends. See generally IDX Capital, LLC, 2009
WL 2440286 (describing this exception as “narrow”); Ambac Assur. Corp., 27 N.Y.3d at 624
(noting that “[because] the privilege shields from disclosure pertinent information and therefore
‘constitutes an obstacle to the truth-finding process,’ it must be narrowly-construed” and should
be “‘strictly confined within the narrowest possible limits consistent with the logic of its
principle’”) (quoting Matter of Jacqueline F., 47 N.Y.2d 215, 219 (1979) and 8 John Henry
Wigmore, Evidence §2291 at 554 (McNaughton ed. 1961)).
To satisfy the second prong, the proponent of the agency exception need not demonstrate
a “fiduciary or formal agency relationship” but must show that it had a “reasonable expectation”
that communications involving the third party would be kept confidential. Spicer, 120 N.Y.S.3d
at 36. See Osorio, 75 N.Y.2d at 84 (“[t]he scope of the privilege is not defined by the third
parties’ employment or function”). In this regard, “[a] client’s subjective belief that an attorney17
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client communication will remain confidential is ordinarily necessary to sustain the privilege, but
a mere expectation alone is not sufficient.” Nat’l Educ. Training Group, Inc., 1999 WL 378337,
at *4.

See, e.g., Spicer, 120 N.Y.S.3d at 36 (upholding attorney-client privilege where

“[p]laintiffs’ counsel attested that [non-party] promised to keep all such communications
confidential” and “the governing Purchase and Sale Agreement also specified that all privileged
documents related to the transaction would remain protected from disclosure to defendant”); IDX
Capital, LLC, 2009 WL 2440286 (upholding attorney-client privilege where non-party agreed
“to use all reasonable efforts to keep confidential information confidential”).
Here, Shahriar, the proponent of the agency exception, bears the burden to show that his
involvement in communications and meetings with Plaintiff and Plaintiff’s attorney was
necessary, indispensable, and/or essential to enable the attorney-client communications. In an
attempt to meet this burden, Shahriar alleged that he “has an in-depth familiarity and has
managed Plaintiff’s business relationship with Mark [Harounian] and the Family LLCs, as well
as years of experience in the real estate industry and managing properties” and, therefore, he
“advised Plaintiff, communicated with counsel, approved the filing and service of judicial
documents and discovery devices, and helped formulate and approve litigation strategy.”
Opposition Memo at pp. 12-13.
Shahriar does not allege, let alone establish, that the underlying disputes are so complex
that his familiarity and knowledge are essential for Plaintiff’s attorneys to understand the facts
and to allow counsel to advise Plaintiff. See Spicer, 120 A.D.3d at 414 (applying the agency
exception to the attorney-client privilege where “unrebutted evidence reflects that [non-party
financial advisor] spent some portion of its time helping counsel to understand various aspects of
the transaction” for the purpose of providing legal advice); TC Ravenswood, LLC v. Nat’l Union
Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania, No. 400759/11, 2013 WL 3199817 (Sup. Ct. N.Y.
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Cnty. 2013) (non-party broker was specifically hired by plaintiff and its in-house counsel, who
“lacked the experience necessary” to file a specific insurance coverage claim, “to explain the
complex insurance policies at issue”).
Further, Shahriar does not allege, let alone establish, that it was necessary, or that he has
the legal experience, to clarify complex legal advice relayed to Plaintiff by Plaintiff’s counsel.
See Egiazaryan, 290 F.R.D. at 431 (finding non-party “was not competent to act as [plaintiff’s]
attorney and the mere fact that it was inserted in the legal decisionmaking [sic] process does
nothing to explain why [non-party’s] involvement was necessary to [plaintiff’s] obtaining legal
advice from his actual attorneys”).
In the Special Referee’s view, while Shahriar’s involvement may have been useful or
comforting to Plaintiff, Shahriar has not met his burden to demonstrate that his involvement was
necessary to facilitate attorney-client communications.5

In light of this determination, the

Special Referee need not opine on whether Shahriar satisfied the second prong to invoke the
agency exception to the attorney-client privilege.

5

The Appellate Division for the First Department’s decision in Stroh v. General Motors Corp. does not mandate a
contrary determination. In Stroh v. General Motors Corp., an elderly woman lost control of her car which then
“jumped the sidewalk curb, hurtled into [Washington Square Park in Manhattan], and injured at least a dozen
people,” resulting in twelve separate lawsuits seeking damages against the driver and car manufacturer. Stroh v.
General Motors Corp., 213 A.D.2d 267 (1st Dep’t 1995). The Appellate Division ruled that communications
involving counsel, the driver, and the driver’s daughter were privileged because the driver was “required to recall,
and perhaps relive, what was probably the most traumatic experience of her life” and the daughter chose her
mother’s counsel, transported her mother to meetings with counsel, put her mother “sufficiently at ease to
communicate effectively with counsel” as well as served “as a possible witness to aid the memory of her mother”
given that she was a passenger in the vehicle just before the accident occurred. Id. at 268. The Appellate Division
indicated that the application of the attorney-client privilege is fact-specific and “the circumstances of each case will
determine whether a communication by a client to an attorney should be afforded the cloak of privilege.” Id. In
National Education Training Group, Inc., the Southern District of New York suggested that the agency exception to
the attorney-client privilege may be applied in extreme cases concerning a parent/child such as in Stoh, or Hendrick
v. Avis Rent a Car System, Inc., 944 F. Supp. 187, 189 (W.D.N.Y. 1996), where plaintiff’s mother acted as
plaintiff’s agent because plaintiff was paralyzed. Nat’l Educ. Training Group, Inc., 1999 WL 378337, at *4-5.
Based on the foregoing extreme fact patterns, Stroh is factually inapposite to the case at hand. To hold otherwise
would substantially expand the attorney-client privilege, and the agency exception thereto.
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In sum, as set forth herein, the Special Referee grants, in part, and denies, in part,
Defendants’ Motion. Specifically, the Special Referee:
1. denies Defendants’ Motion with respect to Jeffrey, finding that Jeffrey met his burden
to demonstrate that an attorney-client relationship exists with Plaintiff and documents
may be withheld when responding to the Jeffrey Subpoena on the basis of an
attorney-client privilege;
2. holds that Jeffrey must produce a privilege log to identify all documents withheld
pursuant to the attorney-client privilege or any other privilege, and that Defendants
may nevertheless challenge an assertion of privilege identified therein if they believe,
in good faith, the cited privilege is inapplicable; and
3. grants Defendants’ Motion with respect to Shahriar, finding that Shahriar did not
meet his burden to invoke the agency exception to the attorney-client privilege in
order to withhold documents when responding to the Shahriar Subpoena.

Dated: August 26, 2020

SO ORDERED:

/s/Michael Cardello III
MICHAEL CARDELLO III
Court-Appointed Special Referee

2322779v2
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3M PROPERTIES, LLC, et al.,
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Defendants.
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JACOB HAROUNIAN,
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Index No. 653795/2015
DECISION AND ORDER
REGARDING
REQUEST BY UNITED HAY LLC
TO DIRECT
PARTY DEPOSITIONS TO
PROCEED IMMEDIATELY IN
THE UNITED HAY MATTER
("DISPUTE NUMBER 2")
Index No. 657310/2017

Index No. 450615/2019

This matter is before the undersigned, Michael Cardello III, Esq. as a result of an Order
of Reference, So Ordered by the Honorable Joel Cohen on April 22, 2020, appointing him as
Special Referee (the "Special Referee"), pursuant to New York Civil Practice Laws and Rules
Sections 3104 and 4301 (the “Order of Appointment”), to supervise discovery in the abovecaptioned actions (collectively, the "Actions").
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Currently before the Special Referee is the application of United Hay, LLC (“United
Hay”) requesting that the Special Referee issue a directive in the above-captioned action United
Hay, LLC v. Jacob Harounian, Index No. 657310/2017 (the “United Hay Action”) for party
depositions in the United Hay Action to “proceed immediately notwithstanding that depositions
of the same persons will proceed in the Consolidated Actions1 at a later time on different issues”.
(Pryor Cashman’s May 1, 2020 (“Dispute Letter No. 2”) Letter at p. 1). For the reasons set forth
in detail below, the Special Referee finds the depositions in the United Hay Action need not be
conducted at the same time as the depositions of the parties in the Consolidated Actions.
Therefore, the Special Referee grants United Hay’s application, in part, and directs that party
depositions proceed in accordance with the Special Referee's directive, as discussed in detail
below. However, prior to the scheduling of any party depositions, the Special Referee directs
Jacob Harounian to provide an Affidavit with certain information regarding the feasibility of
conducting a remote deposition (as detailed below) to the Special Referee and counsel for United
Hay on or before June 24, 2020. Thereafter, the Special Referee directs counsel for the parties to
meet and confer regarding the feasibility, logistics, and proposed date and time for the remote
deposition of Jacob Harounian on or before July 8, 2020. The Special Referee further directs that
in the event there remains a dispute regarding the deposition, the parties are to contact the
Special Referee to request a conference to address the issues on or before July 13, 2020.

1

By Decision and Order Dated September 9, 2019, Justice Cohen consolidated the actions Mehrnaz Nancy
Homapour, et al. v. 3M Properties, LLC, et al., assigned Index No. 653795/2015 (the “Homapour Action”) and the
action Jacob Harounian, et al. v. Mark Harounian, et al., and assigned Index No. 450615/2019 (the “Harounian
Action”) for joint trial. (Homapour Action NYSCEF No. 556). Accordingly, the Homapour Action and the
Harounian Action are sometimes referred to together herein as the “Consolidated Actions.”

2
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RELEVANT PROCEDURAL HISTORY
For purposes of this Decision, familiarity with the factual background and procedural
history is presumed, and will not be stated herein, except as necessary for the rendering of this
Decision.
A.

The September 9, 2019 Decision and Order on
United Hay’s Motion to Compel the Deposition of Jacob Harounian

By Decision and Order dated September 9, 2019, United Hay’s “Motion to Compel: 1)
the deposition of Jacob Harounian; and 2) the production of documents responsive to discovery
demands served on Jacob Harounian (Motion Sequence 002) [was] Granted [sic] for the reasons
stated on the September 9, 2019 record and transcript.” (NYSCEF United Hay Action Doc. Nos
185-187). Other motions filed in the United Hay Action and the Consolidated Actions were also
argued and decided during the September 9, 2019 court conference before Justice Cohen. One of
those motions was the Motion to Consolidate the Homapour Action with the Harounian Action
(Motion Sequence 012 in the Homapour Action). (NYSCEF Homapour Action Doc. Nos. 440448). However, Motion Sequence 012 in the Homapour Action did not seek consolidation of the
Consolidated Actions with the United Hay Action, and as of September 9, 2019, no such motion
had been filed with the Court.
The portions of the proceeding before Justice Cohen on September 9, 2019, as are
relevant to a rendering of a decision on United Hay’s current application, will be referenced
below.
B.

United Hay’s Motion to Consolidate the United Hay Action with the
Consolidated Actions and the December 19, 2019 Decision and Order

On October 1, 2019, Jacob Harounian filed a Motion to Consolidate the United Hay
Action with the Consolidated Actions (Motion Seq. 005 in the United Hay Action). By Decision
3
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and Order dated December 19, 2019, the Court denied the Motion to Consolidate the United Hay
Action with the Consolidated Actions. (NYSCEF United Hay Action Doc. No. 225). The
Decision and Order acknowledges that “[t]he Court previously ruled that discovery in the three
cases should be coordinated.” (NYSCEF United Hay Action Doc. No. 225, at p. 1).
After summarizing Jacob Harounian’s arguments in support of the Motion to Consolidate
the United Hay Action with the Consolidated Actions, the Court stated that:
While Defendant’s arguments are credible, on balance the Court
does not find them persuasive. To begin with, it is not clear
whether and to what extent Mark’s conduct with respect to other
Family LLCs justified Defendant’s withdrawal of funds from the
United Hay entity, in which he is not a member. Even assuming
some evidence relating to Mark’s conduct is relevant to this case
[the United Hay Action], it is likely that such evidence will be
narrower in scope than will be relevant [in] the Harounian and
Homapour Actions in which such conduct is front and center.
Although it is not required that there be a complete overlap of
common issues of fact, in this case the Court believes that the
potential downsides of a joint trial outweigh whatever efficiencies
might be achieved by such a proceeding.
(NYSCEF United Hay Action Doc. No. 225, at p. 4).
The Court also noted that a joint trial may raise a “substantial risk of confusion,
inefficiency, and prejudice” because the Consolidated Actions will be tried before the Court,
while “Plaintiff in this case [the United Hay Action] has indicated that it will exercise its right to
trial by jury.” (NYSCEF United Hay Action Doc. No. 225, at p. 4). Additionally, in response to
the Defendants’ argument that separate trials may raise inconsistent decisions on common issues
of fact, the Court stated that “[t]he instant case [United Hay Action] is focused on the narrow
question [of] whether Jacob was justified in withdrawing funds from United Hay, in which he is
not a member. While he may seek to defend himself, in part, on the ground that Mark’s
malfeasance and commingling of funds in other LLCs justified his actions, the Court does not

4
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believe the overlap is sufficient to outweigh the substantial inefficiency and prejudice of trying
the cases together.” (NYSCEF United Hay Action Doc. No. 225, at p. 5).
C.

The Appointment of the Special Referee

As set forth above, pursuant to the Order of Appointment dated April 22, 2020, the
Special Referee was appointed “for the purpose of assisting the Court and the parties in
conducting and completing discovery in an orderly and efficient manner.” (NYSCEF United
Hay Action Doc. No. 640, NYSCEF Harounian Action Doc. No. 186, NYSCEF Homapour
Action Doc. No. 640, at p. 1). Pursuant to Section 2 of the Order of Appointment, the Special
Referee has “the duty and the power to regulate all discovery of the parties and non-parties and
other designated matters.” (Id. at ¶ 2). In addition to having the authority to resolve discovery
disputes, the Special Referee also has “the authority to assist the Court with case
management…” (Id.).
D.

The Instant Dispute and the Parties’ Submissions

As set forth above, by letter dated May 1, 2020 (“Dispute Letter No. 2”), counsel for
United Hay requested that the Special Referee “direct party depositions in the [United] Hay
Action to proceed immediately notwithstanding that depositions of the same parties will proceed
in the Consolidated Actions at a later time on different issues. (Dispute Letter No. 2 at p. 1). In
sum, United Hay asserts that the issues in the United Hay Action are “considerably more
circumscribed and distinct from the issues in the Consolidated Actions.” (Dispute Letter No. 2 at
p. 1; see also pp. 1-2). Counsel also asserts that while “[d]iscovery in the Consolidated Actions
is expansive” the “issues and discovery in the [United] Hay Action are extremely limited.”
(Dispute Letter No. 2 at p. 2).

5
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United Hay also contends that “[d]ocument discovery in the United Hay Action was
minimal and concluded in 2018.” (Dispute Letter No. 2 at p. 2 (italics in original). United Hay
further asserts that Jacob Harounian's “equitable recoupment/set-off” justification in the United
Hay Action is not a reason to delay Jacob Harounian’s and Mark Harounian’s2 depositions until
they are deposed in the Consolidated Actions, and that such arguments were unsuccessful when
Jacob Harounian made them to the Court at the time he sought to consolidate the United Hay
Action with the Consolidated Actions. (Dispute Letter No. 2 at pp. 2-3).
Counsel also points to portions of the September 9, 2019 transcript in which the Court
noted that “any additional discovery [in the United Hay Action] should be very narrowly
tailored,” and that discovery in the United Hay Action is “narrower in scope” than the
Consolidated Actions. (Dispute Letter No. 2 at p. 3; Exhibit A, September 2019 TR at 42:15-19;
Exhibit B, December 19, 2019 Decision and Order, pg. 2). 3 Additionally, United Hay’s counsel
notes that Jacob’s prior counsel acknowledged that the parties would proceed with depositions if
Jacob Harounian’s motion for summary judgment was denied. (Dispute Letter No. 2 at p. 3,
Exhibit C, the transcript from June 11, 2019 (the "June 2019 TR") at 8:2-5) In sum, counsel
asserts that “[j]udicial economy and party fairness are strongly promoted by directing party
depositions in the United Hay Action to proceed immediately.” (Dispute Letter No. 2 at p. 3).
In Jacob Harounian’s May 8, 2020 Response Letter (the “Response Letter”), Counsel
points to two statements during the September 9, 2019 court conference to support his position
that: (1) “Mark’s counsel raised the issue of deposing Jacob before document discovery was
2

It should be noted that while Mark Harounian is named as a defendant in the Homapour Action and Harounian
Action, he is neither a plaintiff nor a defendant in the United Hay Action. However, the Special Referee presumes
that counsel is referring to the deposition of Mark Harounian because he would be the individual expected to testify
on behalf of United Hay as its representative.
3

The September 9, 2019 Transcript shall be referred to herein as the "September 2019 TR". Note that Counsel cites
only to the September 2019 TR at 38:9-22, however the language Counsel quotes is found at the September 2019
TR. t 42:15-19 and on pg. 2 of the December 19, 2019 Decision and Order.
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complete and was directly rebuffed by the Court”; and (2) that “the Court rejected Counsel’s
suggestion that Jacob be immediately deposed.”4 (Response Letter at p. 1). Specifically, counsel
for Jacob Harounian quotes Justice Cohen's comments reflected in the September 9, 2019
transcript:
Let me just as a practical question in this labyrinth of litigation
we’re dealing with now, there is another case in which Mr.
Harounian’s deposition is going to be taken anyway, right? Jacob
has a case against Mark, whether he is going to be deposed in this
case or that one, I think trying to slice this that way it’s going to be
unproductive, so we are not talking about that.
***
So that’s, I mean, obviously we are going to consolidate and
coordinate – not consolidate coordinate discovery so that you
won’t be prejudiced. You should continue to do discovery as if the
cases are going to together.5
(Jacob Harounian Response Letter at pp. 1-2, see also Dispute Letter, Exhibit A, September 2019
TR. 42:23-43-4; 56:24-57:3). Counsel for Jacob Harounian also asserts that document discovery
in all three actions is not complete, and thus proceeding with depositions would be prejudicial.
(Jacob Harounian Response Letter at p. 2). Jacob Harounian also takes issue with “Mark’s
attempt by dispute letter to litigate Jacob’s defense…” (Jacob Harounian Response Letter at p.
2). Counsel for Jacob Harounian also notes that from a “purely logistical point of view, the
immediate deposition of Jacob is impossible” given the current pandemic surrounding COVID19 and that a “remote video deposition would be impossible.” (Jacob Harounian Response Letter
at p. 2).

4

While United Hay’s Dispute Letter No. 2 seeks a directive that party depositions proceed immediately, the
Response Letter only addresses the deposition of Jacob Harounian.
5

Counsel for the Plaintiffs in the Homapour Action also submitted a letter dated May 8, 2020, in response to
Dispute Letter No. 2. Therein, the Plaintiffs in the Homapour Action also rely upon the same statements by the
Court to support the argument that the depositions in the United Hay Action should proceed at the same time as the
depositions in the Consolidated Actions.

7
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A conference with the Special Referee took place via WebEx on May 18, 2020 (the
"WebEx Conference"), at which time the parties further set forth their positions to the Special
Referee.6 In accordance with the Special Referee Procedures, the Special Referee advised that
he would be issuing the instant decision.
THE SPECIAL REFEREE’S ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION
There can be no dispute that the United Hay Action has not been consolidated with the
Consolidated Actions. (See December 19, 2019 Decision and Order). Thus, the question before
the Special Referee is whether Justice Cohen’s statements (both on the record on September 9,
2019, and in the December 19, 2019 Decision and Order) that discovery in the United Hay
Action would be coordinated with the Consolidated Action means that the parties in the United
Hay Action cannot proceed with depositions until the depositions in the Consolidated Actions
are ready to proceed. In the Special Referee’s view, as discussed in detail below, Justice
Cohen’s direction that discovery was to be “coordinated” does not prevent the taking of party
depositions in the United Hay Action prior to the commencement of depositions in the
Consolidated Actions.
A.

The Court Granted United Hay’s
Motion to Compel the Deposition of Jacob Harounian

First, as a practical point, there is a Court order clearly granting United Hay the right to
depose Jacob Harounian which contains no language restricting United Hay from moving
forward with the deposition prior to the depositions taking place in the Consolidated Actions. As
set forth above, United Hay moved to compel the deposition of Jacob Harounian in the United
Hay Action (Motion Sequence 002), which was granted by the Court. As set forth in the

6

Any arguments or facts provided during the WebEx Conference that are relevant to the Special Referee’s analysis
will be discussed infra.
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Memorandum of Law in Support of United Hay’s Motion to depose Jacob Harounian, the
Preliminary Conference Order had provided that the deadline for United Hay to depose Jacob
Harounian was December 3, 2018. Accordingly, United Hay noticed Jacob Harounian's
deposition for November 29, 2018, however, Jacob Harounian did not appear (NYSCEF United
Hay Action Doc. No. 67 at pp. 8). Therefore, in accordance with the Court’s direction, United
Hay moved to compel Jacob Harounian’s deposition in the United Hay Action and counsel for
United Hay argued that “Jacob should be ordered to sit for his deposition immediately”. (Id. at
pp. 8, 11). By Decision and Order dated September 9, 2019, the Court granted the relief sought
in the Motion to Compel. In the Special Referee’s view, had the Court intended to qualify its
decision and require that the deposition of Jacob Harounian in the United Hay Action await his
deposition in connection with the Consolidated Actions, Justice Cohen would have clearly stated
as such in his September 9, 2019 Decision and Order.
Additionally, the record of the September 9, 2019 court conference in connection with
the Motion to Compel the deposition of Jacob Harounian is clear that United Hay’s application
was granted without any conditions or modifications. During the September 9, 2019 appearance,
the following exchange took place:
Mr. Charron: One quick clarification, Judge, to your last point.
We believe and I think we noted this earlier this morning as well,
the issues in United Hay are more circumscribed.
The Court: I understand. We will deal with those other disputes
later.
Mr. Charron: I’m not talking about the other disputes. We would
like to depose Jacob Harounian.
The Court: That’s what I was talking about.
Mr. Charron: I apologize.

9
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The Court: That is the motion you brought. I’m granting your
motion, unless you want to reargue it.
Mr. Charron: Not particularly.
The Court: Okay. Good.
(September 2019 TR 43:9-22). Thus, given that United Hay sought to depose Jacob Harounian
in the United Hay Action, and was granted such relief, the Special Referee sees no reason to find
that the term “coordinate” discovery means that United Hay may not proceed with the deposition
of Jacob Harounian, relief that was already granted.
B.

The Statements Relied Upon By Jacob Harounian In His
Response Letter Do Not, In The Special Referee’s View,
Support Jacob Harounan's Position That Party Depositions In The
United Hay Action Must Await Depositions In The Consolidated Actions

As set forth above, Jacob Harounian relies upon certain comments made by Justice
Cohen that were stated on the record during the September 9, 2019 court conference purportedly
in support of counsel's position that “on September 9, 20[19], Mark’s counsel raised the issue of
deposing Jacob before document discovery was complete and was directly rebuffed by the
Court.” (Response Letter No. 2, p. 1.). However, upon review of the select portions of the
transcript cited by Jacob Harounian, the Special Referee does not agree with counsel’s
interpretation of Justice Cohen's comments.
First, although quoted consecutively in the Response Letter, the two statements made by
the Court that are relied upon by counsel for Jacob Harounian were made by the Court in
connection with two different motions, filed in two different actions. The first statement was
made in connection with United Hay’s Motion to Compel in the United Hay Action (Motion Seq.
002) which sought to compel both the deposition of Jacob Harounian and for Jacob Harounian to
produce tax returns. During the argument the following exchange took place between Mr.
Charron (counsel for United Hay) and the Court:
10
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The Court: … Mr. Charron, are you seeking anything in the
document side of – the deposition I think is clearly going to
happen. Are you seeking something in addition to tax returns?
Mr. Charron: No, Your Honor. And I’m requesting to seek all
documents
including
all
communications,
not
just
communications.
The Court: That’s what I thought.
Mr. Charron: Your Honor may not have been aware [of] their
decision not to seek any further discovery or even to seek a
deposition, serve a deposition notice on Mark Harouinan, that was
strategic, that was deliberate. Justice Bransten set December 3rd as
the deadline for depositions. We had properly noticed it to occur
November 29th. They announced before then that they intended to
bring this summary judgment motion, and they said they were
going to do it by November 30th of last year. We were in court at a
compliance conference on November 27th. All of this was
discussed. They were specifically invited by us, if no one else, to
serve a deposition.
The Court: Let me just as a practical question in this labyrinth of
litigation we’re dealing with now, there is another case in which
Mr. Harounian’s deposition is going to be taken anyway, right?
Jacob has a case against Mark, whether he is going to be deposed
in this case or that one, I think trying to slice this that way it’s
going to be unproductive, so we are not talking about that. So,
Motion Number 2 – I’m sorry.
Mr. Charron: Yes.
The Court: Motion Number 2 is granted with respect to the
deposition and the tax returns.
(September 2019 TR at 42:1 – 43:8).
While Jacob Harounian’s counsel cites to the Court’s statement regarding the “labyrinth
of litigation” and that “there is another case in which Mr. Harounian’s deposition is going to be
taken anyway”, when read in the context of the discussion being had on the record, it is clear that
the Court was discussing the deposition of Mark Harounian, not Jacob Harounian, and noting
that as a practical matter, even though counsel for Jacob Harounian failed to serve a deposition
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notice, Mark Harounian would be sitting for a deposition in the Consolidated Actions. Thus,
given the context, it is the Special Referee’s view that there is no reasonable interpretation of the
Court’s statement that would suggest that United Hay could not proceed with the deposition of
Jacob Harounian or was somehow restricted from doing so until the parties in the Consolidated
Actions were ready to depose Jacob Harounian.
The second statement in the September 9, 2019 record relied upon by Jacob Harounian
appears later in the transcript (more than ten pages after), in connection with Motion Sequence
012 filed in the Homapour Action, which sought to consolidate the Homapour Action with the
Harounian Action. The relief sought in Motion Sequence 012 in the Homapour Action (and,
more importantly, what relief was not sought) was clearly set forth on the record:
The Court: So this is 657310 of 2015. Welcome back. So now
we are going to talk about some pending motions in the 2015 case,
that is 653795/2015, Homapour versus Harounian et al. So let’s
take these in order Motions 12, 13 and 14. Motion 12, I think is, to
some extent, logistics that is the motion to consolidate the case,
yes. Now at the moment, I think the consolidation request, correct
me if I’m wrong, is seeking to consolidate the Nassau County case
[Harounian Action] which is now here, with the 2015 case
[Homapour Action]. Is that right?
Mr. Charron: That’s correct, Your honor.
The Court: I don’t know if I heard a little bit from Mr. Ciulla
earlier whether there is also a request to consolidate the United
Hay into a single action with the other two.
Mr. Rosenberg: There wasn’t, Your Honor, because we had a
summary judgment motion pending. … We, obviously, weren’t
going to make a motion when we thought we should have won the
case, take victory and leave. But since that, unfortunately, is not
going to be the case for us, we do think that all these matters
should be jointly tried.
(September 2019 TR 46:23 – 48:3 (emphasis added)).
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Although no motion to consolidate the United Hay Action with the Consolidated Action
was before the Court, the Court asked the parties “[d]oes anybody have a strong feeling in favor
of full consolidation or does anybody object to the United Hay case being put into a consolidated
trial.” (September 2019 TR at 48:15-17). Mr. Charron, counsel for United Hay, responded and
said that “Your Honor, we believe that the United Hay case is substantially more circumscribed
in terms of issue and discovery and can be trial ready quite quickly.” (Id. at 48:15-21).
When the Court ruled on Motion Sequence 12 in the Homapour Action, the following
conversation took place on the record:
The Court: Here is what I think we should do here right now.
Motion Sequence 12 does not envision consolidating with the
United Hay case. What I am going to do is consolidate the others
for trial and have briefing on, I think that what it would be is Jacob
Harounian making a motion to consolidate with the other two. I’d
rather not make a snap judgment on this because I think it is kind
of deliberate question.
Mr. Rosenberg: When you say “consolidation,” you mean joint
trial?
The Court: Consolidation of joint trial.
Mr. Rosenberg: Consolidation of discovery for joint trial?
Mr. Soloway: That’s what consolidation means.
The Court: I think consolidation for joint trial effectively is just
the same thing.
Mr. Rosenberg: Okay, fine.
The Court: You keep two separate docket numbers.
(September 2019 TR at 55:13-56:6).
After discussing timing of the filing for the Motion to Consolidate the United Hay Action
with the Consolidated Actions, the Court made the statement that Jacob Harounian is now
relying on. The Court’s statement was:
13
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So that’s, I mean obviously, we are going to consolidate and
coordinate – not consolidate – coordinate discovery so that you
won’t be prejudiced. You should continue to do discovery as if the
cases are going to be together.
(September 2019 TR at 56:24 – 57:3).
While the Court did state that discovery would be coordinated, in the Special Referee’s
view, this statement does not provide support for Jacob Harounian’s position that depositions
cannot proceed in the United Hay Action until such time as the parties are ready to conduct
depositions in the Consolidated Actions.

First, as set forth above, at this juncture of the

proceeding, United Hay’s motion to depose Jacob Harounian had already been granted without
any limitation that the deposition must wait until such time as depositions were ready to proceed
in the Consolidated Actions. In the Special Referee’s view, it is somewhat misleading for
counsel for Jacob Harounian to take a select portion of a statement made by the Court while
hearing and ruling on a different motion (Motion to Consolidate) in a different action in which no
relief was sought in connection with the United Hay Action and to find that such statement
modifies the Court’s ruling regarding Jacob’s deposition in the United Hay Action.
Further, even though on September 9, 2019, the Court advised the parties to proceed with
“discovery as if the cases are going to be together,” the fact remains that the Court ultimately
ruled that the United Hay Action would not be consolidated with the Homapour and Harounian
Actions and would not be tried together. (December 19, 2019 Decision and Order). While
arguably some factual issues in the United Hay Action may overlap with the issues in the
Consolidated Actions (meaning that there may be an overlap in some discovery that can be
coordinated for efficiency purposes), in light of the fact that the United Hay Action will be tried
separately, the Special Referee cannot read the Court’s words that discovery would be
“coordinated” to mean that party depositions in the United Hay Action should be delayed,
14
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thereby delaying the trial of the United Hay Action, so that depositions can be conducted in the
United Hay Action at the same time as the depositions in the Consolidated Actions. This is
especially true in light of the fact that as discussed infra, Point C, significantly more discovery
needs to be completed in the Consolidated Actions as compared to the United Hay Action before
depositions can proceed.
Accordingly, the statements in the September 9, 2019 transcript upon which Jacob
Harounian relies do not, in the Special Referee’s view, support delaying party depositions in the
United Hay Action until such time as the parties in the Consolidated Actions are to be deposed.
C.

The Remaining Document Discovery to Be
Completed in The United Hay Action Prior to Party
Depositions Proceeding is Narrower in Scope Than
What Needs To Be Completed in The Consolidated Actions

As set forth above, the Special Referee was appointed to oversee discovery in the
Consolidated Actions as well as in the United Hay Action. Based upon the Special Referee’s
conversations with counsel and numerous correspondence received, it has become clear that a
significant amount of document discovery still needs to be exchanged and reviewed in the
Consolidated Actions prior to party depositions proceeding. Additionally, there are several
discovery disputes already pending before the Special Referee in connection with the
Consolidated Actions, and the Special Referee is aware of several additional disputes that will
soon be before him. Thus, the Special Referee agrees with counsel for United Hay's (who is also
counsel for Mark Harounian, the Harounian LLCs and the Family LLCs in the Consolidated
Actions) statement in Dispute Letter No. 2 that “Discovery in the Consolidated Actions is
expansive.” (Dispute Letter No. 2 at p. 2). In contrast, based upon both the Court’s and prior
counsel for Jacob Harounian’s statements during the September 9, 2019 appearance before
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Justice Cohen, it is clear that discovery in the United Hay Action has progressed significantly
further than the discovery in the Consolidated Actions.
During the argument on United Hay’s Motion to Compel in the United Hay Action, the
Court then asked counsel for Jacob Harounian, “[w]hat discovery happened before the motion
for summary judgment? Nothing?” and the following conversation took place on the record:
Mr. Ciulla:
We had essentially completed document discovery.
We had resisted producing the tax returns, Your Honor…”
[***]
The Court:
Okay. In terms of their production of documents to
you, that was also completed by the deadline?
Mr. Ciulla:
That was completed except that now, Your Honor,
when we have these tax estoppel issues, including knowledge,
what knowledge Mark Harounian had why these statements were
made and so on, we certainly would want additional documents
and we want depositions.”
[***]
The Court:
discovery?

Did you seek documents about the tax returns in

Mr. Ciulla:
Your Honor, document discovery had been
completed by the time we moved for summary judgment.
(September 2019 TR at 35:21-25 (bold emphasis added); 36:7 – 13 (emphasis added); 37:2-5
(emphasis in original)).
Thus, there can be no dispute that counsel for Jacob Harounian admitted, on the record,
and made representations to the Court regarding the completion of document discovery in the
United Hay Action as of September 9, 2019. However, there also can be no dispute that
Defendants were granted leave to serve additional, narrowly-tailored discovery in the United
Hay Action, specifically before any deposition of Plaintiff in that action proceeded.
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After Jacob Harounian’s counsel acknowledged that document discovery had been
completed prior to the filing of the summary judgment motion, the following exchange took
place between counsel and the Court:
The Court: I’m asking if the stuff you are looking for now, if you
asked for it already, why did they object to producing it?
Mr. Ciulla: Your Honor, we did not ask for the accountant’s
working papers because they didn’t make the argument that there
was a mistake regarding their amendment to the 2014 tax return
until we moved for summary judgment. So, how could we have
possibly have asked for those documents? How could we have
known that we would want communications between Mr.
Harounian and special tax counsel?
(September 2019 TR at 37:6-20). Thereafter, the Court stated the following:
All right. That motion is not in front of me right now, but I will
tell you, I understand the need to, if there was a subsequent event
of some relevance, I would say, you have to be able, but any
additional discovery should be very narrowly tailored. I’m not
going to go back and re-open the whole thing. We are, I think
we are pretty far down the line here.
(Id. at 38:15-22 (bold emphasis added)).
Thus, given the acknowledgement by counsel for Jacob Harounian that document
discovery in the United Hay Action was complete prior to September 9, 2019, and the fact that
the Court’s clear statements only permitted “additional narrowly tailored discovery,” to proceed,
it is the Special Referee’s view that the Court’s statement that discovery should be coordinated
could not, under any reasonable interpretation, mean that party depositions in the United Hay
Action must await deposition practice in the Consolidated Actions. Such an outcome would be
unreasonable, inefficient, and would delay the trial of the United Hay Action.
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Outstanding Discovery to Be Completed in The
United Hay Action Prior to Party Depositions Taking Place
and the Pragmatic Issues That Need to Be Addressed Prior to Scheduling

In light of the Justice Cohen's directive on the record that additional narrowly tailored
discovery could be served by Jacob Harounian regarding the tax estoppel issue, the Special
Discovery Master issued an Order on April 9, 2020, memorializing his oral directive during the
April 3, 2020 WebEx Conference, that permitted Jacob Harounian to serve Supplemental
Document Demands on or before May 4, 2020, and that such Document Demands would be
responded to within thirty (30) days. Thus, prior to the deposition of the Plaintiff in the United
Hay Action, Jacob Harounian would be entitled to obtain responses to his Supplemental
Document Demands.7

However, the fact that Jacob Harounian may be seeking additional

documents from United Hay should not derail United Hay's right to depose Jacob Harounian
now.
7

It should be noted that counsel for Jacob Harounian was substituted on February 21, 2020 and the law firm of The
Steckler Law Firm now represents Jacob Harounian in both the United Hay Action and the Harounian Action.
(NYSCEF United Hay Doc. No. 230, NYSCEF Harounian Doc. No. 184). Prior to the Special Referee’s first
WebEx Conference with the parties, he requested that counsel for each party submit a letter to him outlining, in sum,
the discovery that had been completed, what was still outstanding, and any anticipated discovery disputes. Mr.
Steckler submitted a letter dated March 27, 2020, in which he stated, in part, that since becoming counsel:
We have attempted to gain an understanding of the various claims in the cases
by reviewing the files and meeting with Jacob and prior counsel. While we have
made significant progress, we just recently discovered that much of the
discovery provided by Mark Haronian (“Mark”) was sent as an attachment to a
letter to prior counsel. Unfortunately, due to an unintentional oversight, the
letter (sent by email), and thus the attachment were not provided to us and we
did not become aware of such until such time as we were preparing our response
to your request. Thus we are unable to address the specific deficiencies in
Mark’s response to Jacob’s notice of discovery and inspection in Jacob’s action
against Mark.
(Todd Steckler March 27, 2020 Letter at pp. 1-2 (italics emphasis added)). Thereafter, the Special Referee provided
Mr. Steckler with additional time to review Mark Harounian’s production made in response to Jacob Harounian’s
demands. Most recently, by email dated May 18, 2020 the Special Referee directed that “If counsel for Jacob
Harounian wishes to raise a dispute with the Special Referee with respect to Mark Harounian's responses to
Document Demands and/or Interrogatories that have been served to date, then counsel for Jacob Harounian must
submit any Initial Dispute Letter(s) on or before June 19, 2020.” In the Special Referee’s view, counsel’s continued
review of Mark Harounian’s production in the Harounian Action, and any potential dispute that may be raised on or
before June 19, 2020 with respect to such production, should have no impact on the timing of the deposition of
United Hay in the United Hay Action.
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United Hay is seeking to immediately proceed with the deposition of defendant Jacob
Harounian in the United Hay Action and, under most circumstances the Special Referee would
see no reason to delay the scheduling of Jacob Harounian's deposition. However, as noted in the
Response Letter, we are currently “in the midst of a worldwide pandemic…” (Response Letter
at p. 1).
Specifically, due to COVID-19, by Executive Order No. 202.8 on March 20, 2020,
Governor Cuomo issued an executive order essentially putting New York on “Pause”, directing
that all employees of businesses not deemed essential to work from home (the “Stay At Home
Order”). Most recently, Governor Cuomo extended the Stay At Home Order to May 28, 2020,
but outlined seven criteria for different New York Regions to meet before a phased reopening
can begin. While New York State is moving toward re-opening, and as of the date of this
Decision has entered Phase 2 of Governor Cuomo's reopening plan, it is still neither reasonable
nor safe to direct the in-person deposition of Jacob Harounian due to health concerns.
Furthermore, Jacob Harounian's counsel asserts that the “immediate deposition of Jacob
is impossible” and states that “ [n]ot only would a remote video deposition be impossible since
no one could be in Jacob’s home, Jacob would be extremely prejudiced by the inability to meet
with counsel to properly prepare him for his deposition.” (Response Letter at p. 2). Counsel’s
conclusory and unsupported statements regarding the feasibility of a video deposition of Jacob
Harounian are not persuasive.
First, as discussed during the WebEx Conference, technology has made it possible for
depositions to proceed both before and during the COVID-19 pandemic via video, without the
need for the witness, counsel, or the court reporter to be in the same location. In fact, depositions
have proceeded in this manner in litigations across New York (and outside the state) during the
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pandemic without the need for anyone to enter a witness’s home.

Therefore, counsel’s

conclusory statement that it would be “impossible since no one could be in Jacob’s home” is not
sufficient to prevent the deposition from proceeding.
However, the Special Referee understands that certain technology must be available to
the witness in order to assess whether a remote video deposition is, in, fact feasible. During the
WebEx Conference, Mr. Steckler advised the Special Referee that his client uses Facebook,
which would suggest that the witness has internet access in his home and a workable computer
and/or electronic device. However, Mr. Steckler could not speak to what technology Jacob
Harounian has in his home or what can be made available to him safely. Therefore, the Special
Referee is directing Jacob Harounian to provide an Affidavit to both the Special Referee and
counsel for United Hay on or before June 24, 2020 describing the technology Jacob Harounian
has in his home. The Affidavit should include, but is not limited to, detailing: (1) whether Jacob
Harounian has WIFI or some other access to internet; and (2) whether Jacob Harounian owns or
has access to a computer or smart phone or other electronic device, and if so, whether that
computer, smart phone or other electronic device has video capability. Thereafter, the Special
Referee directs counsel for United Hay and counsel for Jacob Harounian to meet and confer to
discuss the feasibility of a video deposition on or before July 8, 2020. If, after the meet and
confer process has concluded, there remains a dispute regarding the video deposition of Jacob
Harounian, the Special Referee directs the parties to contact the Special Referee to request a
conference to address the issues on or before July 13, 2020.
Additionally, the Special Referee finds counsel’s conclusory statement that Jacob
Harounian would be prejudiced by the inability to meet with counsel in person to prepare for the
deposition to be unpersuasive. While counsel may prefer to meet in person with his client, he
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has not sufficiently demonstrated that having to speak to his client and prepare for depositions
using remote means (such as telephone, video chat, email and/or mailing documents) would rise
to the level of prejudice.8
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, United Hay’s request to proceed with the depositions of the
parties in the United Hay Action prior to the depositions proceeding in the Consolidated Actions
is granted as set forth in this Decision and Order. Counsel for Jacob Harounian is to provide an
Affidavit, as specified herein, to the Special Referee and counsel for United Hay on or before
June 24, 2020 and the parties are to meet and confer regarding Jacob Harounian’s deposition on
or before July 8, 2020. If the parties are unable to work-out the details related to the date and
format of Jacob Harounian’s deposition through the meet and confer process, then the parties
shall contact the Special Referee to request a conference to address the issues on or before July
13, 2020.

8

It should be noted that while depositions cannot proceed in-person as of the time of this Decision, it is anticipated
that in-person depositions will be available at some point in the future, and possibly in the next few months. In
accordance with Governor Cuomo’s phased reopening, New York residents will begin to return to their offices with
social distancing measures in place. However, the Special Referee appreciates Mr. Steckler’s concern for his
client’s health in light of COVID-19. That being said, the Special Referee does not agree with Mr. Steckler’s
position during the WebEx Conference that the deposition of Jacob Harounian may need to wait until a COVID-19
vaccine is available. When, if at all, an approved vaccine for COVID-19 will be available is unknown. To suggest
that discovery would essentially be stayed until such time that a vaccine is available -- thereby stalling litigation for
what can be a year or more – is, in the Special Referee’s view, unrealistic. It is the Special Referee’s position that it
is unreasonable for a litigant to conclusively state that neither an in-person deposition (when such access is available
with social distancing measures), nor a video deposition, can take place in an action until such time as a vaccine
becomes available. While the Special Referee is willing to provide the parties sufficient time to determine the most
appropriate way to proceed with Jacob Harounian’s deposition in light of the current situation, the deposition will go
forward.
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Pursuant to the Stipulation and Order Appointing Michael Cardello III as Special Referee
So Ordered on April 22, 2020, any Exceptions to this Decision must be filed with the Court
within ten (10) days of the date of this Decision.

SO ORDERED this 9th day of June, 2020.

Michael Cardello III
Michael Cardello III
Special Discovery Master
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
------------------------------------------------------------- X
UNITED HAY, LLC,
:
:
Plaintiff,
:
:
-against:
:
JACOB HAROUNIAN,
:
:
Defendant.
:
-------------------------------------------------------------

INDEX NO. 657310/2017

Index No. 657310/2017
DECISION REGARDING
JACOB’S MOTION
COMPELLING PLAINTIFF
UNITED HAY, LLC TO
PRODUCE DOCUMENTS

X

This matter is before the undersigned, Michael Cardello III, Esq., as a result of a Stipulation
and Order of Appointment dated April 22, 2020, signed by the Honorable Joel M. Cohen,
appointing him Special Referee (the “Appointment Order”) pursuant to New York Civil Practice
Law and Rules (“CPLR”) §§ 3104 and 4301, for the purpose of assisting the Court and the parties
in conducting and completing discovery in an efficient manner.
Currently before the Special Referee is defendant Jacob Harounian’s (“Jacob”) motion for
an order pursuant to CPLR § 3124 (the “Motion”), compelling plaintiff United Hay, LLC (“United
Hay”) to produce documents in the case entitled United Hay, LLC v. Jacob Harounian, Index No.
657310/2017 (the “United Hay Action”) in response to certain demands for discovery and
inspection (the “Consolidated Demands”) initially made in the actions entitled Mehrnaz Nancy
Homapour et. al. v. Mark Harounian, et. al. Index No. 653795/2015 (the “Homapour Action”) and
Jacob Harounian, et. al. v. Mark Harounian, et. al. Index No. 450615/2019 (the “Harounian
Action,” together with the Homapour Action, the “Consolidated Actions”).
As set forth in greater detail below, the Special Referee hereby denies the relief requested
by Jacob in the Motion. Specifically, the Special Referee holds that Jacob is subject to the
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doctrines of judicial estoppel and waiver, both of which independently preclude him from seeking
the discovery sought in the Motion.
I.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
The following procedural background, while extensive, is critical insofar as it sets forth a

series of events and representations that provide a foundation for the Special Referee’s Decision
herein.
A.

Prior to the Motion
1.

The September 9, 2019 Court Conference

On September 9, 2019, a court conference was held to address, in part, United Hay’s
motion to compel the deposition of Jacob and Jacob’s motion for summary judgment, both of
which were made in the United Hay Action. At this conference, the Court made the following
statements which are relevant to this Decision:
The Court: What discovery happened before the motion for
summary judgment? Nothing?
Mr. Ciulla [Jacob’s then-counsel]: We had essentially completed
document discovery…
Transcript from the September 9, 2019 Court Conference (the “September 9, 2019 Transcript,”
see United Hay Action at NYSCEF Doc. Nos. 188-193) at 35:21-25 (emphasis added).
The Court: Okay. In terms of their production of documents to you,
that was also completed by the deadline.
Mr. Ciulla [Jacob’s then-counsel]: That was complete except that
now, Your Honor, when we have these tax estoppel issues, including
knowledge, what knowledge Mark Harounian had why these
amendments were made and so on, we certainly would want
additional documents and we want depositions.
Id. at 36:7-13.
The Court: Did you seek documents about the tax returns in
discovery?
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Mr. Ciulla [Jacob’s then-counsel]: Your Honor, document
discovery had been completed by the time we moved for
summary judgment.
Id. at 37:2-5 (emphasis added).
The Court: All right. That motion is not in front of me right now,
but I will tell you, I understand the need to, if there was a subsequent
event of some relevance, I would say, you have to be able, but any
additional discovery should be very narrowly tailored. I’m not
going to go back and re-open the whole thing. We are, I think
we are pretty far down the line here.
Id. at 38:15-22 (emphasis added).
Mr. Charron [Defendants’ counsel]: Your Honor may not have been
aware [of] their decision not to seek any further discovery or even
to seek a deposition, serve a deposition notice on Mark Harouinan,
that was strategic, that was deliberate. Justice Bransten set
December 3rd as the deadline for depositions. We had properly
noticed it to occur November 29th. They announced before then
that they intended to bring this summary judgment motion, and they
said they were going to do it by November 30th of last year [2018].
We were in court at a compliance conference on November 27th
[2018]. All of this was discussed. They were specifically invited
by us, if no one else, to serve a deposition [sic].
The Court: Let me just as a practical question in this labyrinth of
litigation we’re dealing with now, there is another case in which Mr.
Harounian’s deposition is going to be taken anyway, right? Jacob
has a case against Mark, whether he is going to be deposed in this
case or that one, I think trying to slice this that way it’s going to be
unproductive, so we are not talking about that. So, Motion Number
2 – I’m sorry.
Mr. Charron [Defendants’ counsel]: Yes.
The Court: Motion Number 2 is granted with respect to the
deposition and the tax returns.
Id. at 42:10-43:8 (emphasis added).
Mr. Charron [Defendants’ counsel]: One quick clarification, Judge,
to your last point. We believe and I think we noted this earlier this
morning as well, the issues in United Hay are more
circumscribed.
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The Court: I understand. We will deal with those other disputes
later.
[***]
The Court: Okay. Good. I will say that I guess there is not a motion
in front of me, but if Jacob Harounian seeks discovery with respect
to the post-delivery event of the second amendment of the tax
returns, I think a narrowly tailored discovery request will be
permitted. So, you can object to it if you want. We could go
through it again. It is narrowly tailored. They are entitled to it.
Id. at 43:9-44:5 (emphasis added).
The Court: I don’t know if I heard a little bit from Mr. Ciulla
[Jacob’s then-counsel] earlier whether there is also a request to
consolidate the United Hay case into a single action with the other
two.
Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel): There wasn’t, Your
Honor, because we had a summary judgment motion pending.
We think it would be rather inconsistent to ask for – well, we don’t
oppose joint trial. I don’t know if Your honor is using it
colloquially, “consolidate.” We believe all three cases now have to
be jointly put together for the very reasons, for your rationale on the
motion for summary judgment . We, obviously, weren’t going to
make a motion when we thought we should have won the case,
take victory and leave. But since that, unfortunately, is not
going to be the case for us, we do think that all these matters
should be jointly tried. I don’t believe any of the other parties have
any objection. I think Mr. Charron’s position, he doesn’t care if
there is consolidation or joint trial. I think joint trial has to be the
case because we have two different plaintiffs, two different
pleadings, two different law firms, and it would be impossible to
have it consolidated, and you got a misalignment of parties also to
boot.
The Court: Yes, I think full consolidation into a single matter might
be a little challenging. I think as a practical matter there is not a
whole lot of difference between consolidated for joint trial. Does
anyone have a strong feeling in favor of full consolidation or does
anybody object to the United Hay case being put into a consolidated
trial?
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Mr. Charron (Defendants’ counsel): Your Honor, we believe that the
United case is substantially more circumscribed in terms of issue
and discovery and could be trial ready quite quickly. We also
think that is a case that drives a number of considerations for all of
the parties and that is going to be substantially slow if that gets
folded in all of the other matters.
The Court: I assume one of their defenses is going to be, as I heard
earlier, well, the money is all commingled and they took the money
because it was being looted from some other place, and don’t they
necessarily – kind of let me take a step back. Your case against
Jacob is very separate. I have a feeling that the way in which they
come together is going to be the defense.
Mr. Charron (Defendants’ counsel): In the United Hay action, Your
Honor, with respect to what you have heard described as
commingling, I described it as bailment. That was an issue that was
raised in discovery in the United Hay action. They had initially
made some document requests for documents showing the sources
of where United Hay’s money came from. That issue was
presented to the Court, to Justice Bransten in a pre-motion
conference call, and the Court indicated that Jacob was unlikely
to get that discovery because the question of where the money
came from is legally irrelevant to the claims. Conversion requires
possessory interests. I could get into all of that.
The Court: Was that a call with the Judge or her office?
Mr. Charron (Defendants’ counsel): With her clerk, Mr. Pioch. Mr.
Pioch indicated it was a position of Justice Bransten, he did indicate
that the Court cannot stop a party from bringing a motion to compel
which was on the table at that time, but Jacob did not bring a
motion to compel that discovery. I think rightly Justice Bransten
observed that discovery was legally immaterial and unnecessary to
the United Hay case.
The Court: Judge Bransten did or her clerk?
Mr. Charron (Defendants’ counsel): Representing it was the position
of Justice Bransten, having read our pre-motion letters as her rules
require, but, yes, we spoke with Mr. Pioch, not the Judge herself.
We never got a chance to speak with the Judge herself because
Jacob abandoned the argument, abandoned the motion.
The Court: Now, logistically, it would be, I mean there is a world in
which discovery could be coordinated, so that if we did have a
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separate trial, United Hay case, the defense would have every right
to dig into these facts that there has been no – well, lets see, Jacob
Harounian case which was brought in 2018? That discovery
presumably is still nascent, right? It is not?
Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel): No, zero. Your honor, if I
could just –
The Court: Logically, I do understand how they could be separate.
Whereas the other two cases, I don’t see how you could disentangle
them. So that is, I understand the practical argument.
Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel): No, no, I want to make – this
is a very substantive argument, and it goes to the heart of due process
and justice here because, Your Honor, we believed that we were
entitled to win the case on tax estoppel because at the time we
made it known we were making that motion, the tax return had
it down as a distribution. Okay. So subsequent to that, after
discovery closed and after these other things happened before –
after those other things happened, they amended the return and Your
Honor just eloquently stated on the record about all the factual issues
that we are entitled to be able to prove, which includes the
commingling of the other funds of my client.
The Court: I don’t disagree with any of that in that you would have
the ability to put on, I don’t want to make evidentiary rulings now,
but conceptually those are all things you can pursue. The only
question, do you pursue them in the same trial and is that necessary.
Id. at 47:12-51:21 (emphasis added).
The Court: . . . I understand it may be more efficient maybe to do it
together, but they could be tried separately as long as you had the
ability to put on your full defense. And the question I guess is does
the $5 million issue cloud anything? I’m not saying you can’t put in
the evidence you want to put in. The only question is should it
happen in two separate proceedings.
Id. at 52:2-10.
The Court: I think I may understand what you are really getting at.
You want the same jury who decides the case against your client to
decide the case against Mark. What I was offering you is that you
can put all the same facts in front of a different jury and make them
your defenses, but why do you –
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Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel): Then we could have
inconsistent verdicts, number one.
The Court: Wait a minute. They wouldn’t be inconsistent, I don’t
think.
Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel): We prove that the money
that was in United Hay did end up belonging to my client in the other
two cases, but the jury in the first case, where it was limited focus,
they found that he wasn’t entitled to the money, that is inconsistent
verdicts as much as I could see. Secondly, in order to be efficient
with the discovery we are going to be wanting the same discovery
that is going on in the other two cases. How does it make sense?
The Court: Well, that’s – don’t worry about that. The consolidating
for discovery, that is a bunt. Of course, you could get that.
Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel): Okay.
The Court: That’s an interesting request. So, back to you, Mr.
Charron. I guess the – I think to some extent there is an overlapping
issue. Whether or not – one of the defenses may be to loop in the
concern about what was being taken out of these companies which
would be an issue in both cases.
Id. at 53:2-54:4.
Mr. Charron (Defendants’ counsel):. . .They raised – and that’s why
I discussed the prior discovery demands that they had made and their
abandonment of a motion to compel. They had always taken the
position in some iteration or other that Jacob was justified in taking
the $5 million. At one point, their position was that the money in
United Hay’s account was a bailment account for other companies.
The reason they took that position is because it was Jacob’s idea to
do that. That is in our other motion papers. But putting that aside,
they had always taken the position that, well, this money might
belong to other companies in which Jacob is a member, and so he is
entitled to take it. And the reason we oppose that is because self
help is not any sort of viable legal argument, and that’s why we had
letters to the Court by Justice Bransten’s clerk that indicated that the
Court was not favorably inclined towards that kind of motion to
compel because, even if the money was being held by United Hay
for interest-bearing benefit for other companies, that doesn’t entitle
Jacob to go in as a non-member and take it. So the issues really are
separate. And so, what counsel is doing now is transmogrifying the
theory to try to fit tax estoppel, but it has always been on the table.
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It has always been the question, was he justified or not, and that is a
very discrete question.
The Court: Here is what I think we should do here right now.
Motion Sequence 12 does not envision consolidating with the
United Hay case. What I am going to do is consolidate the others
for trial and have briefing on, I think that what it would be is Jacob
Harounian making a motion to consolidate with the other two. I’d
rather not make a snap judgment on this because I think it is kind of
deliberate question.
Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel):
“consolidation,” you mean joint trial?

When

you

say

The Court: Consolidation of joint trial.
Id. at 54:11-55:24.
The Court: So that’s, I mean, obviously, we are going to consolidate
and coordinate – not consolidate – coordinate discovery so that you
won’t be prejudiced. You should continue to do discovery as if the
cases are going to be together. The consolidation for joint trial only
has an actual impact a little bit later on, but don’t wait. If their case
starts to move quickly, which we will get to in a second, you know,
if you are going to be consolidated for joint trial, we will want to
know that soon.
Id. at 56:24-57:8.
The Court: I would like to aim toward a consolidated discovery
schedule which I think should work even though one of the cases is
older than the others because I would like that case scheduled to
drive the others. Or let’s put it this way, I would like the discovery
schedule to work for all the cases and I think it should. Given
certainly the Nassau County case is very similar to the 2015 case, so
I don’t see why they shouldn’t go along the same track. And, it
sounds like, frankly, the United Hay case is pretty advanced as
compared to the other two. And the only common overlapping
discovery is going to be discovery that you have to do in the other
two cases anyway.
Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel): Okay, Your Honor, it is,
with all due respect, it is not advanced in the United Hay Case.
The Court: More advanced?
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Mr. Rosenberg (Defendants’ counsel): Not even more advanced.
The Court: More advanced than zero?
Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel): It is more advanced than
2018 case. But any case that has any discovery is more advanced
than 2018 because we are absolutely zero at the 2018 case. We have
no P.C. and no document response.
The Court: Okay. So there is no P.C. order in 2018 case at all?
Mr. Rosenberg (Jacob’s then-counsel): Correct, no P.C. order at all,
and that was the one reason why the defendants said they didn’t have
to respond to our discovery demands. And, the United Hay case
was a more limited issue because of the tax estoppel, but now it
is intertwined. You can’t separate them from the discovery in
all the other cases.
The Court: Okay. Well, look, let’s just take a step back, and were
going to end here today, leave here today with a schedule that is
going to include all the cases, and I’m going to hold people to it . . .
The cases have been here long enough . . .
Id. at 61:23-63:13 (emphasis added).
2.

The Court’s December 19, 2019 Decision

On December 19, 2019 the Court issued a decision denying Jacob’s motion to consolidate
the United Hay Action with the Consolidated Actions for joint trial (“December 19, 2019
Decision,” see United Hay Action at NYSCEF Doc. No. 225). The Court explained that even
though it “previously ruled that discovery in the three cases should be coordinated,” the overlap
between the cases is insufficient to outweigh the “substantial inefficiency and prejudice of trying
the cases together.” December 19, 2019 Decision at pp. 1, 5. The Court determined that while
“there are some overlapping issues,” between the United Hay Action and the Consolidated
Actions, the United Hay Action is “narrower in scope” and “focused on the narrow question
whether Jacob was justified in withdrawing funds from United Hay.” Id. at pp. 2, 5. The Court
noted that Mark Harounian’s (“Mark”) conduct and “the impact of Mark’s malfeasance” did not
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necessarily “go ‘to the heart of Jacob’s affirmative defenses of set-off and/or equitable
recoupment’” and, therefore, recognized that “it is not clear whether and to what extent Mark’s
conduct . . . justified Defendant’s withdrawal of funds from the United Hay entity, in which he is
not a member.”

Id. at p. 4. The Court held that, “[e]ven assuming some evidence relating to

Mark’s conduct is relevant to this case, it is likely that such evidence will be narrower in scope.”
Id.
3.

The Special Referee’s June 9, 2020 Decision

By Decision and Order dated September 9, 2019, United Hay’s motion to compel, among
other things, the deposition of Jacob Harounian was granted for the reasons set forth on the
September 9, 2019 Transcript. United Hay Action at NYSCEF Doc. Nos. 185-187. Thereafter,
the Special Referee was appointed pursuant to the Appointment Order and United Hay made an
application to the Special Referee requesting that party depositions in the United Hay Action
proceed immediately.
On June 9, 2020, the Special Referee issued a decision, ruling that “the depositions in the
United Hay Action need not be conducted at the same time as the depositions of the parties in the
Consolidated Actions” and further granting United Hay’s request for party depositions to proceed
immediately in the United Hay Action (the “June 9, 2020 Decision,” see United Hay Action at
NYSCEF Doc. No. 234). June 9, 2020 Decision at p. 2. The Special Referee noted “[t]here can
be no dispute that the United Hay Action has not been consolidated with the Consolidated Actions”
and, even before the Court agreed to “coordinate” discovery between the matters, the Court had
already granted United Hay’s motion to depose Jacob without limitation and irrespective of the
status of the Consolidated Actions. Id. at pp. 8, 14 (emphasis in original). The Special Referee
further noted that “there can be no dispute that counsel for Jacob Harounian admitted, on the
record, and made representations to the Court regarding the completion of document discovery in
2585007v2
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the United Hay Action as of September 9, 2019,” “it is clear that discovery in the United Hay
Action has progressed significantly further than the discovery in the Consolidated Actions” and
the Court clearly only permitted “additional [discovery that was] narrowly tailored []”. Id. at pp.
15-17.
Based on counsels’ and the Court’s statements, the Special Referee concluded that
depositions and trial of the United Hay Action should not be delayed based on any developments
in the Consolidated Actions and to hold otherwise “would be unreasonable . . . [and] inefficient.”
Id. at p. 17.
4.

Jacob Files a Notice of Exception to the
June 9, 2020 Decision, Which the Court Denies

On June 19, 2020, pursuant to paragraph 9 of the Appointment Order, Jacob filed a Notice
of Exception with Justice Cohen regarding the June 9, 2020 Decision, which directed party
depositions to proceed in the United Hay Action (the “June 9 Notice of Exception”). Jacob argued
that the June 9, 2020 Decision “wholly and improperly rejected this Court’s clear and unequivocal
order that discovery in all three actions be coordinated,” citing to the September 9, 2019 Transcript
and the December 9, 2019 Order. June 9 Notice of Exception at p. 2. Jacob asserted that the
Special Referee’s ruling rendered the Court’s direction for “coordinated” discovery meaningless.
Id. Jacob further argued that the deposition of Jacob would be “extremely difficult if not
impossible” in light of the Covid-19 pandemic and the fact that Jacob is a 93-year-old non-native
English speaker. Id. at p. 3.
On June 22, 2020, United Hay responded to the June 9 Notice of Exception and asked the
Court to affirm the June 9, 2019 Decision. (the “June 9 Notice of Exception Response”).
On July 23, 2020, the Court denied the June 9 Notice of Exception and upheld the June 9,
2020 Decision. United Hay Action at NYSCEF Doc. No. 243 at p. 3.
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5.

The Special Referee Directs the Parties to Submit
Proposed Case Management Orders for the
United Hay Action and the Consolidated Actions

On November 19, 2020, the Special Referee directed counsel to propose dates for key
discovery events and formalize two Case Management Orders, one for the United Hay Action and
one for the Consolidated Actions (each, a “CMO” and, together, the “CMOs”). Whereas counsel
provided the Special Referee with a joint proposed CMO for the Consolidated Actions, they were
unable to agree on whether the United Hay Action should be governed by the same CMO as the
Consolidated Actions.
On November 30, 2020, the Special Referee held a telephonic conference with counsel
regarding the CMO for the United Hay Action (the “November 30, 2020 Conference Call”).
Jacob’s counsel advocated in favor of one overarching CMO, citing overlapping facts, reiterating
that the Court coordinated all three actions for discovery, and noting that the Court only declined
to consolidate all three actions because a joint trial would result in jury confusion. United Hay’s
counsel advocated in favor of separate CMOs, noting that the issues in the United Hay Action were
much narrower than the issues in the Consolidated Actions and that Jacob should not be permitted
to re-litigate the meaning of “coordinated” versus “consolidated.” Lacking a consensus, the
Special Referee advised that he would circulate a decision regarding the underlying dispute in
short order.
6.

The Special Referee’s December 7, 2020 Decision

On December 7, 2020, the Special Referee issued a decision finding that “the United Hay
Action and the Consolidated Actions do not need to be, nor should they be, governed by the same
Case Management Order or subject to the same discovery deadlines” (the “December 7, 2020
Decision”) December 7, 2020 Decision at p. 2. The Special Referee stated “[w]hile the Court
recognized Jacob Harounian’s right to discovery in the United Hay Action may overlap with
2585007v2
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discovery in the Consolidated Actions, it [was] the Special Referee’s opinion that the Court did
not intend to tether the Consolidated Actions and United Hay Action together if to do so would
cause unnecessary delay to the United Hay Action.” Id. at p. 2. In making this determination, the
Special Referee reviewed and considered the September 9 Transcript (discussed in Point I(A)(1)
supra); the December 19, 2019 Decision (discussed in Point I(A)(2) supra);1 the June 9, 2020
Decision (discussed in Point I(A)(3) supra); and Justice Cohen’s confirmation of the June 9, 2020
Decision (discussed in Point I(A)(4) supra).
7.

Jacob Filed a Notice of Exception to the
December 7, 2020 Decision, Which the Court Denied

On December 17, 2020, pursuant to paragraph 9 of the Appointment Order, Jacob filed a
Notice of Exception with Justice Cohen regarding the December 7, 2020 Decision, which directed
that the United Hay Action should not be governed by the same CMO or subject to the same
discovery deadlines as the Consolidated Actions (the “December 7 Notice of Exception”). In the
December 7 Notice of Exception, Jacob raised four principal contentions.
First, Jacob argued that “the Court made clear at the [September 9, 2019] hearing that
discovery in all three actions would be coordinated” and, in doing so, “clearly indicated that Jacob
was entitled to discovery in the United Hay [A]ction on the identical issues raised in the
Consolidated Actions.” Id. at pp. 2, 3. Jacob asserted that even though the Court denied his motion
to consolidate the United Hay Action and the Consolidated Actions for trial based on a concern
about jury confusion, the Court concluded that “[Jacob] may seek to defend itself in part on the

1

A typographical error in the December 7, 2020 Decision refers to a “Decision and Order dated
October 10, 2019” available at United Hay Action, NYSCEF Doc. No. 225 instead of a Decision
and Order dated December 19, 2019 available at United Hay Action, NYSCEF Doc. No. 225.
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ground that Mark’s malfeasance and commingling of funds in other LLCs justified his actions.”
Id. at p. 3.
Jacob contended that the Special Referee’s December 7, 2020 Decision improperly relied
on the Special Referee’s June 9, 2020 Decision and the Court’s affirmation thereof. Jacob argued
that the June 9, 2020 Decision “solely” addressed “whether the deposition of Jacob should be taken
in the United Hay Action out of sequence in the overall discovery in the three actions” and did not
extend to broader discovery issues. Id at p. 3.
Jacob further argued that his defenses in the United Hay Action are “identical” to the claims
in the Consolidated Actions and, therefore, document discovery and depositions concerning
“Mark’s malfeasance by commingling and looting funds” are “necessary either to prove Mark’s
malfeasance or to support Jacob’s tax estoppel claim.” Id. at pp. 3, 4.
Lastly, Jacob asserted that “given the current status of the pandemic, there would be no
benefit in forcing the United Hay Action to trial more swiftly.” Id. at p. 4.
Thereafter, on December 23, 2020, United Hay responded to the December 7 Notice of
Exception and requested that the Court affirm the December 7, 2020 Decision (the “December 7
Notice of Exception Response”). In its response, United Hay argued that the scope of discovery
in the Consolidated Actions is “expansive” (namely, whether Mark was entitled to ‘reasonable
compensation’ from the Family LLCs; how much money Mark took from the Family LLCs in the
form of cash and benefits; and whether these sums exceeded any reasonable compensation due),
whereas the scope of discovery in the United Hay Action is “extremely limited” (namely, whether
Jacob has a legally cognizable defense for taking $5 million from United Hay even though he was
not a member). December 7 Notice of Exception Response at pp. 1,2.
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Moreover, United Hay asserted that Jacob’s counsel repeatedly represented to the Court
that discovery in the United Hay Action concluded in 2018 and is “now ignor[ing] all of this
inconvenient history.” Id. at p. 3. United Hay explained that Jacob previously sought the discovery
he is currently seeking in October 2018 and the Court (at that time, Justice Bransten) indicated that
Jacob “was not entitled to such broad discovery because the issues in the [United] Hay Action are
so much more narrow than those presented in the Consolidated Actions.” Id. at p. 3. United Hay
contended that after that time, Jacob “abandoned his broader discovery demands” and “never
pursued them or made his threatened motion to compel.” Id. United Hay noted that, later on,
before the Court ruled on Jacob’s summary judgment motion, Jacob’s counsel “again
acknowledged that, were Jacob’s summary judgment motion to be denied, then the parties would
proceed to deposition discovery and that ‘those depositions will deal with very discrete issues,
certainly not of the broad scope that involves the other two cases.” Id. at p. 3.
In response to Jacob’s argument that his defenses in the United Hay Action are identical to
the claims in the Consolidated Actions, United Hay noted that the Court previously recognized
that any success by plaintiffs in the Consolidated Actions against Mark would not excuse any
misappropriation by Jacob in the United Hay Action. Id. at p. 4. United Hay noted that the
“‘equitable recoupment/set-off’ affirmative defense” asserted by Jacob to delay completion of
discovery in the United Hay Action is “illusory” and “is nothing more than code for a non-viable
defense of self-help.” Id. at p. 4.
8.

The Court Denies Jacob’s Exception
to the December 7, 2020 Decision

On January 6, 2021, Justice Cohen heard oral arguments from both Jacob and United Hay
concerning the December 7 Notice of Exception.
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Jacob reiterated that in defense of United Hay’s equitable claims of unjust enrichment and
monies had and received he would be raising the same arguments that are asserted in the
Consolidated Actions – “that Mark Harounian stole millions of dollars from the Family LLCs,
including United Hay.” Transcript from the January 6, 2021 Court Conference (the “January 6,
2021 Transcript) at 3:14-22. Because of this, according to Jacob, he “was acting properly when
he removed the $5 million from the United Hay Bank account, which he was a signatory for, in
protecting that money on behalf of all of LLCs.” Id. at 3:22-25. Jacob argued that “without being
able to put in the evidence of Mark’s criminal conduct” and get the same “full discovery” as that
permitted in the Consolidated Actions, he “would be prejudiced” and unable to “adequately present
[his] defense.” Id. at 4:2-5; 7:2-6. Jacob alleged that it would inequitable to set two different
CMOs because then he would have to incur the expense of two separate expert reports. Id. at
16:22-17:25. Lastly, Jacob pointed out that when he stated at the September 9, 2019 conference
that he would want the same discovery in the United Hay Action and the Consolidated Actions,
Justice Cohen stated “don’t worry about that. The consolidating dating [sic] for discovery that’s
a bunt, a portion of that.” Id. at 14:18-24.
On the other hand, United Hay argued that Jacob “made a strategic decision to bring a
separate case” instead of asserting counterclaims in the Consolidated Actions and chose not to
“tether” the Consolidated Actions and the United Hay Action together because “[t]hey are
completely different cases . . . very different slates of fact and relevant law.” Id. at 8:12-21. United
Hay reiterated that Jacob’s defenses are not “real” and “the only thing that’s really left in this case
is the deposition of Unite[sic] Hay . . . and non-party discovery concerning the summary judgment
argument they raised about tax estoppel, which is very narrow.” Id. at 8:22-25; 9:1-24. United
Hay referenced the Court’s statements during the September 9, 2019 conference that any additional
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discovery in the United Hay Action should be “very narrowly tailored,” the United Hay Action “is
narrower in scope than the earlier filed [Consolidated Actions],” and the United Hay Action is
“focused on the narrow question of whether Jacob was justified in withdrawing funds from United
Hay in which he is not a member.” Id. at 13:13-25. United Hay reiterated that Jacob’s prior
counsel made “a number of representations on the record” that discovery in the United Hay Action
was “done and that whatever remains is far narrower than the [C]onsolidated [A]ctions.” Id. at
9:5-14; 14:7-14.
After hearing from counsel, Justice Cohen denied the December 7 Notice of Exception and
affirmed the December 7, 2020 Decision and stated that “the parties remain able to debate the
scope of any remaining discovery.” Id. at 20:22-24. Justice Cohen stated that “the substantive
point [the parties are] going to need to wrestle [with]…is exactly how far it is appropriate for Jacob
to go in expanding his defense to basically require a litigation of the entire Family LLC’s story in
response to what is a narrower claim.” Id. at 11:15-23. Justice Cohen recognized that obtaining
full discovery in the United Hay Action is not the same as obtaining identical discovery in the
Consolidated Actions. Id. at 7:7-10. In this vein, Justice Cohen indicated, on the one hand, that
he was not sure Jacob needed “absolutely everything” from the Consolidated Action to proceed in
the United Hay Action but, on the other hand, “the scope of discovery is broader than relevance at
trial” and coordinating all three actions would “seem” to mean that Jacob could access the
discovery provided in the Consolidated Actions. Id. at 15:18-21, 18:6-15, 20:25-21:1-3.
Justice Cohen further acknowledged that Jacob’s prior counsel made representations to the
Court concerning the scope of discovery, including that the United Hay Action was “pretty close
to the finish line,” which “the parties relied on” and that such “history is not irrelevant.” Id. at
10:24-25; 11:1-4; 23:20-25. Justice Cohen recognized that new lawyers have now come into the
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United Hay Action taking a different position than their predecessor counsel and while he
“respect[s] new counsel coming in, that doesn’t mean everybody has to change what’s already
been done.” Id. at 18:11-15. In this regard, Justice Cohen directed the parties to brief the issue so
that the Special Referee could address this “difficult problem” and determine “whether the Court
will permit that or not.” Id. at 12:14-17; 18:11.
B.

The Motion

On February 22, 2021, Jacob filed the Motion, comprised of an Affirmation by Todd C.
Steckler, Esq. dated February 22, 2021 with Exhibits A-S (“Steckler Moving Affirmation”) and a
Memorandum of Law dated February 22, 2021 (“Moving Memo”).
In the Motion, Jacob argued that the documents sought in the Consolidated Actions are
“specifically and irrefutably related to Jacob’s factual and affirmative defenses in the United Hay
action;” “Jacob is not judicially estopped from seeking such disclosure nor has he waived any such
discovery;” and “because discovery in the Consolidated Actions and the United Hay [A]ction have
been coordinated for all purposes, the Consolidated Demands should be and have been treated as
if they were served in all three actions.” Moving Memo at p. 2. Jacob asserted that limiting
discovery in the United Hay Action would “significantly and seriously prejudice Jacob’s ability to
prosecute his defense, while resulting in absolutely no prejudice to United Hay.” Id.
Jacob highlighted the following statements by the Court at the September 9, 2020
conference: “Your case against Jacob is very separate. I have a feeling that the way in which they
come together is going to be the defense” and “I mean there is a world in which discovery could
be coordinated, so that if we did have a separate trial, United Hay case, the defense would have
every right to dig into these facts.” Id. at p. 7. Jacob reiterated that when he advised the Court at
the September 9, 2020 conference that “we are going to be wanting the same discovery that is
going on in the other two cases,” the Court responded: “Well that’s don’t worry about that. The
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consolidating for discovery, that’s a bunt. Of course you could get that.” Id. Jacob argued that
“[w]ith the exception of Jacob’s deposition – which was ordered prior to discovery being
coordinated – there is nothing in the record to indicate that Jacob would not be afforded full
discovery of Mark’s malfeasance in the United Hay Action, identical to and coordinated with the
discovery in the Consolidated Actions.” Id. at p. 20.
Jacob noted that while the issues in the United Hay Action were previously “more limited”
than the issues in the Consolidated Actions because of the then-pending motion for summary
judgment based on tax estoppel, now that summary judgment was denied, the issues in both cases
are “‘intertwined’ and cannot be separated from the discovery in the [Consolidated Actions].” Id.
at p. 8. Jacob argued that the Special Referee should disregard the statement by prior counsel at
the September 9, 2019 conference “that discovery was almost complete in the United Hay Action”
because “later at the same hearing” prior counsel “unequivocally stated that not only was additional
discovery necessary, but that the discovery required was exactly the same in the United Hay Action
as in the other two actions.” Id. at p. 14.
Jacob rejected any claim that his request for additional discovery set forth in the
Consolidated Demands is untimely or barred by judicial estoppel. Jacob argued that until the
Special Referee sought a separate CMO for the United Hay Action, he “had no reason to believe
that separate discovery demands would be required in the United Hay Action.” Id. at p. 15. Jacob
further asserted that the doctrine of judicial estoppel is inapplicable to the case at bar because “even
if Jacob had changed his position with respect to discovery (which he has not), he has never secured
a judgment in his favor based on a contrary position.” Id. at p. 16.
Jacob argued that the issue before the Special Referee is “the scope of discovery” and
“[s]uch an inquiry must focus not only on the causes of action asserted by United Hay [namely,
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conversion, unjust enrichment, and monies had and received], but also on the defenses to those
claims raised by Jacob [namely, estoppel, unclean hands, offset, and equitable recoupment]2” Id.
at p. 13. Jacob contended that Justice Cohen previously recognized the following factual issues:
(1) the United Hay transaction; (2) justification for Jacob’s withdrawal of $5 million from United
Hay’s account; (3) the amendment of tax returns; (4) ownership of the $5 million; and (5) the
impact of Mark’s alleged malfeasance on any of the above. Id. at pp. 17-18. Jacob noted that
despite United Hay’s position that his set off defense “does not apply to a claim of conversion,”
United Hay never moved to dismiss this defense and “[t]hus, Jacob should be free to discover the
full extent of Mark’s malfeasance.” Id. at pp. 18-19.
Finally, Jacob argued that since “all of the documents requested in the Consolidated
Demands have either been produced, or will be produced before the document production
deadline,” there is no reason he should be precluded from using those documents to substantiate
his defenses in the United Hay Action. Id. at pp. 20-21.
C.

The Opposition

On March 12, 2021, United Hay filed opposition to the Motion (the “Opposition”),
comprised of an Affirmation by William L. Charron, Esq. dated March 12, 2021 with Exhibits 136 (“Charron Affirmation”) and a Memorandum of Law dated March 12, 2021 (“Opposition
Memo”). The Opposition principally argued that the Motion should be denied based on judicial
estoppel and because the discovery sought is irrelevant to the United Hay Action.
According to United Hay, the doctrine of judicial estoppel precludes a party from
inequitably adopting a position directly contrary or inconsistent with an earlier assumed position

2

According to Jacob, only four of the five affirmative defenses asserted are relevant to the instant
Motion. Moving Memo at p. 13.
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in the same proceeding. Opposition Memo at pp. 2-3, 12. United Hay contended that despite
Jacob’s current assertion that “the United Hay Action cannot be separated from, or decided
separately from, the Consolidated Actions,” Jacob has previously taken a “diametrically opposite
position.” Id. at p. 7 (emphasis in original). To demonstrate as much, United Hay noted that Jacob:
(1) commenced the Harounian Action rather than asserting counterclaims in the United Hay
Action; (2) never made a motion to compel discovery “into ‘how’ United Hay received the
Converted Funds;” (3) made a motion for summary judgment in the United Hay Action instead of
seeking further discovery; (4) initially made a motion to consolidate the Harounian Action and the
Homapour Action but did not seek to consolidate those actions with the United Hay Action (until
later, at which point the request was denied) 3; and (5) repeatedly advised the Court that the United
Hay Action “is capable of being litigated separately” even stating that depositions therein “will
deal with very discrete issues, certainly not of the broad scope” of the Consolidated Actions. Id.
at pp. 6-9.
United Hay rejected Jacob’s argument that judicial estoppel requires a judgment on the
underlying issue and argued that judicial estoppel is “routinely applied to prevent a party like Jacob
from changing his litigation position within the same case ‘based on a reversal of [his] legal
fortunes,’ or upon ‘belatedly discover[ing a stategy] more to [his liking],’ or ‘simply because his
interests have changed,’ or ‘at [his] convenience.’” Id. at p. 12. United Hay alleged that Jacob
simply changed his strategy because he lost his motion for summary judgment in the United Hay
Action and now insists that the United Hay Action and Consolidated Actions cannot be separated.
Id. at p. 2, 14.

3

See December 19, 2019 Decision (discussed in Point I(A)(2) supra).
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United Hay contended that the Court and Special Referee have already recognized that
Jacob cannot now change his initial preference to keep the Consolidated Actions and the United
Hay Action separate, citing the December 19, 2019 Decision (declining to consolidate the United
Hay Action and Consolidated Actions), the June 9, 2020 Decision (compelling Jacob to sit for a
deposition in the United Hay Action), and the December 7, 2020 Decision (directing separate
CMOs). Id. at pp. 1,2, 10, 11.
Moreover, United Hay argued that the Motion should be denied because the Consolidated
Demands seek information that is neither material nor necessary to the one issue in the United Hay
Action – “whether Jacob was legally justified in taking the Converted Funds.” Id. at pp. 2, 16.
United Hay recognized that Jacob is entitled to “narrowly tailored” discovery to show that he was
“independently entitled to take $5 million from United Hay’s bank account,” to explore any tax
estoppel theory, and to explore any theory that he is entitled to the Family LLC’s property. Id. at
p. 18.
United Hay asserted that because Jacob’s defenses are “inapt on their face,” they “do not
provide any legitimate basis to expand discovery.” Id. at p. 19. In this regard, United Hay
addressed the applicability of Jacob’s asserted defenses (namely, equitable recoupment, setoff,
estoppel, and unclean hands) and alleged that even if the Court found that Mark took funds from
the Family LLCs or that Jacob “rescued” funds from any alleged “looting,” “Jacob’s
misappropriation . . . would not be excused.” Id. at pp. 17, 18. United Hay stated that Jacob’s
equitable recoupment defense is inapplicable because that defense merely permits a defendant to
revive a time-barred argument related to a cause of action in a plaintiff’s complaint and, here,
“Jacob does not plead that United Hay . . . caused him any harm that he did not otherwise timely
assert against United Hay.” Id. at pp. 18-19. United Hay noted that the two scenarios where an
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offset/set off defense could arise, namely, where a party seeks a reduction of a damages award
based on reimbursement from collateral sources or where a nonsettling defendant seeks to reduce
the amount of a verdict based on a co-defendant’s settlement with plaintiff, are inapplicable here.
Id. at p. 19. United Hay asserted that estoppel is also inapplicable because Jacob does not contend
that he was misled by United Hay into taking the Converted Funds based on United Hay’s words
or conduct. United Hay referenced Jacob’s own deposition testimony for the true reason why
Jacob took such funds “I’m the father. Everything belong[s] to me I own all – everything my son
has belong to me, except his wife.” Id. at p. 20. According to United Hay, Jacob’s unclean hands
defense could only apply here if United Hay engaged in conduct that injured Jacob but Jacob does
not make any such allegation, focusing instead on Mark’s individual misconduct. Id.
Moreover, United Hay argued that even if United Hay was being used by Mark to hold
other Family LLC funds, “Jacob has not offered any authority that a legal or ‘equitable’ response
was for him to take $5 million from United Hay for himself.” Id. at p. 21 (emphasis in original).
United Hay also reiterated that to the extent Mark engaged in any wrongdoing, “Mark will owe
damages to the Family LLCs.” Id. (emphasis in original).
D.

The Reply

On March 19, 2021, Jacob filed a reply in further support of the Motion comprised of a
Memorandum of Law dated March 19, 2021 (“Reply Memo”).
In the Reply Memo, Jacob reiterated that judicial estoppel requires the existence of a
judgment and further contended that the main case cited by United Hay concerning judicial
estoppel (namely, Nestor v. Britt) is “based off a Third Department case” and has “no precedential
value” over a later decided First Department case (namely, Wells Fargo Bank Nat’l Ass’n v.
Webster Bus. Credit Corp.). Id. at pp. 3-5. Moreover, Jacob argued that any other cases cited by
United Hay actually support Jacob’s analysis of the doctrine. Id. Jacob asserted that judicial
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estoppel does not apply “based on the prior orders directing Jacob’s deposition” or based on any
CMO in the United Hay Action because neither constitute a “ruling” which “limits the discovery
to which Jacob might be entitled.” Id. at p. 6. In this regard, Jacob noted that even at the oral
argument held on January 6, 2021, Justice Cohen stated that “[i]t did seem to . . . [him] that the
coordination would mean that you [Jacob] would be able to participate in discovery and have
access to it, but . . . [he’d] rather have that issue decided discretely and actually have an order come
out of that.” Id. at pp. 6-7.
Jacob argued that permissible discovery extends to “any facts bearing on a controversy
which will assist in sharpening the issue at trial” and “is thus not limited to evidence directly related
to the issues in the pleadings.” Id. at p. 7. Jacob contended that the discovery sought concerns
“Mark’s malfeasance” and, therefore, the only issue that remains “is whether Mark’s malfeasance
is or is a part of a viable Jacob defense to the claims in the United Hay [A]ction.” Id. at p. 8. Jacob
argued that United Hay’s claims for unjust enrichment and monies had and received “require an
inquiry into whether equity and good conscience favor plaintiff [sic] right to recovery” and “the
court must look to the totality of circumstances surrounding Jacob’s removal of the funds from
United Hay’s bank account.” Id. at p. 9. Jacob further noted that Justice Cohen determined that
issues of fact4 impact whether United Hay has viable causes of action for unjust enrichment and
monies had and received and that these same issues of fact are “applicable to Jacob’s equitable
defenses of estoppel and unclean hands” because “the questions of Mark’s malfeasance goes [sic]
to the basis and reason for Jacob’s action.” Id. at p. 9.

4

Jacob asserted that Justice Cohen found six separate questions of fact: “(i) how did the whole
transaction happen; (ii) the reasons and justifications for the withdrawal; (iii) the circumstances
surrounding the amendment of the tax returns; (iv) whether the $5 million belonged to United Hay;
(v) the significance of Mark’s prior admissions; and (vi) the impact of Mark’s alleged
malfeasance.” Reply Memo at pp. 8, 9.
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Additionally, according to Jacob, it is immaterial whether Mark or United Hay committed
the wrongdoing because “courts have consistently held that where an individual exercises
complete dominion and control over a company and has acted to perpetrate a wrong or injustice
against another, the individual and the company may be held liable for the wrongdoing.” Id. at pp.
9, 10. Jacob also reiterated that United Hay has never moved to dismiss Jacob’s defenses of
estoppel, unclean hands or offset/equitable recoupment and therefore “such discovery should be
permitted.” Reply Memo at p. 10.
II.

ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION
A.

The Doctrines of Judicial Estoppel and Waiver

The doctrine of judicial estoppel, sometimes referred to as “estoppel against inconsistent
positions,” “serves to preserve the integrity of the judicial system by insisting on truth and
consistency [] and by discouraging litigants from changing their allegations at their convenience.”
Jones v. Smith, No. 653411/15, 2017 WL 2289320, at *6 (Sup. Ct. New York County May 22,
2017). Moreover, judicial estoppel “is invoked to estop parties from adopting [] contrary positions
because the judicial system ‘cannot tolerate [] playing fast and loose with the courts’”. Zito v. Zito,
No. 53468/2011, 2014 WL 2776603, at *4 (Sup. Ct. Kings County June 4, 2014).
The doctrine applies: (1) to “preclude[] a party who assumed a certain position in a prior
legal proceeding . . . from assuming a contrary position in another action” and (2) to preclude a
party “from inequitably adopting a position directly contrary to or inconsistent with an earlier
assumed position in the same proceeding.” Wells Fargo Bank Nat. Ass'n v. Webster Bus. Credit
Corp., 113 A.D.3d 513, 516 (1st Dep’t 2014) (emphasis added); Nestor v. Britt, 270 A.D.2d 192,
193 (1st Dep’t 2000) (emphasis added). See also Jones Lang Wootton USA v. LeBoeuf, Lamb,
Greene & MacRae, 243 A.D.2d 168, 177 (1st Dep’t 1998); Clifton Country Rd. Assocs. v.
Vinciguerra, 252 A.D.2d 792, 794 (3d Dep’t 1998); United Nat. Funding, LLC v. Volkmann, 25
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Misc. 3d 1233(A), at *7, 906 N.Y.S.2d 776 (Sup. Ct. New York County 2009); WRG Acquisition,
LLC v. Strasser, 45 Misc. 3d 1010, 994 N.Y.S.2d 827, 832 (Dist. Ct. Nassau County 2014).
In order for judicial estoppel to prevent a party from asserting a position in a new action
that is contrary to a position he or she asserted in a prior action, a judgment must be issued in his
or her favor. Melniker v. Melniker, 170 A.D.3d 448, 449 (1st Dep’t 2019) (holding that judicial
estoppel does not apply to an affidavit submitted in another action “because plaintiff did not obtain
the relief he requested in the motion supported by the affidavit”); MPEG LA, LLC v. Samsung
Elecs. Co., 166 A.D.3d 13, 21 (1st Dep’t 2018) (“Because defendant did not prevail on its claim
in Supreme Court, the doctrine of judicial estoppel does not apply.”).
However, “in the context of the same proceeding,” judicial estoppel can apply even if the
litigant did not “obtain[] relief or a favorable result.” Jones, 2017 WL 2289320, at *6; see also
Cobenas v. Ginsburg Dev. Companies, LLC, 133 A.D.3d 812, 813 (2d. Dep’t 2015) (applying the
doctrine of judicial estoppel to prevent third party defendant from making an argument that is
“manifestly at odds with his representations” with respect to his summary judgment motion, even
though the motion was denied and therefore third party defendant did not secure a favorable
judgment.); Casper v. Cushman & Wakefield, 74 A.D.3d 669, 670 (1st Dep’t 2010) (holding
“Plaintiff was estopped from contending that the ICA had expired after one year since he asserted
in his complaint, interrogatory responses and depositions that the ICA was in effect until his
termination” and making no mention of Plaintiff securing a favorable judgment.); Kohilakis v.
Town of Smithtown, 167 A.D.2d 513, 514 (2d. Dep’t 1990) (holding that appellants were estopped
from objecting to disclosure because “appellants asserted to this court that they did ‘not object to
the discovery of most of the documents’” and making no mention of appellants securing a
favorable judgment.); Zito, 2014 WL 2776603, at *4 (holding that “plaintiff will not now be
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permitted to change his position and argue that Smiling Pizzeria is solely owned by his father”
“…as he has consistently represented throughout this action . . .” and making no mention of
Plaintiff securing a favorable judgment.).
The doctrine of waiver is distinct. Waiver occurs when a party voluntarily and intentionally
relinquishes a known right. See e.g. Gilbert Frank Corp. v. Fed. Ins. Co., 70 N.Y.2d 966, 968
(1988); Coniber v. Ctr. Point Transfer Station, Inc., 137 A.D.3d 1604, 1606 (4th Dep’t 2016);
Plato Gen. Const. Corp./EMCO Tech Const. Corp. v. Dormitory Auth. of State, 89 A.D.3d 819,
825 (2d. Dep’t 2011). Waiver cannot be “inferred from mere silence” and “is not created by
negligence [or] oversight.” Coniber, 137 A.D.3d at 1606; Plato Gen. Const. Corp./EMCO Tech
Const. Corp., 89 A.D.3d at 825. However, “waiver may be accomplished by affirmative conduct
or failure to act so as to evince an intent not to claim the purported advantage.” Stassa v. Stassa,
123 A.D.3d 804, 805 (2d. Dep’t 2014).
Moreover, a party cannot avoid the consequences of judicial estoppel or waiver simply by
retaining new counsel. In the context of judicial estoppel, newly retained counsel steps into the
shoes of prior counsel and cannot contradict positions that were previously made by his or her
predecessor. See Zito, 2014 WL 2776603, at *4 (holding that plaintiff was judicially estopped
from making an argument because he consistently made representations through the action “until
he discharged his prior counsel and retained new counsel.”); Hankook Tire America Corp. v.
Samsung Fire & Marine Ins. Co. Ltd, No. 653948/15, 2020 WL 4226874, at *9 (Sup. Ct. New
York County July 10, 2020) (sanctioning defendants for discovery misconduct even after
defendants retained new counsel stating that “[f]ailures, as well as successes, of predecessor
counsel are inherited by incoming counsel.”); Restuccio v. Caffrey, No. 17304/06, 2013 WL
8718491, at *2 (Sup. Ct. New York County Apr. 16, 2013) (holding that where plaintiff’s former
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counsel filed a note of issue and plaintiff’s incoming counsel submitted a motion for an order
seeking leave to serve a second supplemental bill of particulars, plaintiff’s incoming counsel failed
to demonstrate additional disclosure was justified); Emamian v. Rockefeller Univ., 823 F. App'x
40, 43 (2d Cir. 2020) (holding under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 16(b)(4), that “[t]he desire
by new counsel to reopen discovery . . . does not amount to “good cause”). Similarly, in the event
that prior counsel waived the rights of his or her client by virtue of “affirmative conduct” and/or a
“failure to act,” newly retained counsel cannot avoid waiver based solely on his or her retention.
Id.
B.

The Doctrines of Judicial Estoppel and
Waiver Both Independently Require Jacob’s Motion to be Denied

The Special Referee finds that Jacob has waived and is judicially estopped from seeking
the discovery sought in the Motion. Despite Jacob’s assertions with respect to the applicability of
the doctrine of judicial estoppel, as set forth in Section II(A), supra, “in the context of the same
proceeding” a litigant does not need to “obtain[] relief or a favorable result” for judicial estoppel
to apply. Jones, 2017 WL 2289320, at *6. Thus, despite the fact that Jacob has not secured a
favorable judgment, judicial estoppel is still applicable to ensure consistency and discourage
litigants from changing their litigation position within the same case.
Jacob’s Motion must be denied because throughout the course of the United Hay Action,
Jacob, through competent counsel, has made strategic decisions and representations to the Court
and cannot now be allowed to assert contrary positions in an effort to support his Motion. As
illustrated by United Hay:
“he decided not to assert any counterclaims in the [United] Hay
Action; he decided not to seek to consolidate the [United] Hay
Action with his separate action in Nassau County, asserting ‘[t]hat
case has nothing to do with this case,’ and insisting that the [United]
Hay Action ‘involve[s] a single discrete issue (the alleged
conversion of $5 million) [that] is irrelevant’ to the Harounian
2585007v2
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[A]ction; he tried not to have his action in Nassau County
consolidated with the Homapour [A]ction in New York County; he
decided not to move to compel any broader discovery in the [United]
Hay Action after the November 2018 pre-motion conference with
the Court; and he repeatedly represented to the Court that discovery
in the [United] Hay Action was ‘essentially complete’ before a
single document had ever been exchanged in the Consolidated
Actions.
Opposition Memo at p. 13. “[T]here can be no dispute that counsel for Jacob Harounian admitted,
on the record, and made representations to the Court regarding the completion of document
discovery in the United Hay Action.” June 9, 2020 Decision at p. 16 (emphasis added). At the
September 9, 2019 Court Conference, the Court specifically asked Jacob’s prior counsel “What
discovery happened before the motion for summary judgment” and Jacob’s counsel responded
“We had essentially completed document discovery.” September 9, 2019 Transcript at 35:21-25
(emphasis added). Jacob’s counsel made the unqualified representation again stating “Your
Honor, document discovery had been completed by the time we moved for summary judgment.”
Id. at 37:4-5 (emphasis added). Jacob’s representations were not qualified or conditioned based
on the fact that a summary judgment motion was made and cannot now be disregarded. Justice
Cohen acknowledged so much when he noted that “the parties relied on” Jacob’s prior
representations to the Court concerning the scope of discovery and such “history is not irrelevant.”
January 6, 2021 Transcript at 23:20-25. It is the Special Referee’s position that the Special Referee
cannot simply ignore these decisions and representations even if, as Jacob alleges, they took place
prior to Jacob’s motion for summary judgment being denied.
Moreover, the issue of whether Jacob could obtain the discovery sought in the Motion was
already presented to Justice Bransten back in November 2018 and allegedly the Court indicated to
Jacob that although it could not stop Jacob from bringing a motion to compel, Jacob was “unlikely
to get that discovery because the question of where the money came from is legally irrelevant to
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the claims.” September 9, 2019 Transcript at 49:9-21. In the Special Referee’s opinion, even if
there was a debate about what the Court said during that conference, which there is not, it has been
more three years since the issue was presented to Justice Bransten, and more than two years since
Jacob’s motion for summary judgment was denied yet Jacob has failed to request the documents
which are the subject of his Motion.
It is the Special Referee’s view that such affirmative conduct and failure to act is sufficient
to conclude that Jacob has waived his right to the discovery sought in the Motion. This is not a
scenario where “mere silence” or “negligence” is being held against a party but where a party made
cognizant decisions to pursue or not to pursue certain strategies and is now attempting at the
eleventh hour to change his position.
The fact that Jacob retained new counsel who reviewed the case file and came to a different
conclusion on whether such discovery was necessary after said decisions and representations were
made to the Court does not change the analysis. See Zito, 2014 WL 2776603, at *4; Hankook Tire
America Corp., 2020 WL 4226874, at *9; Restuccio, 2013 WL 8718491, at *2; Emamian, 823 F.
App'x at 43. As Justice Cohen stated while he “respect[s] new counsel coming in, that doesn’t
mean everybody has to change what’s already been done.” January 6, 2021 Transcript at 18:1115.
Further, in the Special Referee’s opinion, Jacob’s Motion is simply another attempt to relitigate and/or re-argue what Justice Cohen meant when he stated that discovery in the United Hay
Action and the Consolidated Actions would be “coordinated.” That issue has been litigated and
decided multiple times – (1) the December 19, 2019 Decision whereby the Court denied Jacob’s
motion to consolidate the United Hay Action with the Consolidated Actions for joint trial; (2) the
June 9, 2020 Decision whereby the Special Referee granted United Hay’s request for party
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depositions to proceed immediately in the United Hay Action; (3) the June 9 Notice of Exception
which was denied by Justice Cohen and whereby the June 9, 2020 Decision was affirmed; (4) the
December 7, 2020 Decision whereby the Special Referee held that the United Hay Action and the
Consolidated Actions do not need to be governed by the same CMO or the same discovery
deadlines; and (5) the December 7, 2020 Notice of Exception which was denied by Justice Cohen
and whereby the December 7, 2020 Decision was affirmed. The Court and the Special Referee
made those decisions by reviewing United Hay’s procedural posture and by relying on the
statements and representations that were made to the Court.
Looking at the totality of the circumstances, the Special Referee holds that the doctrines of
judicial estoppel and waiver apply. To decide otherwise would result in the Special Referee
permitting litigants to change their positions which would be patently unfair and prejudicial to the
adverse party, inefficient and would promote gamesmanship in the judicial process.
C.

Even if the Doctrines of Judicial Estoppel and Waiver
Did Not Apply, Jacob Is Not Entitled to The Discovery Sought in The Motion

It is the Special Referee’s opinion that while “there are some overlapping issues” between
the United Hay Action and the Consolidated Actions, the United Hay Action is “narrower in scope”
and “focused on the narrow question of whether Jacob was justified in withdrawing funds from
United Hay.” December 19, 2019 Decision at pp. 2, 5; see also June 9, 2020 Decision at pp. 1517. The Court specifically stated “I think a narrowly tailored discovery request would be
permitted,” “I’m not going to go back and re-open the whole thing,” “We are, I think we are pretty
far down the line here.” September 9, 2019 Transcript at 41:20-22; 44:2-3.
In acknowledging that the issues in the United Hay Action are more circumscribed as
compared to the issues in the Consolidated Actions, the Court stated that Mark’s conduct and “the
impact of Mark’s malfeasance” does not necessarily “go ‘to the heart of Jacob’s affirmative
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defenses of set-off and/or equitable recoupment.’” December 19, 2019 Decision at p. 4. Moreover,
Justice Cohen agreed with the Special Referee’s view that “discovery in the United Hay Action
has progressed significantly further than the discovery in the Consolidated Actions,” the Court
would only permit “additional [discovery that was] narrowly tailored” and “the United Hay Action
and the Consolidated Actions do not need to be, nor should they be, governed by the same Case
Management Order or subject to the same discovery deadlines.” See June 9, 2020 Decision at pp.
15-17 (upheld by the Court on July 23, 2020 see United Hay Action at NYSCEF Doc. No. 243 at
p. 3); December 7, 2020 Decision at p. 2 (upheld by the Court on January 6, 2021 Oral Argument).
Justice Cohen also recognized that obtaining full discovery in the United Hay Action is not
the same as obtaining identical discovery in the Consolidated Actions indicating that he was not
sure Jacob needed “absolutely everything” from the Consolidated Actions to proceed in the United
Hay Action.” January 6, 2021 Transcript at 7:7-10; 18:6-15.

However, Jacob’s Motion is

requesting that United Hay provide documents to each and every request in the Consolidated
Demands – a total of 87 document requests. The Consolidated Demands are extremely broad and
do not properly target documents which may relate to the limited, more narrow issues in the United
Hay Action. Therefore, even in the event that the doctrines of judicial estoppel and waiver did not
preclude Jacob from obtaining the discovery he seeks in the Motion (which they do), the Special
Referee would nonetheless deny Jacob’s Motion on the basis that the discovery sought is entirely
too broad given the clear language from the Court that issues in the United Hay Action are
narrower in scope and not identical to the issues in the Consolidated Actions.
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For the reasons set forth herein, the Special Referee denies the Motion.
SO ORDERED:

Dated: May 27, 2021

Michael Cardello III
MICHAEL CARDELLO III
Court-Appointed Special Referee
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
--------------------------------------------------------------X
NAME,
Plaintiff(s),
-against-

CONFIDENTIALITY
STIPULATION AND ORDER
__CV______ ( ) (JMW)

NAME,
Defendant(s).
--------------------------------------------------------------X
It is hereby stipulated and agreed among the parties, and hereby approved by the Court,
that the following provisions shall govern claims of confidentiality in these proceedings:
(a) The following documents and information may be designated as “confidential,” provided
such documents are not public and have not previously been disclosed by the producing
party to anyone except those in its employment or those retained by it [check all that
apply]:
Sensitive Commercial Data, such as confidential or proprietary research, development,
manufacturing, or commercial or business information, trade secrets, special formulas,
company security matters, customer lists, financial data, projected sales data, production
data, matters relating to mergers and acquisitions, and pricing data.
Sensitive Personal Data, such as personal identifiers, financial information, tax records,
and employer personnel records.
Medical and Legal Records, including medical files and reports.
Non-public criminal history.
(b) If any party believes a document not described in the above paragraph should nevertheless
be considered confidential, it may make application to the Court. Such application shall only
be granted for good cause shown.
(c) An attorney for the producing party may designate documents or parts thereof as
confidential by stamping the word “confidential” on each page.
If such information is provided in an answer to an interrogatory, the attorney may separately
append the information to the main body of the interrogatory responses, mark such
appendices “confidential,” and incorporate by reference the appended material into the
1
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responses.
At the time of a deposition or within 10 days after receipt of the deposition transcript, a
party may designate as confidential specific portions of the transcript which contain
confidential matters under the standards set forth in paragraph (a) above. This designation
shall be in writing and served upon all counsel. No objection shall be interposed at
deposition that an answer would elicit confidential information. Transcripts will be treated as
confidential for this 10-day period. Any portions of a transcript designated confidential shall
thereafter be treated as confidential in accordance with this Order. The confidential portion
of the transcript and any exhibits referenced solely therein shall be bound in a separate
volume and marked “Confidential Information” by the reporter.
(d) Documents designated “confidential” shall be shown only to the attorneys, parties, experts,
actual or proposed witnesses, court personnel and other persons necessary to review the
documents for the prosecution or defense of this lawsuit. Each person who is permitted to
see confidential documents shall first be shown a copy of this Order and shall further be
advised of the obligation to honor the confidential designation. Each person who is
permitted to see confidential documents, who is not a party or an attorney for a party, shall
be required to sign an agreement to be bound by this Order, attached hereto as Exhibit A.
The parties agree that any confidential discovery material produced in this litigation may
only be used in connection with this litigation.
(e) If a document contains information so sensitive that it should not be copied by anyone, it
shall bear the additional legend “Copying Prohibited.” Application for relief from this
restriction against copying may be made to the court, with notice to counsel so designating
the document.
(f) Review of the confidential documents and information by counsel, experts, or consultants for
the litigants in the litigation shall not waive the confidentiality of the documents or objections
to production.
(g) The inadvertent, unintentional, or in camera disclosure of a confidential document and
information shall not generally be deemed a waiver, in whole or in part, of any party’s
claims of confidentiality. If at any time prior to trial, a producing party realizes that some
portion(s) of the discovery material that the party produced should be designated as
“confidential,” the party may so designate by apprising all parties in writing, and providing
that the material has not already been published or otherwise disclosed, such portion(s) shall
thereafter be treated as confidential under this Order.
(h) If a party believes that a document designated or sought to be designated confidential by the
producing party does not warrant such designation, the party shall first make a good-faith
effort to resolve such a dispute with opposing counsel. In the event that such a dispute
cannot be resolved by the parties, either party may apply to the Court for a determination as
to whether the designation is appropriate. The burden rests on the party seeking
2
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confidentiality to demonstrate that such designation is proper.
(i) If another court or an administrative agency subpoenas or orders production of stamped
confidential documents that a party has obtained under the terms of this order, such party
shall promptly notify the party or other person who designated the document as confidential
of the tendency of such subpoena or order.
(j) Additional Parties to Litigation. In the event additional parties are joined in this action, they
shall not have access to Discovery Material as “CONFIDENTIAL” until the newly joined
party, by its counsel, has executed and, at the request of any party, filed with the Court, its
agreement to be fully bound by this Protective Order.
(k) Subject to the Federal Rules and Evidence, stamped confidential documents and other
confidential information may be offered in evidence at trial or any court hearing, provided
that the proponent of the evidence gives five days' advance notice to counsel for any party or
other person that designated the information as confidential. Any party may move the court
for an order that the evidence be received in camera or under other conditions to prevent
unnecessary disclosure. The court will then determine whether the proffered evidence should
continue to be treated as confidential information and, if so, what protection, if any, may be
afforded to such information at the trial.
(l) The parties shall comply with the Eastern District of New York’s Steps for E-Filing Sealed
Documents in Civil cases, located at
https://www.nyed.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/forms/EfilingSealedCV.pdf, if they wish
to move to file a document under seal.
(m) Within a reasonable period after the conclusion of the litigation, all confidential material shall
be returned to the respective producing parties or destroyed by the recipients.
(n) In any application to the Court referred to or permitted by this Order, the Court may
exercise discretion in determining whether the prevailing party in such a dispute may recover
the costs incurred by it and, if so, the amount to be awarded.
(o) This Court shall retain jurisdiction over all persons subject to this Order to the extent
necessary to enforce any obligations arising hereunder.

Dated:
Dated:

Counsel for
Counsel for
3
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SO ORDERED:
Dated: Central Islip, New York
___________, 20___

James M. Wicks
United States Magistrate Judge
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EXHIBIT A
I have been informed by counsel that certain documents or information to be disclosed to me
in connection with the matter entitled:

have

been designated as confidential. I have been informed that any such documents or
information labeled “confidential” are confidential by Order of the Court.
I hereby agree that I will not disclose any information contained in such documents to
any other person. I further agree not to use any such information for any purpose other than
this litigation.

DATED: _______________

[Signature]
Signed in the presence of:

(Attorney)
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INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE RULES OF
MAGISTRATE JUDGE JAMES M. WICKS
United States District Court
Eastern District of New York
100 Federal Plaza, Courtroom 1020
Central Islip, New York 11722
Chambers: (631) 712-5620
Fax: (631) 712-5627
Courtroom Deputy: Grisel Ortiz:
Tel.: (631) 712-5625
Law Clerks: Scott Sanders / Tracy Weinstein
Wicks_Chambers@nyed.uscourts.gov
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Unless otherwise ordered, all matters before Judge Wicks shall be conducted in accordance with
the following practice rules:
1.

Communications with Chambers
A.

Telephone Calls
Telephone calls to Chambers are permitted so long as counsel for all parties are on
the line, subject to the rules set forth below in Rule 1.D. All questions regarding
docketing, scheduling or criminal matters should be directed to the Courtroom
Deputy, Grisel Ortiz. Other questions should be directed to the Law Clerks at the
main Chambers number above. Parties appearing pro se should not call Chambers,
but rather should call the pro se office ((631) 712-6060) with any inquiries.

B.

Letters
All letters sent to the Court are to be filed via ECF (see Rule 2 below) unless
otherwise directed by the Court. There shall be no ex parte submissions to the Court,
with the exception of the confidential settlement materials outlined in Rule 5.B,
infra.

C.

Faxes
Faxes to Chambers are not permitted without prior authorization.

D.

Requests for Adjournments or Extensions of Time
All requests for adjournments or extensions, absent an emergency, shall be made in
writing at least two (2) business days prior to the scheduled appearance.
Further, all requests for adjournments or extensions of time must state: (1) the
original date, (2) the number of previous requests for adjournment or extension, (3)
whether those previous requests were granted or denied, (4) the reason(s) why an
adjournment or extension is necessary, and (5) whether all parties consent
(including reasons why any party is withholding consent). Both requests for
adjournments and for extensions of time must be filed through ECF as
“MOTIONS.” If the requested adjournment or extension affects any other
scheduled date, a proposed revised date(s)/briefing schedule must be provided.

2.

Electronic Case Filing (“ECF”)
A.

Regardless of the District Judge assigned, all documents directed to Magistrate
Judge Wicks in civil actions MUST be filed electronically, with a limited exception
as stated in Rule C below. ECF procedures are available on the Court’s website
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[http://www.nyed.uscourts.gov]. Questions regarding ECF filing or training should
be directed to Lisa Florio in Central Islip at (631) 712-6011, or Evelyn Levine in
Brooklyn at (718) 260-2312.
B.

Hard copies or courtesy copies generally do not need to be sent to Chambers, with
the following exceptions: (1) where a letter motion with exhibits or attachments
exceeds 20 pages, or (2) motions referred from District Court Judges or motions on
notice made to Magistrate Judge Wicks. All such papers must be clearly marked
“Courtesy Copy” and indicate that the original was filed by ECF.

C.

The following documents are exempt from electronic filing and should only be filed
in hard copy:
1.

Documents filed subject to a court-ordered confidentiality agreement.

2.

Ex parte settlement or mediation statements submitted in accordace with
Rule 5.B, infra.

3.

Litigants proceeding pro se are exempt from ECF requirements. Parties
represented by counsel, however, must file documents electronically, even
in pro se cases. Counsel must also provide copies of any electronically filed
documents to pro se litigants. Pro se litigants are directed to make any filings
via hand delivery or U.S. mail to the designated “Pro Se clerk” in the Clerk’s
office, to the attention of Magistrate Judge Wicks and the appropriate District
Judge, and by delivering a copy to the attorney for the opposing party. Court
orders will be provided to pro se litigants by U.S. mail at the current address
listed on the docket sheet. Pro se litigants must keep current contact
information on file with the Court, or risk dismissal of claims or other
sanctions. All pro se litigants and represented parties opposing pro se litigants
are directed to the relevant Local Civil Rules, including 12.1, 33.2, and 56.2

3. Motions
A.

Discovery or Other Non-Dispositive Motions
Discovery or other non-dispositive motions may be made by letter motion, pursuant
to Local Civil Rules 37.1 and 37.3, and filed electronically as a “MOTION.” No premotion conference is required. Unless the Court orders otherwise, the length of the
papers shall be as follows: Letter motions shall not exceed three pages in length,
exclusive of attachments. A response not exceeding three pages in length, exclusive
of attachments, must be served and filed within four (4) days of receipt of the letter
motion. Replies are not permitted on letter motions. Parties must make a good faith
effort, pursuant to Local Civil Rule 26.4 and 37.3(a), to resolve disputes before making
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a motion. There will be no oral argument on letter motions unless the Court orders
otherwise. Any motion seeking (i) a stay of discovery or (ii) the sealing of court
documents shall be made in accordance with Rule 3.C, infra, and not by letter motion
under this rule.
B.

Dispositive Motions
Dispositive motions must be made to the presiding District Judge in conformance that
Judge’s Individual Rules, unless the parties have consented to Magistrate Judge Wicks
for all purposes in accordance with 28 U.S.C.§ 636 (c)(1). For any dispositive motion
that is to be made before Judge Wicks -- either for a Report and Recommendation or
for all purposes in a consent case -- service of the pre-motion letter motion within the
time requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. Rules 12 or 56 shall constitute timely service of
a motion made pursuant to those provisions.

C.

General Motion Practices for Motions Made on Notice (Not Letter Motions)
1. Service and filing:
A. No motion papers shall be filed until the motion has been fully
briefed. That is, the parties shall serve each other with moving
papers, opposition papers and reply, if any. Once motion is fully
briefed (all papers served), then each party must file its own papers
on ECF on the date the last paper was served. This Rule is subject
to Rule 3.E, infra.
B. The parties are to set their own briefing schedule which is then to be
submitted to the Court for approval. No revisions to the schedule
will be made without the Court’s approval. Such applications for
further revisions shall be made pursuant to Rule 1.D, supra.
C. Each party shall be responsible for filing its own motion papers via
ECF on the date the reply brief is scheduled to be filed or any return
date stated in the approved briefing schedule. Parties are to confer
to ensure that all papers are being filed on the same day.
2. Memoranda of Law
Unless prior permission has been granted, memoranda of law in support
of and in opposition to motions on notice are limited to 25 pages, and
reply memoranda are limited to 10 pages. All memoranda shall contain
both a table of contents and a table of authorities. The page limitations
are exclusive of tables of contents and authorities. Case citations must
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contain pinpoint cites. All memoranda of law must use one-inch
margins, double spacing, and 12-point font. Legal arguments must be set
forth in a memorandum of law; affidavits or declarations containing legal
argument will be rejected. See EDNY Local Civil Rule 7.1. Any
memoranda, affidavits, or declarations not complying with the
requirements set forth herein will be rejected.
3. Courtesy Copies
After electronic filing, one hard copy of the motion papers, marked as
“Courtesy Copy,” should be submitted to Magistrate Judge Wicks,
unless the Court orders otherwise. Courtesy copies of dispositive
motions made to the District Judge should not be provided to the
Magistrate Judge.
4. Oral Argument on Motions
Where the parties are represented by counsel, oral argument may be held
on motions made on notice (as opposed to Letter Motions, see Rule
3.A), if either party requests oral argument or the Court orders oral
argument. Within one week of filing fully briefed motions, the parties
are to confer with each other and contact the Court to set a mutually
acceptable date for oral argument.
D.

E.

Submission of Dispositive Motions in Cases Where the Parties Have Consented
to Have Magistrate Judge Wicks for All Purposes
1.

No pre-motion conference is required. However, prior to filing such a
motion, the movant is required to submit a letter of no more than two pages
in length (a) briefly stating the relief sought by the motion, and (2) setting
forth a briefing schedule that has been agreed upon by the parties. The
briefing schedule is subject to approval by the Court and no papers may be
filed until such approval is given. No opposing letter shall be filed, unless
relief is being sought by that party through a cross-motion, in which case the
letter must be filed within two (2) business days of the movant’s letter.

2.

All motions for summary judgment must comply with Rule 56 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure as well as Local Civil Rule 56.1 (“Rule 56.1"). If
the non-movant is proceeding pro se, the movant must also comply with
Local Civil Rule 56.2.

Motions Implicating Fed. R. App. P. 4(a)(4)(A) or Similar Time-Limiting Rules
If any party concludes in good faith that delaying the filing of a motion, in order to
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comply with any aspect of these individual practices (see Rule 3.C1.A, supra) will
deprive the party of a substantive right, the party may file the motion within the
time required by the Federal Rules of Civil and/or Appellate Procedure, together
with an explanation of the basis for the conclusion.
F.

Motions for Admission “Pro Hac Vice”
A motion for admission pro hac vice, together with a proposed order admitting the
attorney pro hac vice, shall be served and filed electronically at least seven (7) days
prior to the return date designated in the notice of motion. Although there is no need
to file a memorandum of law, this motion must comply with Local Civil Rule 1.3.
These motions will be on submission. If any party objects to the motion, opposition
papers must be served and filed at least two (2) days prior to the return date. No
reply papers are permitted. Failure to comply with this or Local Civil Rule 1.3 will
result in denial of the motion.

4.

Depositions
A.

If contested issues arise during the course of a deposition, the parties must first
make a good faith attempt to resolve the dispute among themselves. If a resolution
cannot be achieved thus necessitating court intervention, then pursuant to Local
Rule 37.3(b), the parties are directed to contact the Court immediately by telephone.
If the deposition is being conducted virtually, the Court may request the parties to
forward a link to join. The Court will either resolve the issue during the deposition
or reserve and possibly require letter briefs. In the event the Court is unable to join
the call, then the parties shall have the court reporter mark the transcript where the
dispute arose, and the parties shall move on to further topics. Under no
circumstances may the parties discontinue the deposition without first attempting
to contact the Court.

B.

If depositions are to be taken virtually or remotely pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P.
30(b)(4), the counsel are directed to the Court’s template for a Stipulation and
[Proposed] Order for the Protocol on the Conduct of Remote Depositions for
guidance. Conducting in-person depositions is not always feasible. This template
is an example of a stipulated order the parties can use in connection with arranging
for and conducting remote depositions. The form can also be adapted for use in
connection with depositions conducted by telephone. The parties are of course free
to agree on whatever terms they see fit, consistent with the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and the Local Rules of this Court. Accordingly, the template may be
modified to suit the needs of the parties and the case.

5. Settlement Conferences
A.

Requests for Settlement Conference. Magistrate Judge Wicks is available to
conduct settlement conferences at any stage of the case. If the parties desire a
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settlement conference, then a joint letter should be filed requesting a conference.
The letter should contain three dates when all counsel AND party representatives
are available, and the Court will advise of the scheduled date. All settlement
conferences will be held in person or remotely depending on the circumstances.
B.

Confidential Submissions. At least seven (7) days prior to the scheduled settlement
conference, the parties shall submit confidential ex parte settlement statements no
longer than ten (10) pages addressing the following five areas:
1.

Brief recitation of the facts, referencing ECF docket entries where
appropriate.

2.

Legal position, with hyperlinks to any authority cited. No need for string
cites.

3.

History of settlement efforts, if any.

4.

Any perceived impediments
monetary/emotional, etc.)

5.

Realistic settlement position.

to

settling

(e.g.,

monetary/non-

To the extent key documents are relied upon that have not already been filed on
ECF, then the documents should be provided to the Court with the settlement
statement. All settlement statements and supporting documents shall be emailed to
the Court at Wicks_Chambers@nyed.uscourts.gov, and NOT shared with the
adversary and NOT filed on ECF.
6. Pretrial Procedures in Cases Assigned to Magistrate Judge Wicks for All Purposes
A.

Joint Pretrial Orders. The parties shall submit a joint pretrial order 5 business days
prior to the pre-trial conference, unless otherwise specified in the scheduling order,
which includes the following:
1.

the full caption of the action;

2.

the names (including firm names), addresses telephone (office and cell) and
email addresses of trial counsel;

3.

a brief statement by plaintiff as to the basis of subject matter jurisdiction,
and a brief statement by each other party as to the presence or absence of
subject matter jurisdiction. Such statements shall include citations to all
statutes relied on and relevant facts as to citizenship and jurisdictional
amount;
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B.

4.

a brief summary by each party of the claims and defenses that party has
asserted which remain to be tried, without recital of evidentiary matter, but
including citations to all statutes on which the party is relying. The parties
shall also list all claims and defenses previously asserted that are not to be
tried;

5.

a statement by each party as to whether the case is to be tried with or without
a jury, and the number of trial days needed;

6.

a description of whether the parties intend to utilize electronic presentation
of evidence or exhibits;

7.

any stipulations or statement of facts that have been agreed to by all parties;

8.

a witness list identifying all percipient or fact witnesses and expert
witnesses whose testimony is to be offered in its case in chief, with an
indication of whether such witnesses will testify in person or by
deposition. Only listed witnesses will be permitted to testify except for
good cause shown;

9.

a designation by each party of deposition testimony to be offered in its case
in chief, with any cross-designations and objections by any other party; and,

10.

a list of exhibits to be offered in evidence and, if not admitted by stipulation,
the party or parties who will be offering them. The parties must list and
briefly describe the basis for any objections that they have to the
admissibility of any exhibits to be offered by any other party. Parties are
expected to attempt to resolve before trial all evidentiary issues. Only the
exhibits listed will be received in evidence except for good cause shown.
All exhibits must be pre-marked for the trial and exchanged with the other
parties at least ten days before trial. Where exhibits are voluminous, they
should be placed in binders with tabs.

Filings Prior to Trial. Unless otherwise ordered by the Court, each party shall
electronically file the following items prior to the commencement date of trial as
set forth below:
1.

For Jury Trials: The following shall be filed with the Court ten (10) days
prior to trial: proposed voir dire questions; proposed jury charges; final
witness lists; exhibit lists, including demonstratives; and any stipulations of
fact;

2.

For Non-Jury Bench Trials: The following shall be filed with the Court ten
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(10) days prior to trial: pre-trial memoranda of law (including the legal
authority relied upon in support of the claims and defenses to be tried); final
witness lists; exhibit lists, including demonstratives; marked pleadings; and
any stipulations of fact;
3.

Motions in Limine: all motions addressing any evidentiary or other issue
which should be resolved in limine are to be filed twenty (20) days prior to
trial, with a courtesy copy to Chambers. Opposition, if any, shall be filed
ten (10) days prior to trial, with a courtesy copy to Chambers. Replies, if
any, should be made in the same manner five (5) days prior to trial. The
form of papers in support of and opposing in limine motions shall be made
by letter motion in accordance with Rule 3A above.

7. Conferences
A. Initial Conferences:
Parties shall comply with Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) and submit their proposed discovery
plan to the Court, along with the Discovery Plan Worksheet no later than 7 days prior
to the scheduled Initial Conference date.
B. Final Pre-Trial Conferences:
In cases that are not assigned to Judge Wicks for all purposes, the final pre-trial
conference will be held in person in courtroom 1020. If the assigned District Judge
requires one, a proposed joint pretrial order in compliance with that Judge’s
requirements and signed by counsel for each party must be filed by ECF five (5) days
prior to the conference. In consent cases assigned to Judge Wicks for all purposes, the
parties shall comply with Rule 6, supra.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
--------------------------------------------------------------X
,
Plaintiff(s),

STIPULATION AND ORDER
REGARDINGTHE FORMAT OF
ELECTRONICALLY STORED
INFORMATION AND
DOCUMENT PRODUCTION
Civil Action No.:

v.
,
Defendant(s).
--------------------------------------------------------------X
WICKS, Magistrate Judge:

This Stipulation and Order shall govern the format and procedure for the production of
electronically stored information (“ESI”) and related document production in this action.
I.

DEFINITIONS

[The Parties should agree to and describe in detail definitions and/or parameters for at
least each of the following terms: Timeframe; Custodians; Devices and Sources of ESI to
be Searched; and Search Terms. This of course is not an exhaustive list, and the parties
should consider additional terms to be defined depending upon the facts and
circumstances of each case.]
II.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
To the extent not unduly burdensome, the parties shall produce documents and

electronically stored information ("ESI") in this Action in accordance with the agreed-upon
specifications set forth below.
III.

PRODUCTION OF ESI
A. Native and Color Productions. Except as specified in this section, the Parties shall
produce all documents and ESI as single-page, black-and-white Group IV Tagged
Image File Format ("TIFF") image files, as described in Section III.B below.
1

1. Upon written request, and for good cause shown, the parties shall produce color
images for a reasonable number of selected documents and ESI. Documents and
ESI produced in color shall be produced as JPEG images with Exif compression,
300 dpi or higher, and 24-bit color depth. Each color image file shall be named
with the unique production number for the first page of the document or ESI in
question followed by the file extension "JPG."
2. For documents and ESI whose native format is MS Excel, MS PowerPoint, MS
Access, QuickBooks, other database formats, multi-media files (audio or
video), and any other file type that cannot be converted to TIFF, the original
native files shall be produced in addition to a single-page TIFF placeholder. The
provisions of this Section III.A.2 notwithstanding, the Parties shall not be
required to produce in the first instance an original native file of such
documents and ESI if a claim of attorney-client privilege, attorney work
product protection and/or any other privilege, protection or immunity from
disclosure necessitates the application of redactions to such documents and
ESI. Upon written request, and for good cause shown, the parties shall produce
in native format, with any applicable redactions applied natively, documents
and ESI documents that necessitate the application of redactions to such
documents and ESI.
3. "Native" files refer to electronic files in the same format in which they were
originally collected from custodians or other sources. Native file productions
shall include extracted text, metadata, and a single page TIFF image indicating
that the associated file was produced in native form. Each produced native file
2

shall

be

named

with

a unique production

number (e.g., [Party

Abbreviation]_SMT0000000 I .XLS) that is assigned to that specific record in
the production. Native Files should be provided in a self-identified Natives
directory. A "NativeLink" entry for each Native File should be included in the
.DAT load file indicating the relative file path to each Native File on the
production media. Any metadata fields for redacted documents that would
reveal privileged information may be excluded.
4. To the extent any such native files are used in any pretrial motion or proceeding,
those files will be referred to by the production number assigned during processing.
B. TIFF Productions
1. Image Production Standard. Except as provided herein, the parties shall
produce all non-database ESI and hard copy documents in TIFF format. All
TIFF formatted documents will be single page, black and white, Group 4
TIFFs at 300 x 300 dpi resolution and 8 1/2 X 11 inch page size. If a party
requests that a document be imaged at a higher resolution or different page size
in order to adequately understand the contents of a specific document(s), the
producing party shall make reasonable efforts to reproduce the document(s) in
the different format.
Each page should be branded with a production number and confidentiality
designation, if any, on the face of the image. Original document orientation
should be maintained (i.e., portrait to portrait and landscape to landscape).
All TIFF images shall be produced in a folder named "IMAGES," which
shall contain sub-folders named "0001," "0002," etc. Each sub-folder shall
3

contain no more than 3,000 images. Images from a single document shall not
span multiple sub-folders.
2. Load Files. The parties' document productions shall include Concordancecompatible Load Files, including a Concordance DAT file and an Opticon
delimited file, that indicate document breaks of the TIFF images and additional
fields as identified in this Section B below. All Load and Cross-reference files
shall be produced in a folder named "DATA."
3. File Name. Each document image file shall be named with the unique
production number of the first page of the document in question followed by
the file extension "TIF."
4. Document Unitization. If a document is more than one page, the unitization of
the document and any attachments and/or notes shall be maintained as they
existed in the original document.
5. System Files. Common system and program files as defined by the NIST
library (which is commonly used by e-discovery vendors to exclude system and
program files from document review and production) need not be processed,
reviewed, or produced.
6. Parent-Child Relationships. Parent-child relationships (the association
between an attachment and its parent document) should be preserved and
appropriately reflected in the metadata. Production numbering of a parent
document and any attachments shall be sequential such that a parent document
has the lowest value production number when compared to its attachment(s).
7. Metadata Fields and Processing. Each of the metadata and coding fields that
4

can be extracted from an electronic document shall be produced for that
document. The parties are not obligated to populate manually any of the fields
that cannot be extracted from a document, with the exception of the following:
(1) BegDoc, (2) EndDoc, (3) BegAttach, (4) EndAttach, (5) Custodians, (6)
NativeLink, (7) Confidentiality fields, (8) TextLink, and (9) Record Type
(which may be populated by the party or the party's vendor). The parties shall
include the metadata fields in a searchable fielded data file, regardless of the
production format (unless otherwise specified, time- and date-related metadata
will reflect Greenwich Mean Time). A party shall produce additional metadata,
if any, for a reasonable number of specific documents upon the other party's
request.
8. Redactions. If any party makes any redactions on the ground of the attorneyclient privilege, the attorney work product doctrine, or any other claim of
privilege, protection or immunity from disclosure, these redactions will be
listed on a Privilege Log. In the event a document is redacted, the redaction will
be marked by either a box that covers the protected text and/or the term
"Redacted." The extracted text described above will not be delivered for that
document; rather, in place of extracted text, OCR output will be delivered
based on the redacted images, to the extent reasonably feasible. Redacted
documents may be produced in TIFF format.
C. Searchable Text. In addition to TIFF images and/or Native files, each production will
include text files corresponding to the TIFF image or Native files described above.
1. Hard Copy Documents. Hard copy documents shall be scanned using Optical
5

Character Recognition ("OCR") technology and searchable ASCII text (or
Unicode text if the text is in a language requiring characters outside of the
ASCII character set) files shall be produced. Each file shall be named with the
unique production number of the first page of the corresponding TIFF
document followed by the extension "TXT."
2. Extracted Text or OCR Text for TIFF Images and Native Files. To the
extent practicable, each individual document based on an electronic file shall
be accompanied by one corresponding text file with text that is extracted from
the electronic file. The Extracted Text shall be provided in searchable ASCII
text format (or Unicode text format if the text is in a language requiring
characters outside of the ASCII character set) and shall be named with the
unique production number of the first page of the corresponding TIFF document
followed by the extension "TXT." When there is no extractable text or when an
Electronic Document has been redacted, OCR text will be provided. For the
avoidance of doubt, redacted text need not be provided. The production of
relevant ESI in searchable, full text format is limited to those forms of ESI that
have text (in other words, any non-text formats [e.g., .wav and .jpeg] would
not produce any corresponding text files).
3. All Extracted Text and OCR files shall be produced in a folder named
"TEXT." The Concordance load file will contain a link to the extracted text
or OCR text file if applicable. The text should not be included in the
Concordance.DAT load file.
D. Confidentiality Designations. If a party reduces Native Files or other ESI designated
6

"Confidential" or "Highly Confidential" to hardcopy form, it shall mark the hardcopy
with the appropriate designation. The failure of a party to mark such hardcopy
documents with the appropriate designation shall not affect such document's
designation as "Confidential" or "Highly Confidential."
E. De-Duplication of Productions. To the extent that exact duplicate documents (based
on email threading, MD5 hash values) reside within a party's ESI data set, the party
may produce only a single copy of a responsive document. Exact duplicate shall mean
documents containing identical content. For exact duplicate documents, the metadata
described in Section III.B herein shall be produced for the produced copy. Deduplication shall be done at the document family level, such that where any exact
duplicate documents have attachments, hash values must be identical for both the
document-plus-attachment (including associated metadata) as well as for any
attachment (including associated metadata) standing alone. Identical ESI may be deduplicated vertically (i.e., by custodian) and horizontally (i.e., globally across
custodians).
IV.

PROSCESSING OF THIRD-PARTY DOCUMENTS
A. A party that issues a non-party subpoena after the date this Stipulation is entered by the
Court ("Issuing Party") shall include a copy of this Stipulation with the subpoena and
request that the non-party produce documents in accordance with the specifications
set forth herein. If a party issued a non-party subpoena prior to the execution of this
Stipulation, that party shall promptly forward a copy of this Stipulation to the nonparty and request that the non-party produce documents in accordance with the
specifications set forth herein.
7

B. The Issuing Party is responsible for producing to all other parties to the Action any
documents obtained pursuant to a subpoena. If a non-party fails to produce documents in
accordance with the specifications set forth herein, the Issuing Party shall undertake
reasonable efforts to conform the non-party's production to the specifications described
herein, and shall assign a unique identification number to each document. Nothing in this
Stipulation is intended to or should be interpreted as narrowing, expanding, or otherwise
affecting the rights of the parties or third-parties to object to a subpoena.
V.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
A. This Stipulation is intended solely to address the format of document productions.
Nothing in this Stipulation is intended to affect the rights of any party to object to any
requests or demand for production. Nothing in this Stipulation shall constitute, or
operate as, a waiver of any rights of any party to object to, or to avoid, discovery or
disclosure, in whole or in part, under the laws of the United States, the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure, the Local Rules of the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of New York, this Court's Individual Rules and Practices, or any other
applicable law, rule, or order.
B. Nothing in this Stipulation establishes any agreement as to either the temporal or
subject matter scope of discovery in the Action or as to the relevance or admissibility
of any document. Nothing in this Stipulation shall be interpreted to require disclosure
of irrelevant information or relevant information protected by the attorney-client
privilege, work product doctrine, or any other applicable privilege, protection or
immunity from disclosure. The parties do not waive any objections as to the
production, discoverability, admissibility, or confidentiality of hard-copy documents
8

or ESI.
C. The Parties shall make good faith efforts to comply with and resolve any differences
concerning compliance with this Stipulation. If a producing party, notwithstanding
their good faith efforts, cannot comply with any material aspect of this Stipulation or
if compliance with such material aspect would be unreasonable, such party shall
inform the receiving party in writing as to why compliance with the Stipulation is
impossible or unreasonable as soon as reasonably practicable. No Party may seek
relief from the Court concerning compliance with the Stipulation unless it has first
conferred with the other Party.
D. Nothing in this Stipulation shall affect, in any way, a producing party's right to seek
reimbursement for costs associated with collection, review, and/or production of
documents or ESL That the Court has so-ordered this Stipulation shall not be construed
to indicate that the Court has made any finding regarding whether there is any basis
for shifting of costs.
E. Nothing herein is intended to, nor shall be construed to, diminish or otherwise affect any
Party's discovery obligations.
F. Any application to the Court regarding this Stipulation shall be made pursuant to the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Local Rules of the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of New York, and this Court's Individual Rules and Practices.
G. The Court will not retain jurisdiction after conclusion of the Action for enforcement of
this Stipulation.
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[Party Signature Blocks]
Dated: _____________

SO

O R D E R E D:

__________________________
JAMES M. WICKS
United States Magistrate Judge
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
---------------------------------------------------------x
Plaintiff(s),

Case No. _______(___) (JMW)
STIPULATION AND
[PROPOSED]ORDER FOR
PROTOCOL ON THE CONDUCT OF
REMOTE DEPOSITIONS

v.

Defendant(s).
---------------------------------------------------------x
Plaintiff(s)

and Defendant(s)

(together, the “Parties”) jointly

stipulate and request the Court order the following protocol for conducting depositions via
remote means in this action, in light of the COVID-19 pandemic and consistent with Fed. R.
Civ. P. 30(b)(4):
1.

All depositions shall be conducted remotely using videoconference

technology, and each deponent shall be video-recorded.
2.

The Parties agree to use [insert vendor name] for court reporting,

videoconferencing, and remote deposition services. The Parties agree that a [insert
vendor name] employee may attend each remote deposition to video record the
deposition, troubleshoot any technological issues that may arise, and administer the virtual
breakout rooms.
3.

The Parties agree that these video-recorded remote depositions may be used at

a trial or hearing to the same extent that an in-person deposition may be used at a trial or
hearing, and the Parties agree to not object to the use of these video recordings on the basis that
the deposition was taken remotely. The Parties reserve all other objections to the use of any
deposition testimony at trial.
4.

The deponent, court reporter, i nt erpr et er i f o ne i s neces s ary, and counsel
1

for the Parties will each participate in the videoconference deposition remotely and
separately. Each person attending the deposition shall be visible to all other participants,
their statements shall be audible to all other participants, and they should each strive to ensure
that their environment is free from noise and distractions.
5.

Consistent with Local Rule 30.4, no counsel shall initiate a private

conference, including through text message, electronic mail, or the chat feature in the
videoconferencing system, with any deponent while a question is pending, except for the
purpose of determining whether a privilege should be asserted.
6.

During breaks in the deposition, the Parties may use the breakout room feature,

which simulates a live breakout room through videoconference. Conversations in the breakout
rooms shall not be recorded.
7.

Remote depositions shall be recorded by stenographic means consistent with the

requirements of Rule 30(b)(3), e x c e p t t h a t t he court reporter will not be physically
present with the witness whose deposition is being taken. The Parties agree not to challenge
the validity of any oath administered by the court reporter, even if the court reporter is not
a notary public in the state where the deponent resides.
8.

The court reporter will stenographically record the testimony, and the court

reporter’s transcript shall constitute the official record. [Insert vendor name] will
simultaneously videotape the deposition and preserve the video recording.
9.

The court reporter may be provided a copy of the video recording of any

videotaped deposition for the purposes of reviewing the video recording to improve the
accuracy of any written transcript.
10.

The Parties agree that the court reporter is an “Officer” as defined by Federal

Rule of Civil Procedure 28(a)(2) and shall be permitted to administer the oath to the witness
via the videoconference. The deponent will be required to provide government-issued
Proposed Remote Deposition Protocol Stipulation and Order:11257945_1

identification satisfactory to the court reporter, and this identification must be legible on the
video record.
11.

The Party that noticed the deposition shall be responsible for procuring a

written transcript of the remote deposition.
12.

The Party that noticed the deposition shall provide t h e c o u r t

r e p o r t e r with a copy of this Stipulation and [Proposed] Order at least twenty-four hours
in advance of the deposition.
13.

At the beginning of each deposition, consistent with Rule 30(b)(5)(A) of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the person responsible for video-recording the deposition
shall begin the deposition with an on-the-record statement that includes: (i) the officer’s
name and company affiliation; (ii) the date, time, and place of the deposition; (iii) the
deponent’s name; (iv) the officer’s administration of the oath or affirmation; and (v) the
identity of all persons present.
14.

At the beginning of each segment of the deposition, consistent with Rule

30(b)(5)(B) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the person responsible for videorecording the deposition shall begin the segment of the remote deposition by reciting: (1) the
officer's name and business address; (ii) the date, time and place of the deposition; and (iii)
the deponent's name.
15.

The Parties agree to work collaboratively and in good faith with the court

reporting agency to assess each deponent’s technological abilities and to troubleshoot any issues
at least 48 hours in advance of the deposition so any n e c e s s a r y adjustments can be
made. The Parties also agree to work collaboratively to address and troubleshoot technological
(including audio or video) issues that arise during the deposition and make such provisions as
are reasonable under the circumstances to address such issues. This provision shall not be
interpreted to compel any Party to proceed with a deposition where the deponent cannot hear or
understand the other participants or where the participants cannot hear or understand the
deponent.
Proposed Remote Deposition Protocol Stipulation and Order:11257945_1

16.

Every deponent shall endeavor to have technology sufficient to appear for a

videotaped deposition (e.g., a webcam and computer or telephone audio), and bandwidth
sufficient to sustain the remote deposition. Counsel for each deponent shall consult with the
deponent prior to the deposition to ensure the deponent has the required technology. If not,
counsel for the deponent shall endeavor to supply the required technology prior to the
deposition. In the case of third-party witnesses, counsel noticing the deposition shall supply
any necessary technology that the deponent does not have.
17.

The Parties agree that this Stipulation applies to remote depositions of non-

parties under Rule 45 and shall work in a collaborative manner in attempting to schedule
remote depositions of non-parties. The Party noticing any third-party deposition shall provide
this Stipulation to counsel for any non-party under Rule 45 at a reasonable time before the
date of the deposition.
18.

The Parties agree that any of the following methods for administering exhibits,

or any combination of such methods, may be employed during a remote deposition:
(i)

Counsel noticing the deposition may choose to send physical copies of
documents that may be used during the deposition to the deponent, the
deponent’s counsel, the other Party’s counsel, and the court reporter. In that
event, noticing counsel shall so inform the deponent’s counsel, the other Party’s
counsel, and the court reporter prior to mailing the documents and shall provide
tracking information for the package. Such documents shall be delivered by
12:00 pm ET the business day before the deposition. Counsel for the
deponent, the other Party’s counsel, and the court reporter shall confirm receipt
of the package by electronic mail to Counsel noticing the deposition. If
physical copies are mailed, every recipient of a mailed package shall keep the
package sealed until the deposition begins and shall only unseal the package
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on the record, on video, and during the deposition when directed to do so by
the counsel taking the deposition. This same procedure shall apply to any
physical copies of documents any other counsel intends to use for examining
the witness.
(ii)

Counsel noticing the deposition may choose to send a compressed .zip file of
the documents to be used during the deposition via electronic mail to the
deponent, the deponent’s counsel, the other Party’s counsel, and the court
reporter. The .zip file shall be delivered by 12:00 pm ET the business day
before the deposition. Counsel for the deponent, the other Party’s counsel,
and the court reporter shall confirm receipt of the .zip file by electronic mail to
Counsel noticing the deposition. The .zip file shall be password protected,
and counsel taking the deposition shall supply the password via electronic
email immediately prior to the commencement of the deposition. Every
recipient of a .zip file shall not open the .zip file until the deposition begins and
when directed to do so by the counsel taking the deposition. If sending
documents by electronic mail, counsel will be mindful of file size limitations,
which presumptively should be less than 50 MB.

(iii)

Counsel may introduce exhibits electronically during the deposition, by using
the Lexitas LegalView document-sharing technology, by using the screensharing technology within the videoconferencing platform, or by sending the
exhibit to the deponent and all individuals on the record via electronic mail.

19.

All deponents receiving documents before or during a deposition, pursuant to

Paragraph 18(i) above, shall return the documents to the counsel who sent them originally,
within two business days following the completion of the deposition, and shall not retain them
in any manner. Counsel noticing the deposition shall include a pre-paid return shipping
Proposed Remote Deposition Protocol Stipulation and Order:11257945_1

label in any package of documents mailed to a deponent.
20.

Counsel for the Parties may keep any document or exhibit used during the

deposition, and shall return any documents not used during the deposition to the counsel who
sent them originally, within two business days following the completion of the deposition, and
shall not retain them in any manner.
21.

Counsel noticing the deposition shall provide any counsel for third-party

witnesses with a copy of the Parties’ Stipulated Protective Order to the extent the parties
entered into such an Order. Counsel for third-party witnesses may keep any document used
during the deposition in accordance with the Stipulated Protective Order, and shall return any
d ocuments not used during the deposition to the Counsel who sent them originally, within
two business days following the completion of the deposition, and shall not retain them in
any manner.
Dated: _______________________
Counsel for Plaintiff(s):

__________________________

Counsel for Defendant(s):
____________________________
S O O R D E R E D:
_________________
Hon. James M. Wicks
United States Magistrate Judge
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
------------------------------------------------------------- X
PREFERRED CONSTRUCTION, INC.,
:
:
ROBERT DALE and SANDRA DALE,
:
Plaintiffs,
:
:
-against:
:
PATRIOT ORGANIZATION INC.,
:
PATRIOTS ORGANIZATION II, INC., and
:
JONATHAN SINGER,
:
:
Defendants.
:
------------------------------------------------------------- X

Index No. 622609/2018
DECISION ON IDL NUMBER 2

Currently before Michael Cardello III, Esq. as a result of an Order of Appointment, So
Ordered by the Honorable Elizabeth H. Emerson on November 24, 2020, appointing him as
Special Master (the "Special Master"), pursuant to New York Civil Practice Laws and Rules
Sections 3104 and 4301 (the “Order of Appointment”), to supervise discovery in the abovementioned action (the "Action") is Initial Dispute Letter #2 (the "Dispute Letter") submitted by
Patriot Organization, Inc. ("Patriot I"), Patriot Organization II, Inc. ("Patriot II"), and Jonathan
Singer ("Singer", collectively with Patriot I and Patriot II, the "Defendants") dated February 12,
2021.
Also before the Special Master, and in reply to the Dispute Letter, is the Response to the
Dispute Letter

(the "Response Letter") submitted by Preferred Construction, Inc. ("PCI"),

Robert Dale, and Sandra Dale (Robert Dale, Sandra Dale and PCI are collectively referred to as
the "Plaintiffs") dated February 22, 2021.
For the reasons set forth in detail below, and after consideration of the Dispute Letter and
the Response Letter, the Special Master finds the following:
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A. Defendants' request for an Order compelling PCI to amend its
document production to comply with CPLR 3122 is denied without
costs and fees. PCI's document production, as described and set
forth in the Dispute Letter, complies with CPLR 3122.
B. Defendants' request for an Order directing PCI to respond to
supplemental interrogatories to explain the methodology used in
producing documents as part of its production is denied without
costs and fees. Defendants have not satisfied their burden entitling
them to conduct discovery solely relevant to PCI's document
production.
C. Defendants' request for an Order directing PCI to respond to
supplemental interrogatories to explain why documents were
omitted from its production is denied without costs and fees.
D. Defendants are permitted to file a motion to compel the production
of relevant, responsive documents they claim were requested and
have not been produced as part of, or have been omitted from PCI's
document production. Upon request, a briefing schedule will be
scheduled.
A.

Defendants' Request for an Order
Compelling PCI to Comply with CPLR 3122

Defendants assert in the Dispute Letter that PCI1 produced six (6) electronically stored
information ("ESI") productions. In contrast, Plaintiffs state that only one ESI production was
made. In any event, Defendants raise an issue with two aspects of PCI's document production,
which Defendants describe as: "1. May 2020 Bates Numbered Production" and "3. Preferred
Electronic Production", both identified on Exhibit 1 to the Dispute Letter. Defendants assert that
both parts of the production are not "organized and labeled to the categories" in the Defendants'
request, and that PCI's production is unsorted and noncompliant with CPLR 3122. Accordingly,
Defendants seek an order compelling PCI to reorganize and reproduce these two parts of PCI's
production to comply with CPLR 3122.

1

Defendants' Dispute Letter seeks an Order compelling discovery and information from PCI
only, and does not appear to be directed against Robert Dale or Sandra Dale.
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In the Response Letter, Plaintiffs assert that the Defendants have failed to demonstrate
non-compliance with CPLR 3122 because PCI has produced documents as they are kept in the
regular course of business, which is permissible under CPLR 3122(c). Plaintiffs further assert,
and Defendants do not contest, that PCI produced ESI "in native electronic format, with
attachments, with metadata preserved, and as they are stored within the respective custodians'
Outlook accounts." (Response Letter, p.2-3). The Plaintiffs also contend that PCI organized and
labeled its productions as corresponding to categories cross-referencing the Defendants
numbered requests. (Response Letter, p.3).
N.Y. CPLR 3122(c) provides that "[w]henever a person is required pursuant to such
notice or order to produce documents for inspection, that person shall produce them as they are
kept in the regular course of business or shall organize and label them to correspond to the
categories in the request." Although "no specific state statute addresses ESI, courts have
interpreted the CPLR so as to be virtually parallel to the Federal provision set forth in Rule 34 of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure." Dartnell Enterprises, Inc. v. Hewlett Packard Co., 33
Misc.2d 1202(A), *4, 938 N.Y.S.2d 226 (Sup. Ct. Monroe Cnty. 2011) (internal quotations
omitted) citing Mosley v. Conte, Index. No. 110623/2008, *13, 2010 WL 3536810 (Sup. Ct. N.Y.
Cnty. 2010); Delta Financial Corp. v. Morrison, 13 Misc.3d 604, 608, 819 N.Y.S.2d 908, 91112 (Sup. Ct. Nassau Cnty. 2006). Thus, generally producing ESI in its electronic native format
satisfies the "regular course of business" provision of CPLR 3122(c). See Dartnell Enterprises,
Inc., 33 Misc.2d at *4.
A party complies with CPLR 3122(c) when its document production is organized and
labeled in such a way that the requesting party can "know and understand" which documents
apply to the separate discovery requests. See H.P.S. Management Co. Inc. v. St. Paul Surplus
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Lines Ins. Co., 127 A.D.3d 1018, 1019 (2d Dep't 2015); Big Bear LLC v. Yaghoubian, Index No.
159087/2015, 2016 WL 2101422, *1-2 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. 2016) (despite plaintiff requesting
documents be produced as they are kept in the usual course of business, defendants still needed
to provide appropriate responses and indicate which documents correspond to plaintiff's request);
see also NGL Contracting Ltd. V. Toyota, Index No. 652039/2017, 2019 WL 5266846, *2 (Sup.
Ct. N.Y. Cnty. 2019).
The PCI production at issue in the Dispute Letter, as evidenced by Defendants' Dispute
Letter and the exhibits to the Dispute Letter, complies with CPLR 3122(c) in that (1) PCI
produced e-mails in electronic and native format, with metadata and attachments with descriptive
file folders, and as the electronic documents were stored within each custodian's electronic
account and (2) PCI organized its production in a way for the Defendants to ascertain and
understand which folders contained documents responsive to each category of the Defendants'
demands.
Accordingly, the submissions of both Plaintiffs and Defendants demonstrate that the two
aspects of PCI's production as described in the Dispute Letter, complies with CPLR 3122(c).
The Defendants request for an Order compelling PCI to comply with CPLR 3122 is denied
without costs and fees.
B.

Defendants' Request for an Order Directing PCI to Respond to
Supplemental Interrogatories Explaining their Method of Production

Defendants request that PCI should be ordered to respond to supplemental interrogatories
concerning the method and manner of PCI's document production, including an explanation of
how it was prepared, who prepared it, what emails were omitted and "other foundational
information" concerning how the document production was "collected, searched and produced."
(Dispute Letter, p.3) However, the referenced supplemental interrogatories have not been served
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nor are they annexed to the Dispute Letter. Accordingly, the determination of Defendants'
request for such relief is based upon Defendants' characterization of such supplemental
interrogatories.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, any "supplemental interrogatories" as described in the
Dispute Letter that are directed solely to the sufficiency of PCI's document production would
constitute "discovery on discovery." A party requesting "discovery on discovery" has the burden
of demonstrating a specific discovery deficiency or facts suggesting that a production is
deficient.

See Freedman v. Weatherford Int'l, No. 12 Civ. 2121, 2014 WL 4547039, *2

(S.D.N.Y 2014); The Sedona Principles, Third Ed., 19 Sedona Conf. J. 1, Principle 7. Unless
Defendants can demonstrate the foregoing, PCI is best situated to evaluate the procedures,
methodologies, and technologies appropriate for preserving and producing its own electronically
stored information, and such "discovery on discovery" is not necessary. (See Id., Principle 6).
The court in Orillaneda v. French Culinary Institute stated that:
Courts supervising discovery are often confronted by the claim that
the production made is so paltry that there must be more that has
not been produced or that was destroyed. Speculation that there is
more will not suffice; if theoretical possibility that more
documents exist sufficed to justify additional discovery, discovery
would never end.
No. 07 Civ. 3206, 2011 WL 4375365, *6 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) (internal quotations omitted) (internal
citations omitted).
A party must point to the existence of additional responsive material or be able to deduce
that additional material exists based on documents already produced. Id. In terms of document
culling and production, perfection is not required, nor is the use of the "best tool", but rather the
production results must be reasonable and proportional. See Freedman, 2014 WL 4547039 at
*3; Hyles v. New York City, 10 Civ. 3119, 2016 WL 4077144 (S.D.N.Y. 2016). In addressing
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previously cited arguments by Defendants, PCI's choice not to employ search terms during the
culling process of their production alone is not a deficiency.
Like the movant in Orillaneda, the Defendants have failed to demonstrate a deficiency in
PCI's document production or any facts suggesting the production is likely deficient warranting
discovery solely relevant to the sufficiency of PCI's document production. See Orillaneda, 2011
WL 4375365 at *6, *9. Like in Freedman, the Defendants' request should be denied where
Defendants have not identified any document deficiencies and the failure to produce responsive
documents. See Freedman, 2014 WL 4547039 at *3. Thus, Defendants' request for an order
compelling Plaintiffs to respond to supplemental interrogatories explaining the methodology
used to make their production is denied.
In addition, Defendants have failed to demonstrate the incomplete production of
responsible documents or facts sufficient to require PCI to respond to supplemental
interrogatories concerning the PCI email addresses not searched, including the referenced email
addresses of PCI project managers. Nor have Defendants demonstrated the need for
supplemental interrogatories concerning the cover pages to previous submissions to counsel/the
Court that may have been produced with certain job files. With respect to Defendants’ request
for responses to supplemental interrogatories concerning the identification of all credit cards and
all bank accounts, Defendants have not demonstrated facts sufficient to warrant the requested
relief. In fact, Defendants expressly state that “[b]efore these issues of the manner of the
production can be addressed, the universe of credit cards which may be used by PCI in this
action needs to be identified.” (Dispute Letter, p.3-4). Likewise, Defendants also state,
“[b]efore this issue can be addressed, PCI should respond to a supplemental interrogatory… “.
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Id. Accordingly, Defendants' request for an Order compelling Plaintiffs to respond to such
supplemental interrogatories is denied without costs and fees.
C.

Defendants' Request for PCI to Explain
Missing Documents and the Production of Additional Documents

Inasmuch as Defendants seek an order directing PCI to respond to supplemental
interrogatories regarding the manner of production PCI employed to determine, assemble and
produce responsive documents and/or the organization and labeling of such responsive
documents, the Defendants request for is denied without costs and fees for the above-mentioned
reasons.
Defendants also contend that there are specific documents "missing" from PCI's
production and provides examples at pages 4-5 of its Dispute Letter. Defendants assert that PCI's
production of responsive documents must be supplemented.

PCI disputes Defendants'

contentions, and further objects, among other things, to the production of documents and relevant
to the order of which, according to PCI, Defendants have produced.
If the Defendants believe that responsive documents relevant to this Action have not been
produced by PCI and should have been produced as part of PCI's production, then the
Defendants must submit a motion to compel. Upon request by the Defendants, a briefing
schedule shall be set regarding the same.

SO ORDERED this 26th day of March, 2021
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Michael Cardello III
Michael Cardello III
Special Discovery Master
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